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SECTION

1

OVERVIEW

Oueruiew
The purpose of the Build.ing Community tool kit is to equip youth and adult
facilitators with a framework and specific tools to unleash the power of many
diverse resources for positive community change. The Building Community
process
• Identifies community assets
• Inspires action
• Promotes partnership between and among youth and adults
• Makes community dreams a reality
• Creates changes in communities that can be sustained and supported.
Building Community describes a process by which youth and adults in communities can
explore the strengths and gifts of people, place, past, present, and future. Finding out about
these gifts enables community members to both start and build on work to create positive
community change. It's an idea that a group of youth and adults all over the country have
been developing for several years. We're pleased that you , the user of this [Dol kit, also are
interested in this idea, and we look forward to learning with you about how the communi 
ty-building process works in your community .

SECTION 1 CONTENTS
ABOUT THIS TOOL K]T ...... ..................................................................... ........................... 2
A PICTURE OF THE BUILDING COMMUN]TY MODEl. ............................... .............. .. .............. 4
HOW THIS TOOL KIT IS ORGANIZED .............................................. ........................... ......... 5
HOW TO USE TH1S TOOL KIT .............................. ............... ............................................... 7
HOW mE BUILDING COMMUNITY PROCESS HAS BEEN USED IN COMMUNITIES ...................... 9
WHAT ]S UNIQUE ABO UT THE BUILDING COMMUNITY PROCESS? ... .......... ......... .... ... .... .... .. . 10
BUILDING AND SHARING THE TOOLS ................................................................................ 11
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Rbout This Tool Kit
In 1996, the National 4-H Coun cil's Innovation Center for Community and Youth Development started a
j ourney with our county Cooperati e Extens ion System partners in

10

rural communit ies. The purpose

of the journey was to build the capaci ty of communi ty members to do positive you th and com munity
development work in new ways. The idea was to share what we learned with other communities
doing similar work . As part of that j ourney, we developed a process to examine local re sources and
put them into a tion to create positive change. We call d this process "Ch arting Community
Connections" (CCC). After testing the process with tho se ten commu nities and several others, we set
out to document all the va r iou s tools and activities that had been successfully used and ada pted in
communities. Partnering with four additional communities, and looking at the total of this work, we
realized that the name "Charti ng Community Connections" didn 't fully re flect the scope of the process,
so we decided to ca ll it "Building Com munity". The Building Communi ty tool kit r eflects the work that
the Inn ovation Center and fourteen commun ities have done to date.
Whether you are j ust starting or are already underway with your you th and community development
work, this kit wi ll provide you with resources and ideas. It is a practical guide that has re sources for
each of the phases of the process of youth and community development: bUi lding readiness, visioni ng
and planni ng, taki ng action, and change and sustainability. What makes this process unique however
are the princi ples it is based on:
• Youth/ adult partnersh ips
• An asset -based approach that focuses on the gifts of communi ties
• l earning and refl ection
The tools and resources found in Section z, "Core Pri ncip les", describe these features in detail. The
core pri nciples relate to all four phases of the process. Explanations of how these princi ples can be
used throughout the various phases of the work are provided in Sections 3-6.
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SECTION

1

3

OVERVIEW

WHO SHOULD USE THIS TOOL KIT?
Youth and adul ts w ho are in terested in lead ing. facilitating. or participating in strength-based commu
nity development efforts should use this tool kit. This might include the foll owi ng people:
• Young leaders
• Youth workers
• Teachers
• Community organizers
• Government officia ls
• Social service managers
• Anyone interested in bringing about positive change in a community.
The tools in thi s ki t were primarily design d and piloted in ru ral communities. but most of them are
applicable to urba n and suburban commun ities. The too ls were designed and pi loted with youth in
high school but could be adapted for use with younger youth.
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SECTION

1

OVE~VIEW

A PICTURE OF THE BUILDING COMMUNITY MODEL

BUILDIHG BE ADI
Approaches (0 com
and youth wo

UISIOHIHG &PLAHHIHG
[OBEPBIH[IPHS

Creating a shared Vision

Moving from vision to Reali ty
Youth/adult partnerships __. . . . . . .
Reflection and Learning
Gifts of Past, Place,
Relations, and Individuals

[HRHGE &SUSTAIHABILI TY
Sustaining the work
Decision making and powe r sharing

IHPLEHEHTATIOH
Processes for success
Building momentum
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SEC T ION

1

5

OVERV I EW

HOW THIS TOOL KIT IS ORGANIZED
l uckily, this kit is a little more organized than t he average tool box. The fiv main section s after this
one each correspond with one of the fi ve parts of the figure on the previous page. Below is an
overview of each section:

Section 2:
Core Principfea
This section corresponds with the circle in the middle of the fi gure on page 4 and overlaps with
Sections J through 6. You'll likely be doing a lot of nipping between Section
sections because they relate to each other so closely. Section

2

2

and the following

describes the wre principles that

guide every part of the Building Community process. It includes the following mater ial s:
• Bu ilding youth- adul t partnerships- an overview and resources for learning ways
that young people and adults can work together as equal partners.
• A guide to gifts of past- the assets and challenges from shared history that can be
used in present and future work
• A guide to gifts of place-the assets and information that are found by looking at a
picture of our space and which can help us organize our efforts and ensure that
they connect all parts of the community
• A guide to gifts of relations-the assets that are found in people and organizations
and our relationships to them
• A guide to individual gifts- the assets that every person has-and how to put them
to work in your group or team
• Learning and renection-tips and tools for reflecting on successes and challenges
in your work.

The guides to past, place and relations were developed in partnership wi th the Institute of
Cu ltural Affairs.

Section 3:
Building ReadineM
This section summarizes some of the things that groups have done when they first form or when they
start a new project together. It includes
• an introduction to approaches for youth and community development,
• resources for building relationships (teambuilding and forming youth- adult partnerships),
• notes on getting some "earl y wins," and
• a discussion of how examining resources can contribute to building readin ess for community action.

Section 4:
V~i()nlng and Planning
Thi s section discusses the importance of creating a vision and plan, describes ways to do that, and
gives stories and examples from communities.

©2001 Innovation Center for Community and Youth DevelopmentfTides Cente r
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Section 5:
Moving into Action
Thi s section discusses the importa nt step of using the vision, plan, and information abo ut comm unity
resources to take action that will spark greater invol vement. It includes
• processes for facilitating groups and making meetings successful.
• ideas about how to get the word Out about your work, and
• a di scussion of how you can identify and mobilize community resources for action.

Section 6:
Change and SmtainabiLtty
This section discusses "the point"-how you can keep you r work going and create positive change. It
includes
• resources and information about collaboration and
• a discussion of decision making and power, including resources fo r youth in decision making.
The purpose of th is tool kit is to share tools that have already been tested and adapted in communi
ties, and many of our community partners are currentl y developing, adapting, and testing tools for
this phase. As a result, this is the least developed of the sections.

Each section begins with a table of contents for that section a nd ends with lists of additiona l
resources. Those lists are important because they give information about how to access many of the
other resources that we and people in com munities use.

Key
Different types of information are included in this tool ki t, and pages are marked accordingly with a
label on the right side of the page.
Background information pages do not have any labels, and includ e overviews of speci fi c topics and
lists of resources on the concepts and ideas discussed in each section.
Notes for facilitators are step-by-step guides to fac ilitate activities for community groups as
well as lists of possible adaptations.
Handouts are forms and worksheets that are ready to copy and share with participants and
community members. Note that you are welcome to reproduce these pages to share. AJI of
the other types of pages in the tool kit may be reproduced only with permission.
Notes from the fie ld are stories from community members that relate to concepts and ideas
in each section
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HOW TO USE THIS TOOL KIT
Some people might wa nt to Jook at the enti re ki t fi rs t, and oth rs might pull the kit out only wh en
they n

d it, su h as when they are starting ro work on a new st p of the process. It works best when

you can look over wha t is here and then ta lk with other comm unity members about how you might
use and adapt each rool ro a given situation. It will be importa nt t

let people free ly brainstorm

about wha t they think of each of the pi eces and how they might use it.

II you want to ...

See section(s)

Bring a group of youth and adults together who have not worked with
each other before.

Section 3 Building Readiness
Section 2: Youth-Adult
Partnerships

Become familiar with the variety of approaches for doing community
and youth work.

Section 3: Building Readiness

Develop a shared idea that represents what different people and
groups see as success in the future.

Section 4: Visioning

Launch a short-term or long-term project to excite people and engage
them in larger process

Section 4 Planning

Learn about processes to make meetings more successful and
participatory.

Section 5: Moving to Action

Build collaborations with other people and groups in the community
to help sustain the work.

Section 6: Change and
Sustainability

Identify a group of diverse people and organizations who are
interested in and might support your work.

Section 2: Gifts of Relations

Create unity and appreciation for the shared history of your
community.

Section 2: Gifts of History

Learn new ways to promote discussion and reflection on successes,
challenges , and lessons learned.

Section 2 Learning and
Reflection

Re -ignite the spirit of an existing group

Section 2: Gifts of History and
Learning and Reflection
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8

OVERVIEW

DEFINITIONS, LANGUAGE, AND CONCEPTS
If you haven't already noticed, there are some big, maybe unfa miliar, terms that we use when we talk
about Buildi ng Community. Below are some of the terms that you may hear or read .
Asset-based
community
deve lopmen t

The process of identifying and mobi lizing commun ities' unique local resources
for creating positive change.

Community

A collection of p ople with things in common. What they have in common may be
where they live, but it can also be their feelings about an issue or their situation.

Community
development

Process of cooperation and understanding among a group of people who want to
change and improve the econo mic, social, and environmental conditions of the
place they live

Commun ity
youth
deve lopment

Process that encourages and empowers young people and adults to create change
in th ir commu nities and to work as equal partners

(CYD)

Facilitation

The design and ma nagement of structures and processes that help a grou p do its
work together and maximize the e nergy and voices of a ll of the group me mbers.

Positive
Youth
Development

The ongoi ng process in wh ich young peop le are e ngaged in building the skills,
attitudes. knowledge and expe ri nces that prepare them for the future .

Resource,
asset, gift

Different words that describe the sa me concept-the things that we can identify
and use to create positive change

Sustalnabllity

The idea that something can be continua lly renewed and reused over the COurse
of lime

Technical

Advice. train ing, and cooperation that staff and o ther people provide to com munity

assistance

members

Youch
development

Process by which young people learn skills and gain experience and knowledge in
order to become productive members of their communities

Youth-adult
partnership

A partnership between adults and young people that supports joint effo rts toward
solvi ng community problems and acknowledges the con tributions of both parties

© 2001 Innovation Center ror OJmmunity and Youth DevelopmentfTldes Center
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HOW THE BUILDING COMMUNITY PROCESS HAS BEEN
USED IN COMMUNITIES
Before we embark on a new adventure, it's Iways nice to know what other people have been able to
do. More than fifteen communities in al l parts o f the country have been using the CCC process
(or parts of it) since 1996. Below are some interesting stories abou t how it has worked .

One of the communities is a primarily African-American community that was settled by freed slaves
after the Civil War. When the community did its history wall , there was a great commun ity turnout.
People traced the whole history of the community, which was a powerful and emotional experience
that brought the group together.

The surveys and interviews that one community did were so complete that they ga thered the first sta
tistics the community has about the number of people under age

.a who live there. It turned out to be

more than 50 percent of the population. Now they are able to say to the local governm ent that ALL
community programs must consider youth !

One community was concerned that there was not enough you th perspective in there communitry
viSion. They decided that middle and high school dances were the perfect times to have young people
I ad other youth in thinking about their vision for the future of the community.

Some reSidents in one community were pretty skeptical about the Building Community process. The
group did the first parts of the work Without the support of the whole community. However, planning
group members were very good about getting the word out to people in the community about their
progress in a community newsletter. little by little, people could see the value of what they were
doing. The group hosted a community dinner that got a great turnout and won over some new sup
porters!

Throughout the too l kit, you will see pages ca lled "Notes from the Fi eld." Each note provides a story
about Bui lding Community work or products in real com munities.

Many stories about the tools and resources in rural communities are documented in, Hobson and
Spangler, Re6ou rce6 tor y outh and Community Development in 160lated Co mmunitie6: Storie6 crom
Ten Co mmu n it ie6,

2000,

which is available through National 4-H Council,

infOil> thei nnovati oncen ter.org.
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SECTION

1

OVERVIEW

WHAT IS UNIQUE ABOUT THE BUILDING

COMMUNITY PROCESS?
IT'S ABOUT YOUTH AND ADULTS WORKING TOGETHER.
The process is designed, implemented, and sustained by community-based groups of young people
AND adults. Many other mapping tools are designed to be used by only young people or only adults.
In contrast, the theory of youth-adult partnerships is built into all the steps of this process. We think
tha t equal partnerships are essential for creating comprehensive, lasting change in communities.

Tools (like this ki t !) are designed to be accessible to teens and adults, and the process highlights the
gifts that community members of all ages bring. This process is designed to invol e youth not just as
data collectors but also as analysts, publicists, coordinators, and deSigners.

THE PROCESS IS MUCH BIGGER THAN JUST THE STEP OF CONDUCTING AND ANALY2ING
COMMUNI1Y INTERVIEWS AND SURVEYS.
When many people think of community asset mapping, they think of just the step where community
members conduct interviews and surveys to find the gifts that organizations and individuals bring to
the community. Many communities, however, find that interviewing and surveying either produce a
lot of information that is difficult to use or do not full y capture and reflect all of their community's
resources. For that reason, the Building Community process described in this tool kit focuses on
resources other than people and organizations, like history; on new resources that can be used in
ongoi ng planning efforts; and on sharing products with the public.

IT RECOGNIZES AND USES WORK THAT GROUPS HAVE DONE IN THE PAST.
The Building Community process is designed to be compatible With , rather than exclusive of, other
community mapping planning. The steps are alJ pieces of a puzzle that can be solved in many differ
ent ways- every community will take a unique path. For example, in a commun ity where surveys and
interviews have al ready been done, it is pOSSible to incorporate the results into other steps, such as
examining history or geography. Likewise, a community group may choo e to use only certain pieces
of the puzzle because the group feels that those steps are the ones that will best further its communi 
ty and youth development efforts.

THE PROCESS IS DESIGNED TO BE SUSTAINABLE OVER TIME.
The products generated by the Building Commun ity process are intended to be updated and revised.
Because the process is designed to avoid the dilemma of conducting mapping and gathering results
that are either not easily used or used only for a short period of time, it includes processes that are
simple, that continually renew and that renovate all the products over time . The results of the inter
views and surveys may feed into the steps of articulating and documenting a community vision and a

strategic plan. The community group may take "slices" of the vision to work on one by one over time.
These slices may be fur ther developed into a strategic plan that spans] to 5 years and reflects the
community's strengths and challenges, as identified by looking at history, individual and organization
al gi fts, and geography.
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BUILDING AND SHARING THE TOOLS
To continue to develop new tools and adapt the ones in thi s kit, we need to hear from you! Please
share your stories, questions, suggestions, additions, and comments wi th us. We've set up a few ways
to help make this happen:

SURVEY
At the end of the pages in this binder, you wil l fi nd a survey that you can use to give us your
feedback. You may also fill out an online survey at www.theinnovationcenter.org.

ONLINE FORUM
We have an onl ine forum, which wo rks like a bulleti n board, where people can share experiences
in using the tools and activities and ideas. It provides a chance to network with others who have
the tool kit and who are implementing it in their communities. To partici pate in the forum, go to
www.theinnovationcenter.org and take a minute to set up a user identi fi cation and password.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND TRAINING
With our community partners, we work to share and build the Building Commun ity process. We
conduct workshops at conferences and meetings to share this model and tools, and we offer training
and technical assistance to community groups. If you are interested in finding out more about these
services, please contact us at infoiUtheinnovationcenter.org.

ADDmONAl COPIES
If you would like additional copies of thi s lool kir. pl ease use the order form that is included at the
back of the binder, or e-mail us at infoii>theinnovationcenter.org.
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In the graphic that represents the Building Community process, a circle in the

middle connects each of four phases. In that circle are core principles-ideas
that cut across all the work and guide not j ust what is done but how it is done.
These principles include the foUowing ideas:
Youth- adult partnership~quaJ partnerships between young people and
adults. This section provides an overview of the partnerships approach, some
activities and tools, and list of other resources on this topic.
An asset-based approach- a focus on resources and assets, not needs and

deficiencies. In this section are tools and activities for looking at the gifts in
a community's past, place, and relations as weU as the gifts of individual
community members.
Learning and reflection- being intentional about where we have been and
where we are going. In this section there are diverse tools and activities for
doing reflection and learning.
In each of the following sections of the tool kit we'll refer to Section 2 in dis
cussing how the core principles can be used to build readiness, do visioning
and planning, move to action, and create change and sustainability. This sec
tion contains specific activities and tools re lated to each of the principles that
can be adapted to fit into every phase of your work.
SECTIO

2 CO TE TS

PART I: YOUTH-ADUlT PARTNERSHIPS . .. .. ... ...... .. ... ... .. ... ............ . 15
PART

2:

GIFTS OF PAST .. . .. .. .. . . .. . ..•. ... .... ..... . . . .. .•.•. . . • . . . ..... 29

PART ) : GIfTS OF PLACE .. .... ... . • . . ..... .. . . ... . . .... . .. .. ... . . .. ....... . 4)
PART 4: GIFTS OF RElATIONS ...... .......... ........ ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
PART 5: GIFTS OF INDlVIDUAlS .. ... . . . • ... .. • . ..... ... . . . . . .. . .. ... . . ...... 7S
PART 6: LEARNING AND REFLECTION ... . ... .. .. ..... .. .... ... . . ..... . .. .... . .. 93
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One of the most unique aspects of the Building Community model is the fact that it is
designed to be developed and implemented by youth and adults in partnership. It recog
nizes that young people must have an equal role with adults in both the development of
opportunities for young people as well as in the development of the communities where
they live as a whole. The approach where both youth and adults take the role of "part
ner" is one of the core principles of the Building Community model.
In the communities wh re we work, and as we talk to peop le in rhe field, we have made a few key
discoveries abou t youth-a du lt partnerships:
People like this approach!
It makes work fun.
It makes sense in dOing community work and strengthens communities .
It helps adults overcome negative attitudes.
Another discovery is how complex and chal lenging it can be:
It is new territory for a lot of people.
It is not something you just learn and fin ish.
The way our schedules and lives are set up makes it hard.
Youth and adul ts both have to be com mitted to learning and growing.
This part of the tool kit addresses both these benefi ts and challenges of youth adult partner ships, and
includes:
An overview of the phases of youth- adul t partnersh ips
Notes on ways in which young people are involved in communities
A sel f-assessment tool
Ways to track partnerships over time
A list of resources for youth-adult partnerships and youth invo lvement
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Building part nerships occurs in severa l phases, and speci fi c tools are helpful in different phases.
Within the same group or community, elements of each phase often are present.

PHASE

THE FOCUS IS ON...

PEOPU ARE SAYING.••

HUPFUL TOOLS

I. Awakening

Discussing new ways of doing
things

II. Exploring

Exploring principles and value s

"I have a say."
"It means hav ing respect for
youth."
"I can be listened to ."
"It's working with youth , not for
youth."

Training activities to explore
attitudes and partnerships
Conducting a success ful
community event

III. Taking aclion

Exploring "how to "-skills and
competencies

"The right attitude is not
enough ."
"Youth and ad ults are sharing
ideas freely."
"Adults are really li stening ."

Looking at co mmunication
and leadership styles
Training and techni cal assis
tan ce in teamwork

IV. Suslainabilily

Making partnerships a natural
thing to do

"We would not do it if it wasn't
in partnership with youth"
"Youth/adult partnerships is the
best way to do th ings"

Projects and activities
around specific issues

"We should be a resource to
other groups ."
"We can train others."
"We need to extend this
approach to groups where
important decisions are made."

Training and te chnical assi stan ce in youth in decision
making and governance
Training of trainers
Looking at progress

fnternalizing the approach

V. Making
change

Building and extending the
approach-changing struc
tures and system s
Practice and refinement

"Maybe we should in clude more
diverse resources and pe ople ."

Readi ng about the partnerships
approac h-see resource list at
the end of this secti on

You'll notice that the fi ve phases of youth-adult partnerships are similar to the phases of the Building
Commun ity process described on page 4. This r semb lance is significant-it i s likely that you wi ll be
working on developing several phases at the same time as you move forward and make progress. For
example. you may be in the action phase of your work, but because that phase may include building
new youth- adult partnerships, you may be in the fi r st phase of the chart above.
Hundreds of tools exist for youth- adult partnershi ps, and they address each of the phases. This tool
kit includes onl y some additiona l background material and some sample activities. Perhaps the most
impor tant resource for youth- adult partnerships in this kit is the last page of this section-a list of
diverse resources for youth-adult partner ships and youth involvement.
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A successful youth- adult partnership, like any type of partnership or rela tionship, isn 't created
overnigh t. Youth-adult partnersh ips an be espec ially challengi ng simply because they are not the tra 
ditional way we relate to each other.
A few condi tions must be in place for your partnership eHort to be successful :
Adults need to be willi ng to share thei r power and responsibi lity.
Young people need to be wi lling to gain power and take on respons ibili ty.
Both youth and adu lts need the skills to work successfully togeth r .
Everyone needs to forg t everything they have ver thought about youth and adults as
separate groups and start treating them the same way they would treat their peers.
(Adapt d from Leifer and Mclarney, you nger Voice6, Stronger Ch oice6, 1997)

Adults Need to Remember These PrinCiples
Don't expect more brom a youth than yo u wo u ld b, om anot her adult. If a young person shows up
for a meeting 15 minutes late, an adult might think, "Aha, a slacker." When a fellow adult shows tip
15 minutes late, the same person might thin k, 'Tha t's understa ndable. They've got deadlines and
pressur 5." So do young people.
Treat you ng people a6 individ u a l6; don't make on e youth repre6ent all youth. Young people under

stand that adults may carry negative images of youth and may generalize from the behavior of a
few . Assure young people that you are interested in their individual opi nions, and don't expect
them to mbody an enti re popula tion.
Be

ca re~l

about inte lTUption6 . For the partnership to work, young people must feel that they are

va lued and respected. In many youth-adult relationsh ips, tha t respect is lacking. When interrupted
by an adult, young people tend to stop talking. Both parties need to respect each other's right to
voice opinions without critiCism or censure.
Remember tha t your role in a partner&htp i& n ot to paren t. Although being a parent may be the

most important role an adult can play, the purpose of youth-adult partnerships is to give both par
ties a different way to relate to each otber.
[( 6 okay to a6k tor heLp when y ou don 't k now /t ow to do 6omething .

Young People Need to Remember T ese Principles:
Critici6 m doe&n't neceMarily equate to conde6cen6i on. Someti mes when adu lts offer criticism to a
youth. th y are treating the youth the same way they would a colleague. Remember that adults are
used to critiquing others' idea '. Just b cause they disagr e doesn't mean they are dismissi ng you.
AduLt6 may n ot be aware

ob 110W

capabLe y ou ar e. Maybe they don't know any youth your age, so

they don't know what to expect. You can enlighten them by shOWing them you can handle mature
siruations.
AduLt& will ~eel re&p on&ible ~or t he 6UCCCM or ~aiLure o~ the project. That is why it is hard for adul ts

to share power and author ity. They need reassurance that you are willi ng to sha re in the successes
and failures.

It'6 okay to u6k tor Itelp when y ou don 't know how to do 6Omething.
(Adapted from Creatingyoutlt/A du Lt Partner6hip6 , National 4-H Council , (996)
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Young peopJ e partici pate in communities .in many ways:

TYPE OF PARTICIPATION

SOMETHING KNOWN AS ...

EXAMPLE

Delivering services within a
community

Youth service or community
service

Helping run neighborhood cen
ters or renovate abandoned
buildings

Informing/ed ucati ng

Peer tutoring and education , per
formances, publications

Conducting assemblies that dis
cuss dangers of drunk driving;
tutoring peers or younger stu
dents

Supporting/helping others

Peer outreach, facilitation

Running support groups,
staffing teen hotlines or referral
networks

Advising/directing/making deci
sions

Youth boards and councils, rais
ing awareness

Serving on boards of directors
of nonprofit organizations,
advocating for youth needs to
policy makers

Training

Consultation, technical assis
tance, youth leadership training

Conducting workshops and ses
sions to peers ; providing con
sultation on youth issues to
PTAs , city councils , and other
groups

Managing/staffing

Youth staff, youth coordinator

Organizing people for school
projects, acting as staff for com
munity organizations

(Adapted from Swinehart, youth Involvement: Developing Leader6 and Strengtheni ng Communitie6,

199°)
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(Adapted fr om the Points of Li ght Foundation, "]\'Iapping Youth Programs for Youth Involvement"
handout)

OVERVIEW
This activi ty "ma ps " the eXIstence and natu re of yo uth pa rticipati on in the communi ty.

OBJECTIVES
To distinguish the vari ous types of youth- adu lt rela ti onsh ips
To identify exi sting areas and oppor tuni ties for youth participa ti on in the comm u
ni ty

TIME REQUIRED
Approximately one hou r

WHAT

TIME

HOW

STEP 1:
Setting
the
Context

5 min utes

Introduce the spectrum of attitudes using Handout
2A or a flip chart with key points

MATERIAL
Flip chart or copies of
Handout 2A

As you describe each relationship, ask the group for
a few examples
Say to the group, "Now we are going to look at this
more closely by mapping youth involvement in our
own community. "

STEP 2:
Mapping

20 minutes

Gi ve everyone a copy of Handout 28 , and go
through the instructions. It is helpful to go through
the instructions using an example that you have
created.

Handout 28

NOTE if the group has already done the mind map
activity described in Section 3 on page 116, you can
use the maps as a base for step 1 on the handout.

STEP 3:
Sharing

20 minutes

STEP 4:
10 minutes
Reflection

If the group is small, offer each person a chance to
share its map with the group . If it is large, split into
smaller groups with a facilitator in each group.
Ask the following questions
What images from the maps stand out to you?
Were there any surprises for you as people

shared?
What similarities did you see in people's maps?
Wilat differences did you see?
In general , how are youth involved in this commu
nity?
What opportunities for new roles for youth exist?
Where?
What does this tell us about our work as a group?
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It is helpful to look at attitudes under lying youth-adult rela tionships as falli ng along a sp ctrum.

Attitude Type

•

Youth as Objects

Youth as Recipients

To

For

Youth as Resources

Youth as Partners
With

y outh

•

ad Object&:

Adults exercise arbi trary and near total control over youth. Programs and activities are TO you th.

y outh

ad

Recipient&:

Based on what they think is in the youth 's best interest, adults determine needs, prescribe r med ies,
implement solutions, and eval uate outcomes with little you th input. Program s and activities ar e FOR
youth.

y outh

ad Re&ou rce&:

Yout h hel p adults in planning, implementi ng, and evaluating work. Programs and activiti es are FOR
and WITH youth.

y outh- AduLt PartneT&hip&:
Youth and adults share decision -making power equally. Programs and activi ties are WITH youth .
(Ad apted from Lofquist, The Techn ology ot Prevention W rkbook: A Leader6hi p devel opment Progra m,

1989)
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Draw a map o f your connections to organi zations and groups i n the community. Incl ude the organi 
zati ons and groups that you are a part of, that many youth are a part of, and that many adu lts are a
part o f.

2.

With a di fferent col or pen, highli ght the poi nts at which young people participate. Make a note
about how they partici pate:
P = as partners (with youth)
R = re cipients (for youth)

o = as obj ects (to youth)
3- With anoth r color pen, make a star to indicate the area s where new opportunities exist for youth

to parti cipa te.
--------~-
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Always start with the gi fts, talents, knowledge, and ski lls of young people-never with their needs
and problems.

2.

Always lift up the unique individual. never the category to wh ich the young person belongs (e.g.,
"Maria, the grea t soccer player," not "Maria, the 'at-risk youth' '').

3- Share the convictions that (a) every community is fill ed with useful opportu nities for young people
to contribute and (b) there is no community institution or association that can 't fi nd a useful role
for young people.
4 . Try to distinguish between real community-buildi ng work and games or fakes-because young peo

ple know the difference.
5. Figh t-in every way you can- age segregation. Work to over come the isolation of youn g people.
6. Start to get away from the principle of aggregation of people by their sameness. Don't put everyone
who can't read in the same room. It makes no sense.
7. Move as quickly as possible beyond youth "ad sory boards" or councils, especially those board s

with only one young person on them.
8. Cultivate many opportunities for young people to teach and lead .
9. Reward and celebrate every creative effort, every contribution made by young people. Young peo
ple can help take the lead here.
10.

In every way possible, amplify this message to young people: "We need you! Our community can
not be strong and complete without you."

r-

Kretlmann, "Community Lncludes Youth ", Wing6pread Journal, Volume
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ACTIVIT E

Foll owing are two activities from the National 4-H Council's Creatin g youth-Adult Partner6hip6 cur
ricul um. This just provides you with a ta, te for rh e types of activi ty designs that are in it and other
curri cu la. See the resource list at the end of th is section for more information.

ActlYIt

aklng a Stan

PURPOSE:
To have partici pants exam ine th val ues and perceptions that adults and youth have on more con tro
versial issues

MATERIALS:
Five signs for the wall representing strength of opinion from "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly Di sagree"

TIME:
20 to 30 mi nutes

PROCEDURE:
Let th participants know that they are g ing to take some ti me to examine how they feel about dif
feren t issues. Point out that along the wall are signs that read from "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly
Disagre " and tha t th y wi ll b asked to com

forward and stand so mewhere along the continuum

based on what they be lieve. Stress that no one has a right or wrong answer but that each answer is
how they per sonally feel. "We are not here to j udge answers , but j ust to take a look to see how adul ts
and young peopl may answer them."
Choose wh ich statements you would like to use ou t of the foll owing. Begin with a few simple sta te
ments so people can get used to the activity. Read the statement and then ask people to stand along
the conti nuum based on their personal opinions:

Chocolate ice cream is the best.
Basketball is more fun to watch than football.
Community service should be re quired for graduati on from high school.
The voti ng age shou ld be lowered to

12.

If I don't like someone in the group, I sh uld stop my partici pation.
Schools should provide information to tuden ts about safe sex practices.
Adults need to be alcoho l, drug. and smoke-free to work with teens.
Teens have different ideas from adults about what is fun .
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After you have fin ished the activity, facili tate the following discussion:
What were some of the thi ngs you saw or heard when we did th is activity?
Wha t does th is tel l us abou t adults and youth?
What was one key learni ng for you from this a tivity?
How can we use what we learned when we are trying to work together in partner 
ship?
How might you use this activity or what you learned in the future?

A tl It

Ho

DecisIons Are Mode

PURPOSE:
To examine how different groups come

[0

decisions and an al yze the si gni fi ca nce of the differences

when working in youth- ad ul t partnershi ps

TIME:
45 minutes

PROCEDURES:
Explain to the group that any group of people can have di fferent idea s about how th ings should be
done: "We are going to break up into different groups to try and come to one decisi on.
Gi ve the group a task that can be di scussed as well as depi ted on paper. Two scenarios that have
been used successfully are:
'You go ro a schoo l that has a uni form. What shoul d the school uniform be?'
"The com muni ty is building a communi ty center. What shou ld it look like?"
Consider making up a new scenario that is relevant to the group that you are working with !
Break the par ticipants into groups of 4 or 5 people per grou p. One group should consist of all adul ts,
one should consist of all youth, and one should be a mixed youth/adult group. Let all groups work
until they all have come to a conclusion and a graphic representation of their decision (a drawi ng of
the uni form, a plan for the commun ity center, etc.).

-

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
How easy or hard was it to reach a decisi on?
What do you think made different groups come to di fferent conclusions?
Wha t different approaches do groups use to make deci sions?
What are the different r oles of you th and adults?
What does this tell us about trying to work together in partn erships?
Do you th ink youth and adults should always have an equa l voice in deci sion maki ng? Why?
What is one thing thal h ppened in th is activilY that you can use in the future?
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In communities that have been working On building youth- ad ult partnerships ov r months, and even
years, youth and adu lts talk about how great it would be if they could measure, track, or document
the ir progress. You can measure change and progress in many ways-some are formal, and some are
informal. Below ar e some tools that can b us d and adapted to check in and get a sense of what i
changi ng, what is moving forward, and wha t continues to be

challenge.

Writt n A se sm nt
See the Handout 20 on the followin g page. It is a tool for both youth and adults to use to examine
their skills, altitudes, and behaviors. It ca n be used j ust once or severa l times to examine change,
progress, and remain ing challenges.

Fa III

ted 0 scu

Ions Wit

Docume tatlon

Opening: "For the past X months, we have been working as a group of yout h and adults to reate pos
itive change in the community. One of our goals is to work in eq ual partnership. let's take the n xt 10
minu tes to ren ct on the yout h-adult pa rtnersh ip that we have been bu ilding. "

QUESTIONS
What words stand out for you from our work?
What image from our work symbolizes partnership7
What have been the t imes when you felt like thi ngs were r ight on target? Wh n
have you felt frustration?
From your experience, wh at tips for success would you share wi th an adult?
From your experience, what tips for success would you share wirh a young person 7
In what ways has the partnership helped our commun ity work?
What do you see as the barriers that we sti ll need to work on overcomi ng?
What is one area that you personally are goi ng to work on in the com ing months?

P rlodlc Grou

eflectlon

You can adapt any of the tools in Part 6 of thi s section, "learning and R fl ection, " to focus on
youth- ad ult partnerships. The "idea carousel " activity has sample questions related to you th-adult
partnerships.
NOTE: Think about doing each of the above exercises wi th separate youth and adult groups. Check in

with the group and see what they feel would work best and how they would feel most comfortabl e. It
is helpful to have a youth facilitate the youth group and an adult fadlitate the ad ult group.
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YOUTH-A

E

This is not a test! Rate yourself on a scale from

HIP
1-5.

with

EL-A
I

E

T TO

meaning that you are a beginner in the sub

ject. In the fi rst column, write the number corre ponding to where you see you rsel f now. In the sec
ond column. indicate where you would like to be.

Where I

am now

Where I
would like
to be
I am familiar with resources about youth participation and youth-adult
partnerships (e.g. , technical assistance , books) .
I affirm and support people's feelings and ideas.
I treat all group members with respect.
I appreciate and incorporate the strength of similarities and differences among
people (gender, spiritual, class, etc.) .
I resist the urge to take over.
I am careful about interrupting people of all ages.
I provide opportunities to have youth reflect and learn .
I believe in the potential and empowerment of all youth
I trust youth to be powerful
I identify positive possibilities in difficult situations.
I listen carefully to people of all ages.
I get involved and provide support when a person puts down or devalues
another or her- or himself.
I seek to learn from people.
I expect youth to make their own decisions.
I say something when young people's rights and due respect are being
denied or violated.
I celebrate people's successes.
I advocate for improvement of youth-adult partnerships in teams, organizations,
and communities.
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Below ar the resources cited in this section , as w II as others that may be usefu l.

Resourc s vallabl
You
0 V 10
en

f om th

In ovation Center fo Communi yond

Creating y outh- Adult PartneT6hip6, a training curriculum that incl udes workshop activities for youth 

only groups, adult-onl y groups, and mixed groups. Availabl e by cal li ng (301) 961-2837 or
e-mai ling innovationwfourhcounci l. edu.
Taking the Rein6 Toget her: youth-Adult Partner6hip6, a short video that shows the power

of youth and adults working together in partner ship. Avai lable by calling (301) 961-2837 or
e-mai ling innovationwfourhcouncil.edu.
At t he Table: youth Voice6 in Deci6ion-M aking, a two-pa r t video and discussion guide that outli nes the

why and how of bringing youth into decision-making. Avai lable by calli ng (301) 961-2837 or
e-mai ling innovatiOr1w fourhcounci l. edu.
youth D eiMon M aking: A Study of the Impacts of Youth on Adu lts and Organizations, a report

based on interviews with youth and adults and wr itten by Shepard Zeldi n, PhD., and Annette Kusgen
McDaniel of the Universi ty of Wisconsin-Madison.

o

he Publica Ions

W. Schaetzel Lesko and E. Tsourounis, II. yo uth! The 26% Solution. Kensi ngton, MD: Activism 2000
Proj ect , 1998
A practical resource tha t revea ls how young people ca n succeed at gettin g decision makers to respond
to their ideas for cha nge. Available by calling (800) KID-POWER or by vi siting www.youthactivism. com.
W. Schaetzellesko. No Kidding Arou nd! America '6yo ung Activi6t6 Are Changing the World andYou
Can Too . Kensington, MD: Information USA, Inc., 1992.

A resource book that's full of success stories of how young people have made a di fference on real
world issues. Available by call ing (800) KID-POWER or by vi siting www.youthactivism .com.
Alliance for Justice, Co/Motion: Civic Re6pon6ibiLity Tra ining M anuaL. Washington , DC: Alliance for
Justice, 1998.
A tra ining manual for youth who wa nt to get involved in a specific issue or cause. Availabl e by ca lling
(202) 822- 6070.

B. L wi s. The Kid'6 Guide to Social Action: How to SoLve th e Social Pro blem6You Cho06e and Turn
Cre ative Th inkin g into P06itive Act i on. Minneapolis, MN : Free Spiri t Publi shing, 199 1, 199 8 .

A how-to guide for young people who want to make a di fference. Available by ca ll ing (800) 735-732].

J.

Kre tzmann . "Community IncLude6you lh ", in Wingspread Journa l Vol. 17, Issue 3, 1995·
continued on page 28
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Publications lcontmu
L. Loring and L. Leffer. younger Voice6 , Stronger Ch oice6. a guidebook uor y outh-adult partner6hip6.
Kansas Ci ty ,MO: Kansas Ci ty Cons nsus, 1997.
Avai lab le by calling (520) 798-151) or from W'A'W.amazon.com .
Youth on Board. '4 Po i nt6: SucceMuully Involving youth in Deci6io n-M aking. Somerville, MA: Youth on
Board, 1999.
A handbook for organizations that want to invol ve y uth in decision-making roles. Available by ca lli ng
(617) 623-9900, ext. 1242.
Commu nity Part n rships with You th, Inc. youth in Governance, youth a6 Tru6tee6, and youth a6
Phil anthropi6t6. Fort Wayne, IN: Community Partner ships with Youth, Inc. , 1994.

Three trai ning resource s for involving young people in real ways in organizations and communities.
Ava ilable by calling (219) 436-4402.
B. Swinehart. yo uth Involvement: Developing Leader6 and Strengthening Communitie6. Washington,
DC: U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Office of Public and Indian Housing, 1990.
W. Lofqu ist. Tile Techno Logy oU Preve ntion Workbo ok: A Leader6hip develo pment Program. Associates
[or Youth Development, 1989.
Points of Light Foundation'S "Mapping your Program for Youth Involvemem" handou t. Avail ab le at
202-729-8000, or youthiVpointsoflight,org

E-Mail 01

ion

LIS S

ATT (At the Table)
For youth and adults interested in the growing movemem to involve youth in decision making. To
subscribe, send a blank e-mail to subscribe-i nnovateiV4hlists. org.
ATIYOUTH BOARD
A forum for youth who serve in decision-making positions. To subscribe, send a blank e-mail to sub
scribe-attyouthboardiV4hlists.org.
YAPARTNERS (Youth- Adult Partnerships)
For youth and adults interested in learning more abou t working in partnership together. To subscribe,
send a bla nk e-mail to suhscribe-yapartnersiV4hlists.org.
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PAST

This part of the tool kit was cr ated in partnership with the Institute of Cultural Affairs (lCA).

RODUCTIO
When you think about your community's past, what a.re the events you remember? Can
you remember important things that happened 5 years ago? How about IO years ago?
Chances are the events that you remember helped shape you into the person you are
today. If everyone in your entire community thought about the events and experiences
of their past, the events would form a picture that shows the development of your com
munity. When you think about creating a vision for your community's development, it's
important to get a clear picture of the events and trends that have occurred in your
community. If your community wishes to deve lop a plan for the future, everyone needs
to have a common picture of what happened in the past. You can do this by making a
history wall. The history wall is adapted from ICA's "Wall of Wonder" method of facili
tating a participatory e nvironmental trends analysis for a n organization or community.

Wh

ereat

0

History Wall?

Commu ni ties and grou ps have crea ted history walls with many purposes:
To take the i.eMon6 tram the paM in order to plan tor the tuture. Creating a hi sto
ry wall ca n be a good wa y to begin a vision day or plann ing session. If you can
identify the trends that have shaped history and which are still affecting the co m
mun ity, you can ta ke them into considera tion and plan appropriately.
To create connection6 and common ground between generation6. The history wall
acti vity lets peopl e Of all ages sha re perspectives on what has happened in the
com mun ity
To ret/.ect on what ha6 been accompLi6hed. The history wall can be a tool that
enables a group to thi nk about the accomplishments of the past and celebrate
them, ra ther than foc us on wha t did not get done.
To bring new peopl e int o a group and create a 6hared underManding at where the
group ha6 been. Groups have used the history wall as a way to build the sense of a

team and understandi ng between members when new people become involved.
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OVERVIEW
A participatory activity tha t generates a shared picture of the past o f the community and the assets
con tained in history

OBJECTIVES
To create a shared pictu re of the history of the community
To identify both the gifts and chal lenges from the past that may affect the future
of the com munity

TIME REQUIRED
After set-up. about 1.5 hours for the enti re acti ity
PREPARATION
Work with a few members of the larger group to answer the foll owi ng questions:
How far in the past do you want to go bac k? To the time when the o ldest person
was born! To a time in early history that is Signi ficant!
What is the overarching que tion?
What are the "divisions" on the wall ( .g.. society. community. individual)?
What do we wan t to do with th

fi nished product!

What materials besides wriuen notes do we wa nt to use! If people want to use
pictures. sound recordings. or other med ia. make sure they bring these,
ThiS activity requires a stic ky wall (a large piece of nylon sprayed with adhesive), You may make your
own or purchase one th rough the Institu te of Cultural Affairs. at www,ica-usa, org,

a

WHAT
Step 1:
Set-up

TIME

HOW

30 min ,
befo re the
session
starts

Split one wall of fabric into 3 horizontal sections, On
the far left side of each section , put up a half sheet
labeled "in society." "in the community," and "in
youth's lives in the community,"

MATERIALS
Half sheets of paper
Sticky wall
Markers

Along the top of the wall . put a set of half sheets
with dates on them, (See Figure A)

Step 2:
Setting
th e context

,...... .

-

15 min,

Tape/thumbtacks

Say to the group.
"We are going to look at the history and journey of
this community by recalling key events , people. and
actions which have affected our community, its spir
it, and especially its young people.
"Every neighborhood or community has a richer and
more powerful history than just one person can be
aware of. We want to take the next hour to hour and
a half to quickly develop a shared picture of the history and journey of our community. In this way, we
can come to a new appreciation of our shared past. "
continued on page 31
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n ME

HOW

MATERIALS

Ask some "warm-up" questions:
When did you first become connected with the
community?
What is one key event that you remember happen
ing in the community?
Who were the key people involved in the events?
Why is it useful to look at our history?
Why is it dangerous if we do not look at our
history?
Explain how the wall is set up: A timeline runs along
the top . On the sides are the different groups whose
history we are examining(society, community,
yo uth) . Explain what each category is and get the
group to provide examples of events that could go
into each category
Explain the purpose of the activity: "We will be doing
this to answer the question, What are the resources
and challenges that come from the past related to
(complete sentence with the overarching
question decided with the group beforehand-e.g.,
youth in the community)."
Explain the process that will be used: "First we will
brainstorm individually, and then we will share our
ideas in teams. When all the events are on the timeline, we will step back and reflect on our community
journey.

Step 3:
Brainstor
ming

45 min.

Say to the group,
"To start our brainstorming, take 3 to 5 minutes
working alone to jot down about 3 events for each of
the 3 categories. Try to include events from different
time periods, and write the approximate date in the
corner of your paper."

Markers
Sticky wall
Half sheets of paper

"In groups of 3, share ideas and eliminate dupli
cates. Write each event on the half sheets of paper
that are in front of you. Write one event per sheet,
and write in large, easy-to-read letters. Be sure you
have some cards for each category. Take about 10
minutes to do this, putting your cards on the wall as
you go along ."
NOTE: If a lot of people are present, consider asking
for cards that are unique and clear and have a few
volunteers from the group put about 50 of them up
on the wall.
When all the cards are posted, the wall will look like
Figure B. Read through all the cards in one category,
from left to right. Let people tell stories that others
want to hear. Ask if anything is missing . Do the
same for the other categories
contmued on page 32
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NOTE: It is possible that there will be many negative
events as well as positive ones As a facilitator, keep
an eye out for this, and solicit more positive cards
during the brainstorming as a way to move people
into a more future-oriented frame of mind .

Step 4:
Trends
and
phases

10 min.

Ask the group,
"Think of our history as a story-if you were to
divide it into chapters, where would the turning
pOints be?"

Butcher paper across top
of wall
A set of colored arrows

Mark the turning points on the timeline with a
colored arrow. Then draw arches between points .
Ask, "What would each chapter be called?" Label
those chapters or eras.
Ask, "If you were to describe the whole journey,
how would you fill in the blank: 'The Great Journey
of - '?'!
Write the answer across the top of the butcher
paper.
See Figure C & D to see what the above looks like.

Step 5:
10 min .
Relleclion

Ask a series of reflection questions
What were some of the key things that you heard
in the stories?
What are some of the feelings that this raises for
you about your community?
How was it to be one of the youth (or elders) and
tell yo ur sto ry?
What does this tell us about this community?
What have our challenges been over time? (Note
these on a flip chart. )
What gifts from the past might help us as we
move into the future? (Note these on a flip chart.
See Figure Efor an example.)
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IGURE D: DOCUMENTATION OF A HISTORY WAll
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The Beginning of a Modern History

1914
Ev ents in the Village

A New War Betwee n Modern and Trad itIOnal Ways

193D

1950

General Store
was built (1930)

1960
Roads were paved
Electricity for homes
at the mid-level
(1962)

Cars were first
driven around
the village (1940)
11

Community center
built (1962)

A Growing Interest in Tradition

197D
Dri lled Water in
Villages (Mishongnovi
and Shipaulovl) (1979)
Free Co al for
Vill age from Peabod y
(19 76)-b roader
Wall was built for all
to enjoy (1978)

Accepting New Ways and Restoring Old Ways

1980

1990

1995

Futures for Children
started a program
(1 985)

Rebuilding of Kivas
In Village (1992)

Port-a-J on for
the village (1999)
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Electricity in Ihe
Upper Village (1992)

Running water
(1989)

Kachina Resting
area was fixed
up (1998)

New houses built
with cinder blocks
(1988)

Reno vati on of
Kivas (1991-199 2)

Hopi JRISR High
school (1987)

0<

2000

co
=>

Formation of HopI
Pu'tavi Project
(1997)

Water for lower
village (1989)

Restoration of
Kachina House
(Kachina Resting
area) (1996)
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Elect ricity in
the homes (1992)
Events 01 the Tribe

War with th e
Apaches (1 900?)

In 1914, the Dawa
put people into
groups

Chil dren were
sent off to
boarding schools
(1914)
Famous Runner in
Olympics (Louis
Tewanima ) (1912)

Navajo started to
encroa ch on Hopi
land (1930's)
Tribal Constitution
written and
adopted- Tribe
Go vernme nt
formed (1936
Turiva Clinic
(1935)
High way 264 built
(1934-35)

Cut down grade
levellrom 10th
to 7th at
Kykotsmovi school.

Hopi Cultural Center
was built (1969)
Television brought to
village (1960)

Students had to
leave the
Men sent off to
reservati on to fini sh war (1962)
school (1957)
Hospital opene d in
Keam s Canyon
(1962)
Hopi people went
to war (1968)

Taos to Hopi Run
(1977)

Indian Day at school
every year

Gathering of NatIOns
(Dancing) (1991)

Tribe was allotted
Village moneyVillage allocati ons
(1983)

Second Mesa Day
School was torn
down/the old Building
(1993)

ClvlcNeterans ce nte r
built (1985)
Debra Baker
crowned MISS
Indlan America
(1989)

Clan Runs (1996)
Navajo-Hopi Land
Treaty (1998)

~

New Hospital
being built
(Feb. 2000)
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~
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g
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Hopi Youth Council
was established
(1999)
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These a re cha llenges and gifts that a community identified du ri ng step 5 of the history wall activity on
page 32. Note tha t they do not correspond with the history wa ll on the previous page.

he I n9 s E

I

ent in Our HI ory

Overcoming debilitating core beliefs and stereotypes
Alcohol/substance abuse
Greed, selfishness, self-esteem
Cult ural preservation/practices/ identity
Environmental protectjon, land preservation
Resource management
Racism
Highway 93

Gift

In

Our

Istor

Land base
Wat r, air

Heart, will, resili ency, tenacity of our people
Private sector businesses
Sense of belonging
Leadership and vision for the future
Education structures
Our chi ldren
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DAPTA 10
On page )0 are faci litators' notes for the basic history wal l activi ty. Like all the activit ies in this ki t,
this activity can be adapted in many ways.

Pictorial Hlstones
Research the history of your communjty at your publi c library or archives. Make
copies of historical pictures, and arrange a pictorial history of your communi ty.
Ask community members to contribute pictures to add to your history wa ll. This
method is a great wa y for your community to "see" history.
Ask community members to draw pictures of events that have happened to them in
the community. Make sure to label each picture. Your team can use the pictures to
create a wall collage in a community meeting place for everyone to enjoy.

Oral Histo ies
Ask community members to share their most memorable stories about the commu
nity. Record the Stories on audio or videotape. Then catalogue the tapes for other
community members to listen to them.
Eliminate the part: of Step 3 that has people do indiVidual brainstormi ng, and move
right into small -group brainstorming and storytell ing. Th is adaptation was used in
Maey, Nebraska, and fit well wi th their more oral, group-minded t radition .
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A written history

A history
in pictures
A history of
decad es
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Should We Go?

This is a decision that is going to be unique to your community. You may have a past of a century r
of many centuries. Th recent past ma y be more significant for people to talk about than the not-so
recent past. Following are some examples of how communities have made this decision and why thei r
decision was important.
(n a community that originated as a sett lement of freed slaves at the end of the Civil War, the history
wall focused on the past back to the point of settlement. Community members felt that r memberi ng
and talking about the origins of the community offered a powerful story that would provide strength
to their current communi ty situation.
A Native Arneri an community with a past that could be traced for centuries decided to focus on the
past 50 years or so. This was a wa y of examini ng the events in the recen t past that weI' brea king
down the community togetherness, tradition s, and culture . Focusing on th is history was most impor
tant in order to help rhe community think about dir cti ons for future work and regaini ng some of the
spiri t of the past.

When Should We Create

0

Histor Wall?

Si n e history is about the past and vision is about the future, it flows nicely to think about history
fi rst and vision second. In fact, wh n people renect on the history of the community it often leads
ri ght into what they dream ab ut for the future . It's interesting-sometimes what peop le would like to
see in the future is a return to some element of the past. For example, during the history parr. adu lts
might remi nisce abou t a cafe where they all hung out on weekends when they were young. Si nce
then, the caf ' has closed . During the vision , both youth and adults talk about how great it would be if
there were a place like a cafe for youth to hang out in now.
The process can help bring the community together early in the process. The town of Tryon ,
Nebraska, creat d its history wa ll by placing newsprint in the local ca fe and asking patrons to add
past commu nity happenings to the wall. Because the cafe was a meeting place for the enti re commu
ni ty, nearl y everyone had a chance to add something to the wall. The Tryon community beca me aware
of the efforts of comm unity groups through the history wall.
Working on the history wall early in the process will allow the team to identify trends that can be
researched fu rther using the tools in the Gifts of Place and Relations parts of th is sect ion of the too l
kit.
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How Can Looking at Gift from the Post Help Bu'ld
Youth Ad It Par nerships?
Building a history wall is an excellent opportu nity for the youth, adults, and elders of your com munity
to collaborate. Each group has specific gifts and memories to bri ng to the table for the completion of
the project. Elders and adults are more fam iliar with the events that happened in the communi ty 30
or more years ago. Since many of them have lived in the community longer than most youth , they can
contribute to that part of the history wa ll. Moreover, it is interesting for adults to see which key
events youth see as part of their history. Most important, thinking about history toget her allows youth
and adults to identi fy the strengths and challenges of the past that can be drawn on t o th ink about
future directions.
Here are some th ings to keep in mind :
youth: Even though you have lived in the commun ity for less than 20 years, you
still know about important community events. In fact, you probably have a better
memory of recent events than lots of adults. You are brin gi ng a valua ble perspec
tive on the events of your com munity. You also might know about signi fi cant
events that affected the lives of young people that adul ts do not know about.
AduLt6: Enjoy thinking about you r memories of past events-but also look at the
val ue of the perspective that young people can add. Remember th ings that hap
pened to you as a you ng person.

How Can Technolo v

Us d In Creatln

a History Wall?

Technology ca n save time duri ng the history process, and it wi ll im prove your final product. Think
about ways you might incorporate technology in your work. Some ideas are as fo llows:
Create a computer presenta tion of the history to show to commu nity members.
You might publish it on the Web or use presentation software to show it at com
munity gatherings.
Publicize your history gathering with fl yers and brochures made with desktop pub
li shing software.
Gather information from community members using electronic mail.
Use audio or video recorders to track your progress.
Com pile your hi storical information in time li ne softwa re or a database.

How 00 You Shar th

Historv

I?

Teams have found that one of the best methods of sharing their history wall is to put the completed
wall in a place that is visib le and to involve members of the community in the histor y wa ll process.
Because everyone in your community remembers important or special events, you will want to
invo lve as many people as possi ble in the creation process. They will have the chance to share their
experiences with the gr oup, which in turn will make them feel that th team values their ideas. Your
team wil l also gather more information for the community's history.
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This part of the tool kit was created in partnershi p with the Institute of Cultu ral Affairs (leA).

ODUC 0
Why Look at GIftS of Place'
Space is an important asset to your community. It includes the places people live, work, go to school,
and interact with each oth r . Becoming more fami li ar wi th those places and th ir relation to each
other is a vital part of charting your communi ty's connections. One way to do this is through a
process ca ll ed gridding, which is described on page 45.·
Gridding al lows us to picture the interactions within a community's space. We can see how and
where th ings happen. With gridding we become famil iar with the commu nity's geography and the
people in it.
You can make a picture of your commun ity's space in hundreds of ways. You 've probably looked at
your communi ty on a road map, but the best way to look at your commun ity's space is through the
eyes of the commu nity. Everyone in your community has a somewhat differe nt picture of the place
you live. Combi ning those pictures into a ommon picture all ows everyone to see the community's
spac from the same viewpoint. The more members of your community who prov ide input on the grid,
the more complete the picture will be. Whatever gridding method you choose, solicit ideas from peo
pi in your co mmunity.
Ways in which communities have used their gr ids:
To celebrate and r ecognize the natura l re<l OUTCe6 that exiM in the co mmunity'6
6pace. During one commu nity's gridding process, people had a specia l opportwlity
to talk about the natural beaut y of thei r comm unity . Mountains, lakes. and other
natural resources were importan t parts of the grid.
To determine and come to agreement on th e 6pace th at th ey will UOCl l<! n in their
commu nity. Before crea ting its grid, one ommu nity assumed that the space they
would be focusing on was j ust the central part of the community. However, after
they sat down and created the grid, several people pointed out that they should be
taking into considera tion som outlying areas of th community. Their work from
that point forward included those other areas.
To ident iUy people who are not included and in volved a nd make 6ure 'that no one
and no area i6 "balling through the crack6. "

continued on page 44

. The prin ci ples of "G eo·soCia l Griddin g" . deve loped by sociologist KeVin Lynch. were a tool f or leA's Hum il n Deve lopment Proj ects around
the world fro m '965-' 985.
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To identi~ t he place<'> t h at people meet and communicate. Because one of the

things that the grid focuses on is gathering places, it can be used as a tool to thin k
about how you ca n strategically use those spots to get the word out about your
community work. for exa mple, the central gathering spot in one com munity was a
grocer y store, so it was decided that putting paper ins rts i nto peopl 's gr ocery
bags was the best way to get the word out!
To create a <'>imple picture or image that elJery one ca n rememb er a nd identiby
with-<,>omething that could go on a T-<,>hirt!
To organize a pLan bor conducting a <,>urvey or inviting peopLe to an event. The sec

ti ons of the gri d ca n become a way to or ganize your planning. People ca n be
assigned to certa in sections to conduct surveys wi th the people who li ve in each
section or to i nvite youth and adults fr om each section to an event.

To learn about how a particuLar iMue pla.y<,> out aero",,", dibberent area<'> ob a com
munity. A grid can reveal where diff r ent languages are spoken across the com mu
nity .

When Should We Do GrtddlnQ?
Gr idding is a proc ss that can be incorporated at any stage in yo ur work. We have learn ed that it is
most successful when the grid is being used for a spe inc purpose. f or example, if you are about to
conduct a commun ity-wide event, that is an id al time to create a grid and use it as a too l for recruit
ing. If the gri d is done with no immediate purpose, it wi ll get put awa y and ollect dust.
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OVERVIEW
An activity designed to generate a shared picture of a community 's space

OBJECTIVES
To create a common operating vision of space
To create awareness and pr id in the assets and gi fts that are con tai ned in a com
munity's space

TIME REQUIRED
The time r equired to facilitate the basic gr iddi ng exercise using the guideli nes below is approximately
1.5 hours. Plan on at least that long, and add more time i f you facilitate the process using the var ia 
tions described on pages 48- 50 .

THINGS TO CONSIDER BEFORE DOING mE EXERCISE
The most i mportant thing to have b for hand is a purpose for gri dding. Otherwise, the grid
will not be a Jiving, val uable tool for the work ! See the li st on the previ ous page for ideas
on how to use the grid.
In Step 2, the task is to define the physical boundaries of the communi ty. If you know that
a major lack of consensus exists around th is issue, do some prep work before doi ng the
exercise to come to common ground that will allow you to get through the activi ty.

WHAT

Slep 1:
Selling
the
context

flME
10-15 min.

HOW
Describe the function of gridding
"Everyone has a partial or different view of his or her
community Gridding allows a group to form a com
mon picture of the community This can be a tool for
community organizing as well as a symbol for the
community that people take pride in."

MATERIALS
Flip chart with the
purpose of the grid that
the group is creating.

-

Talk about the focus of the work and record it on a
flip chart: "The purpose of the grid that we are going
"
to create today is
(e.g., to help us recruit peop le fo r an event, to identi
fy where there are places for youth to hang out).

-

"Remember-this is a community's own operating
picture that we can use-it is not necessarily one
imposed on us by the school, government, or other
entities."

Slep 2:
10-15 min.
looking at
our community

Look at an actual map of the community
Ask:
What do you notice?
What are the natural features?
What are the main lines?
Where are the natural resources?
Where are the boundaries?
What are the built-up areas and open spaces?

United States Geological
Survey (USGS), transportation, or Internet
map
Demographic info

continued on page 46
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WHAT

TIME

HOW

MATERIA LS

Form a consensus around th e boundaries for the
grid that you are creating today, If that is not possi
ble, decide what research or steps need to be taken
to come to an agreement on this issue, [NOTE if
you know or think that this is a difficult issue , have
preliminary conversations with group members
ahead of time so that this matter is already clarified,)

Step 3:
Dra fting
grids

30- 40 min ,

Describe the key features of grids : boundaries , path
ways, gathering place s, sacred spaces, landmarks,
and subsec tions
Use either copies of Handout 2E or a flip chart that
describes what each feature is ,

Flip charts that explain
what each of these
things are OR Handout
2E
Flip chart with instruc
tions as indicated at left,

Divide the group into 3 or 4 teams, with youth and
adult representation on each team ,
Use a flip chart with instructions to describe the
task,
Each group should do the following:
1, Draw the edges of the community or area in penci l,
2, Plot the key pathways , gathering places, sacred
spaces, and landmarks (you may want to color
code these),
3, Divide the whole area into 3 to 7 subsections that
show how people really think of the parts of the
community
4, Give each subsection a name that is something
that peop le id entify with-it could be the name
that peo ple who live there ca ll it
5, Draw the boundaries with a marker, tryi ng to
make them as clear as possible

-

-

Step 4:
Group
sharing
and
reflection

30 min ,

Ask each group to put its grid on the front wall and
quickly (less than 2 minutes) walk through it with
the rest of the group ,

Flip chart

After all the groups have reported , ask the followi ng
questions:
1,
2,
3,
4,

What about the grids caught your attention?
Where do you see similarities?
Where do you see differences?
What did you learn about th e commu nity from
this exercise?
5, Wh at are the gifts or assets of our space that we
might bui ld on? [Faci litator should record these
on the flip chart]
6, As we move forward with our project, how Will we
be able to use this information?
7, Are there any questions related specifically to the
task for which the grids were crea ted?
Ask for one or two volunteers from each group who
cou ld work with each other to comb in e the draft
grids into a single grid and report back to the entire
group at the next gathering
0 2001 Innovation Center for Community and Youth DevelopmenVTides Center
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BOUNDARIES

A com munity's edges or boundaries delinea te it to the people who live there. These boundaries can
be natural li mits, li ke rivers or mountains, or human-made limits, like highways or railroad tracks.

DISTRICTS OR SEcrIONS OF YOUR COMMUNITYCommunities are made up of smaller areas inside their boundaries. They may be areas that are
defined, like neighborhoods, or they could be defined by roads, pathways, or natural features.
PATHWAYS-

Streets, roads, paths, e tc. that people use to get from place to place.

LANDMARKS-
A community has features that defi ne it and make it unique. Landmarks also help outsiders identify
the community. Water towers, church towers, trees, ponds, hills, and old buildings all are landmarks.
SACRED SPACEs-

Places of worship, specia l landmarks and places, and other sacred places.
GATHERIl'{G PLACEs-

These are buildi ngs, restaurants, parks, and other places where people get together. These gathering
places provide residents with the opportun ity to interact and fee l like they are part of the community.

--

r-'
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NAME

USE THIS VARIATION IF YOU...

POSSIBLE DRAWBACKS.•.

Mind
mapp ing

Want to get people "warmed
up " for gridding.

Not grounded in real
space

Additional time required half
an hour

Want to bring out people's
views and feelings about
community.

Can be somewhat repeti
tive with the gridding
activity if people's mind
maps are focused on
"real space."

Expand Step 1 to include the
steps included in the facilita
tor's notes on page 116 of
Section 3.

Want to engage people in an
activity that is more creative
and open than the basic
gridding activity.

The story
grid

See examples of mind maps on
page 116 of Section 3.

Have more time.

Takes more time.

Really want to understand
the special meaning behind
community places

Need to provide training
and technical assistance
on soliciting the stories
from people

Want to use gridding as part
of a social studies or lan
guag e arts class.
Want to involve more people
in the development of the
picture of the space of the
community
Want to gather more stories
and insights from events
that have been gridded

The grid
through time

Really want the history wall
(past) and vision (future) to
be connected to the grid
Want to highlight changes in
where people live, land use,
transportation, and so forth
Want to use gridding as part
of a history or geography
class.

NOTES FOR THE FACILITATOR

Additional time required sever
al weeks to gather and docu
ment the stories.
Once Step 4 is completed and
you have a single grid that rep
resents the space of the com
munity, look at the grid to iden
tify the landmarks, gathering
places , sacred spaces, and so
forth that have stories behind
them . De velop a list for how to
get stories about each space
through looking at community
archives or old newspapers or
interviewing people.
Have a short session to prac
tice interviewing people and
documenting their stories.

The process of gathering
historical data about
geography is complex
and time consuming

Additional time required : several weeks to gather and docu
ment data to show changes in
the community's space.

Need to have access to
and assistance in inter
preting old maps and
access to people who
are familiar with the
geography through time.

Once Step 4 is completed and
you have a single grid that rep
resents the space of the com
munity, brainstorm a list of
resources for acquiring histori
cal information .
Finish the process by making a
list or report of the trends that
you have learned about (e.g .,
more roads, loss of farm land,
more gathering places) so that
you can share your results.
Think about using this informa
tion to set the context for the
vision day
continued on page 49
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NAME
Gridding with
technology

"Layered "
gridding
(Manual
GIS!)

USE THIS VARIATION IF yOU..•

POSSIBU DRAWBACKS...

NOTES FOR THE FACIUTATOR

Have access to geographic
information systems (GIS)
technology.

Need to have access to
GIS images of your area.

Additional time required : It will
take several months to get the
technology set up and teach
people how to use it.

Want a totally accurate pic
ture of the community.

It can be hard for people
who can 't use the tech
nology to get involved.

Want to be able to correlate
your grid with other demo
graphic data.

It likely requires the use
of a resource person and
computer equipment.

Want to highlight differences
in perspective (such as in
youth-adult gridding , below)

You need to get demographic data and other
information ahead of
time.

Want to be able to have
varying levels of data that
you can combine or sepa
rate.

It can be difficult for
people who don 't feel
comfortable with reading
maps.

Have access to an overhead
projector.

Additional time required From
one to several hours, depend ing on level of detail.
In Step 3, give each group a
transparency with an image of
the community on it. Ask that
each group map the bound
aries, landmarks, and other ele
ments on separate overlaying
transparencies, using a differ
ent color marker for each ele
ment.
In Step 4, use an overhead pro
jector to compare groups' work
and ask additional reflection
questions about more detailed
similarities and differences.

Seasonal
griddlng

Want to explore how the different seasons affect peo
pie's relation to their space

Takes longer

Are doing work in a commu
nity where there are major
seasonal changes.

Additional time required From
one to several hours, depend
ing on level of detail.
In Step 3, give each group four
(or the appropriate number of
seasons) transparency sheets
with an image of the communi
ty on it. Ask that each group
map the boundaries, land
marks, and other things that do
not change on each transparen
cy Ask that they then map
gathering places, pathways,
and the other features that
change in each season .
In Step 4, use an overhead pro
jector to compare groups' work
and ask additional reflection
questions about more detailed
similarities and differences and
implications for the work.
contmued on page 50
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Youth-adult
gridding

USETHIS VARIATION IF YOU.•.

POSSIBLE DRAWBAC KS..•

NOTES FOR THE FACILITATOR

Highlight the unique per
spective that age brings to
how we view place.

Additional time required: about
an hour.

Have access to an overhead
projector.

In Step 3, instead of breaking
up into 3 or 4 teams, break into
2 teams, with youth in one and
adults in the other.
See the instructions in "layered
gridding," above.
In Step 4, ask questions that
prompt reflection on the simi
larities and differences in youth
and adult grids.

Issuespecific
gridding

Want to see how a certain
issue plays out in space in
the community (e.g., child
care or technology).

Takes more time.

You first need to get confirma
tion of the issue from the
group.
All the other steps would be the
same, but focused on one issue
only.

Gri dding with
photos

Want to create a product
that can be displayed.

Takes more time and
resources for equipment
and film development.

Want to incorporate the gridding activity with an art or
photography class or proj
ect.

Additional time required:
Several weeks to shoot pictures
and create th e final product.
Once Step 4 is completed and
you have a sing le grid that repre se nts the space of the com
munity, make assignments for
photographing key elements of
the community space. One way
to do this might be to assign a
tea m of photographers to each
subsection .
Once the final product is creat
ed, have a celebration to share
it (maybe in conjunction with a
vision day). Use the celebration
to ask so me additional reflec
tion questions.
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Wa htucna, a small town in eastern Washington, created a grid for the communi ty. Below, you can
see the process that they used. Since creati ng the grid, the comm unity has used it to ensure that com
munity work includes residents from all sections of the grid.
First, they got hold of a blank town map from the local department of transporta tion (not pictured) .
They decided to grid the central ar a of the community.
Next the group worked toget her to chart the important points on the grid and divide it into sections
(see below). This allowed them to see where businesses, residences, and gathering places were .

Then, the grou p took the image that they had cr eated on top of the map and Si mpli fied it-taking
away lines, markings, etc. They highlighted just the pattern and colors of the secti ons.
They now have an image that is clean and neat and that can be shared! They can look at the different
sections as a way to organize their work.
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Ti pS for the gr idding process presents spedal opportunit ies for youth and adults to work together to
make a complete grid . Because you th and adults see their community in di fferent ways, both have di f
ferent ideas to add to the grid. For example, many adults use the govern ment center in a community
and would probably incl ude it on their grid . Youth are more li kel y to place items like

local teen

hangou t on their grid. To get the best picture possible, it's important that both are included. What are
some other reasons we should involve youth and adults in this process?

GE E A TIPS
Make it public-quickl y! Get that grid or the information you discovered out there
as soon as it is done.
Grid for a purpose-have the grid be a team -building activity or part of a strategy
for recruiting peopl.e to a meeting,
Think about the di fferent models you mi ght use before starti ng (see the chart on
pages 48- 50)
Involve as many community members as possible.
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Imagi ne what the experience of living in the Grand Canyon would be! There are advantages to living
in such an inspiring place, but issues arou nd community development are complex. The towns have
no govern ing body; the National Park Service owns almost all the land. Decisions about where people
live are made by the Park Service and the concessi onaires.
When we di d our asset mapping and gri dding, we used Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to help
us better see and understand our community issues. A team of youth and ad ul ts from Grand Canyon
and Tusayan worked with local Cooperative Extension Service staff and people from the University of
Arizona College of Agr iculture to do the work.

What we found out about co

mUnity assets

There are fewer buildings t hat resid ents use and places to go in the Grand Canyon
area tha n i n other areas.
Mor e of the space in Grand Canyon is for the Park Service and tourists than it is
for communi ty resources.
One of the most i mportant nodes in the community is the Subway shop at the air
port. It is affordable, and it provides a safe local space without feeli ng like you are
"goin g to work" because it is not surrounded by tourists.

What w

found out about potential re ources

Our vi sioni ng sessi on and in terviews made it lear that both youth and adults
wanted a place to swi m.
There is no publ ic pool , but three of the hotels have swimming pools.

er PoinUelevation 6

miles
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Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software is now used by many com munities to dev lop a grid.
GIS allows communities to make layers that contai n a single element (e.g., trees, str

ts, hou ses), then

combine the layers into a single grid. Because the layers overlap, resources that invol ve two or more
elements are easy to spot. For example, if your communi ty has gr eat hiking trail s but no roads that
lead up to the trails, the GIS software can help you fi nd the most envi ron mentally friendly place to
locate an access road to the trails.
GIS software also can be handy if you 've al ready completed the gi ft assessment process. If you want to
see how concentrated a certain gi ft is within your community, you can plot the locations of people
with that gift on the software . If you know pl aces where that gift can be u ed, you can plot those, too.
Then you can match up the ne d with the closest resource. In the map b low, you can see how the
city of Chicago used GIS software

[Q

look at t he locations of public schools, tutor/ mentor programs,

and schools on probation in relation to the poverty levels in the city. If they noticed an ar a with a
high concentration of schools on probation, they would start a tutor/mentor program there to help
the students in those schools.
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The map be low is another example of the types of thi ngs you can do. In this case, you could use data
from the U.S. Census to find our where the largest concentrations of young people are in this
Washi ngton , DC, neighborhood. The darkest are as con tain the highest concentration of youth between
5 and 17. The lighter the area, the fewer youth l ive in that area. If th is community was interested in
constructing a youth center, they might use the data to d termine a convenient location for the cen
ter. Other data, like the location of schools and public transportation stops, would also be helpfu l in
making th e decision.
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This part of the tool kit was created in partnership with the Institute for Cultural Affairs (lCA).

T

UCTI

Every community has groups and organi zari ons, wh ich consist of people who get together for a com 
mon reas on . People mi ght get together for economic reasons and create a small business, or peop le
who lov to playa certain sport might form a club or team . You can probab ly thin k of many groups
and organizations that you and people you know are a part of.
Thinking about, talking to, and workin g with these groups and organizations is one of the best ways
you can reach out

{O

the commun ity. One wa y to look at which groups and organizations your team is

or could be connected to is to group them into different sectors . Each sector represents peo ple who
are involved or could be involved. An other way to gather information is to conduct surveys and inter
views to get specific data abo ut resources and skill s that local people and organizations can offer.
This section describes two pro esses to help you identify the gifts of people and organizations in the
community: resou rce mapping and a lis tening project.
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OVERVIEW
This acti vity is designed to produce a picture of the people and organizations involved in communi ty
work and the type and level of their involvement.

OBJECTIVES
To identi fy the prima ry sectors in which the people and groups in the community
are part
To exam ine th lev I of involvement of people and groups in ou r work
To in form direction of building rel.alions and involvement

TIME REQUIRED
Abou t an hou r

SFf UP
You wi ll need a "sticky wall " for th is acti vity, which is a large piece of nyl on coated with adhesive
spray. Sticky wa ll kits are available through the Insti tute of Cu ltural Affairs, at www.ica-usa.or g. You
wi ll need to divide the sticky wall wi th pieces of tape into labeled sections that represent the se tors
of the community that are identifi ed in step

WHAT

TIME

15 min .
Step 1:
Setting the
context

1.

HOW
Say to the group, "Looking at human resources is a
complex task . This activity was designed to provide
a simple way of examining the people and groups in
the community and how they can be resources to
our work."

MATERIA LS
Flip chart paper
Handout 2F

Ask the group to quickly brainstorm some of the
organizations and groups in their community and log
these on flip chart paper Urge the group to think
diversely-not just of organizations or groups that
have buildings attached to them.
Next, introduce the sectors of involvement frame
work. Talk about each of the sectors on Handout 2F.
Briefly discuss the unique strengths and challenges
that each sector brings. Discuss the areas where the
different sectors overlap with each other.
Go back to the fl ip chart and think about where
some of the organizations fit in . Ask the group
whether any sectors might be missing . This step is
important as a way to check if those listed are
indeed the "right sectors" to look at. Some commu
nities have identified or split the 4-sector framework,
creating up to 7 sectors that best captured what was
going on in their comm unities.
continued on page 59
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HOW

MATERIALS

Explain to the group "For the next 10 minutes, we
are going to focus on the organizations and individu
als that exist in each sector and examine our group's
relationship with them. This will help us develop a
clear picture of how we should move forward in
building involvement in our work. At the end of this
activity, we will have a plan for identifying all the key
(fill in task-e.g., "invite to our
people to
event") .
10 min.
Slep 2:
Brainstorming

Give each participant a stack of sticky notes. Ask
everyone to think of at least one person or organiza
tion in each sector and write it on a note.

Sticky notes

If you want to highlight the young people you are
connecting with, ask people to write names of youth
on a different color sticky note.

Step 3:
Filling
in the
resource
map

15 min.

Ask each person to go up to the front of the room
and stick his or her sticky notes in the part of the
sticky wall where they fit. After all the cards are
posted, read each section one by one. After you read
each section, ask people to write on sticky notes any
additional people or organizations they think should
be included.

Sticky wall set up as
indicated above
Handout 2G

Introduce the levels of the circle using Handout
2G-from core team in the inner circle to the poten
tial supporters in the outer circle. Ask the group to
then look at all the sticky notes and organize them
on the wall that way-with close-in people in the
center of the wall and less involved people on the
outside parts of the wall

Step 3
adaptation
(optional)

25 min.

Ask them to think about what is important about that
person. Use Handout 2G to describe roles that peo
pie play.

)

Sticky notes
Handout 2G

Ask them to go back to their sticky notes and write
LEVER, SYMBOL, DOER, or OTHER on the note.
Once these are up, ask additional questions to exam
ine which type there are most of, in which sectors,
and look at implications for the group's work.

Step 4:
Reflection

Step 5:
Planning

10 min.

15 min.

Ask a series of discussion questions:
Which sectors are most full?
In which sectors are there gaps?
Where are youth most/least represented?
How could some of the people who are only
informed could be made into direct supporters?
What could you do to get better representation in
the various sectors?

--

-

Make a plan for contacting and connecting with the
people whom you identified. Assign teams to sectors
or to individual people and organizations. Make sure
that your plan is documented.
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Private Sector: In this sector are groups and organizations that are created and supporteu by private
ci tizens, usuall y for econom ic gain. Typically these are businesses in your omm uni ty; how ver , they
may also include newspapers, radio stations, and ot her media.
PubHc Sector: In this sector are groups and organi zations that are supported by the public (j.e., local.
state, or federal government). These include. chools, libraries, I

al government, Cooperati ve

Extension, and other social services agencies.
Voluntary Sector: In this sector are the groups and organ iza tions that are run on a voluntary basis,
in luding nonprofit groups, such as Boys and Girls Clubs, and reli gi ous groups.
Informal Sector: In th is sector are th groups that are not directly affiliated with an organi zation or
government: softball teams, card clubs, women's groups, clans, kinship groups, and some community
associ ations.
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e of Invol ement

Core team members-people and organi zations that participa te in your key group of people and who
regularly attend meetings.
Team's direct supporters-peop le and organiza ti ons who don 't come to all the meetings (or even
most of them!) but who wo uld support the team by contributing to special events or influencing other
com munity members.
Informed of team's work-people and organizations who haven't su ppor ted the tea m in any way yet
but who know about what the team is doing and pla nning and could be brought in as supporter s.

Roles and

e atlan

LEVER

If this person or group is
involved, we will get access
to other people or resources
or get other people to come.

SYMBOL

If this person or group is
involved, it will send a
special message to others.

DOER

This person or group will
jump right in and help us
get the work done.

I ..

C1
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Below is an example of a completed resource map from a community group. N te how ful l some of
the sectors are and how empty others are.

lEvEIs OF INvOLVEMENT
Public

Private

,

J
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S.. hu/'" WC

Voluntary

---
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The last step of creating a resource map activity is to make a pl an for con tacting and connecting with
the p . ople and organ izati ons in the various sectors. Doing that last step puts the resource map into
acti on and can help organize you r efforts to gain support for your work. Thi s should not be the final
step, however. Some additional ways of using and reusi ng your resourc e map are as follows:
If YOll created a resou rce map as a way (0 r ecruit peop le (0 a speci fic activity, then
you might want to th ink about making a new resource map for other upcoming
activities. If your resource map was created as a way to look at the peop le and
organizations that are generally connected to your group, then you might want to
make a new resource map for a speci fic activity.
If you created your re source map during the bu il di ng readiness phase, then you
can use it duri ng later phases to see how far you have come in i nvolving people
from various sectors and getti ng some of your potential supporters to become real
suppor ters or team members. Reflecting on the differences and si milari ties
between the old and new versions of your resour ce maps wi ll help you identify
areas where you are having progress or getting stuck.
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Th is piece of th process allows you to look at the gifts that individuals, groups, and organi zations
br ing to your community. These resources emerge through the words of the communi ty members
when YOll listen to them (e.g., through interviews and surveys). It is the best way for you to get a per
spective on the skills, abilities, experiences. and dreams of people and groups that might be re sources
to the community. Also, talking to p ople and listening to them is sometimes the si ngle most impor
tant thing you can do to build people's interest, suppOrt, and commitmen t. Listeni ng we ll is a great
skil l that can have many benefits !
Here are some f the issues we'll examine:
When should yOll do this piece of the process and why7
Types of surveys and interviews
The variety of wa ys you may want to design this piece of the process
Tips for doing surve ys and interviews
Youth- adult partnerships
Technology
Sharing and PRo

When

h

d We Do Th

S

Piece of the Process?

In th case of interviews and surveys, more is not necessarily better. There is an infinite amount of
information that you can fin d ou t about people and groups in your community. The key is to narrow
It down to the informati on t hat will help you move forward.
The ke y to creating helpful surveys and interviews is putting your fin ger on preci sely what it is that
will be valuable for you to fi nd out. An EXCELLENT tool to help you narrow this down is your commu
nity vision. If you know the elements of the commun ity's dreams, hopes, and ideas for the future,
then you can use the listening proj ect to get information that tells you more about those speci fic el e
ments. Imagine that you reate a commun ity vision and find out that the four main things that com
mun ity members would like to see are more economic opportunities, b tter community safety, after 
school programs for elementary school youth, and better tech nology. You can focu s your surveyor
int rview on people's sk ills and ideas in those particular areas.
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Int rviews vs. Surve s
Before even beginni ng to talk about the va riOus types of interviews and surveys, it is important to
defi ne wha t interviews and surveys are:

An interview is a conversation with a person or group of people focuse d on answering a specific set
of questions.
A survey is a questionnai re to document a specific set of information about a group or person .

Survey Pros

Interview Pros

Ca n be quick

Allows more personal interaction with people

Easy to adm ini ster and ana lyze

Makes people feel that they are contributing

Focuses on specific questions

more
Good potential for obtaining more in-depth
information

Survey Cons

Interview Cons

People i ntimidated by a written format

Harder to document responses

More short answers about facts instead

Difficult to analyze interviews

of opinions
Difficultie in distributing surveys and
getting them back
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Secti on 3 of this too l ki t describes "asset-based community development"- the process of looki ng at
the positive thi ngs that a community has to tap into ra ther than its problems. When you designing
your surveys, you have a great opportunity to be "asset- based" and look at the resou rces of the peo
ple and groups in the community. Below are two sample surveys.
U 1/ V

-p obI m focu

d

I.

How long have you lived in this community?

2.

What is one thing you would change about this community?

J. Use the following list to indicate what you thi nk this community's primary youth-related
problems are?

Surv

Violence

Teen Pregnancy

Drug use

Underage drinking

Vandalism

Loitering

Reckless driving

Unemployment

Academic performance

A

et Base

I.

How long have you lived in this community?

2.

"I'm going to read you a list of skills. Please say 'yes' whenever I say one that you have."
Caring for babies and young children

Driving a van or bus

Working with people who are sick or disabled

Teaching English

Word precessing

Tutoring eJementry-age students

Using the Internet

Interviewing people

Creating Web pages

Coaching sports

J. When you think about your ski ll, what three things do you think you do best?
4.What three things do you most enjoy doing?
With an asset-based survey, you send the message that people have importan t things to comribute to
the communi ry, no maHer who they are. You also send the message that your goal is to mat ch
resources with opportu ni ti es, not to highlight deficiencies and fix all of the community's problems.
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Good surveys and interviews tha t give you the results you want usuall y begi n with care ful planning.
Below are some things that you may wa nt LO consider at each step along the way.

Wrat n9 Survey and IntervIew Questions
Deterntine how th e que6tionJ Jhould be aJ ked (6Urvey or in t erview). Look at the
info rmation in thi s tool kit and in other sources about types of surveys and
interviews to decide which is best for you. Think about how di fferent ways of
askj ng the question wil l affe ct how people fee l th ey are be ing listened to.
Know w hat y ou want to kn ow betor e y ou aJk. By relating your survey or interview
to the com munity vi sion, you will be able to get a better id a of what to ask. Think
first about what you will do with the information you gather. Then thi nk abou t
how you can record it and what you will want to share.
S imp li ~y

que6tion6. Keep questions direct and shor t.

U6e ea6Y to under6ta nd wor d6 . Use language that everyone taking the surveyor
respondi ng to the interview can understand. Thi nk about transla ti ng your su rvey if
you are working with groups who best und rstand another language.
Know your audience. Be aware of the interest, age, and number of peop le
you survey.
Do pilot te6ting/bie ld te6ting. Have several people who wil l not be involved in the
process respond to your questi ons. Clear up any con fusion in the wording.
Estimate how long it wil l take for each questionnaire to be completed.
Think abou t wh o y ou are involving to com e up with the que6tionJ. The questions
you come up with wi ll be a re fl ection of the people who made them. Try to make
the gr up that comes up wi th the questions representative of the group of people
who w ill be answer ing them.

ho Conduc s th

Inte vie s or Surv ys?

y outh and adul t6 w it hi n your comm unity whom you a lready know and who 6Up '
port your iMue.
People who u n de ruand the goal6 ou the wo rk. It is important that people be able
gi e answers to questions that come up. Think about giving people a "what to
sa y" sheet or a . heet wi th freq uently asked questi ons so that they'll feel prepared.
[Q

When pOM ible, have peopLe inte r view or JUrv y people whom t hey k now or are
acqua i nt d with. It's a good idea to work in pairs so tha t on> person can ask the
questions and the other can record answers.
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Whom Do We IntervIew or Survey?
Interoiew 6tudent6 oU Loca l 6chooL6, uriend6, bU6ineM employee6 , county 0UUicial6 or other people
within the community. Everyone'
Think about the "LeM-known" p eople in the community. There may be people in you r community
whom you don't know very we ll (e.g., older people who might not be ab le to get out o f their homes
orten or a person who r ecently moved to your commu nity).
Intero iew people w ho r epre6e n t aLL 6ection6 oU the community grid. One of the steps of creati ng the
commun ity grid was to think about the "sections" of the community. Before you go out to do the
intervi ws or surveys, look at those sections and make sure that you have people cover ing
each of them.

Where Do We Interview or Survey People?
This can vary according to your purpose:
In comfortable surrou ndings. Interviews may be appropriate here so that people will relax as they
respond to your questions.
In a place where a variety of people gather .
Access ibil ity. A survey here may be better as you can access lots o f p op le and not take up much of
their time. Think about how much the ti me, focus, and access to numbers o f people you ne d. Th is
will hel p you make your deci sion on location.
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Set the stage regarding your purpose. Think about what you want to say to people. (One possibility:
"Hello. I'm with [group name]. We 're talking to local people about the ir skills and interests. With
th is information, we hope to help people contribute to improving the community, find jobs, or start
businesses. May I ask you about some of yo ur skills and interests?")
Let people know that the ir answers are confidential. If for any reason you want to give out
someone's name with an answer, you will get their permission first. (If you purpose is to connect
peo ple's intrests with other people's their permission will obviously be necessary and should be
built in.)
Watch you r body language and nonverbal communication.
Be sensitive about dress; dress for your audience. If you are too fo rmally dressed, it might put peo
pl e off. If you are too informally dressed, however, people may not take you as seriously.
Let people know what to expect and give them a choice. (e.g. , "This survey is designed to take 5 to
minutes to answer. Is this a good time for you to talk?")

10

Provi de questions ahead of time to interview respondents (if possible).
Tape the intervi ews (if possi ble). Transcribe the tapes or listen to them if something is unclear later.
Be nonjudgmental in verbal and nonverbal responses. Listen by nodding, givi ng eye contact, and
saying hmm.... Avo id giving responses like 'That's good" or "great." If you use these words for
some res ponses and not others, people may fee l like they are be ing judged on their answers.
Use brochures, pictures, and bUSiness ca rds with organization's name.
Tell people how you will share information after the interview process is done .
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Organize It
By topiC. If you conducted interviews, consider grouping the interview answers by

topic. You will be able to see the most popular topics and (he different perspec
ti ves on issues.
By 6imilaritie6 or groUp6. Look for similar answers in interviews, and group those

ideas.
Make grap/t6 or chart6 . If you have survey answers, you may want to put the infor

mation in a chart or a graph.

Analyze It
Go in dep t h. If you aren't clear about the survey or interview results. fol low up
your interview or survey with more questions or additiona l research.
Look at trend6. If you notice that several people feel the same way about an issue,

make specia l note of their opinions.
Hypothe6ize. Think about the possible answers to a question before you ask.

PublicIze It
Pu bli6h. Get your resu lts printed in your local newspaper or broadcast on radio
and television.
Ca6e Mudie6. If you uncover especially interesting stories duri ng an interview,
conside r publishing them as a case history. Make sure you get permission from the
story teller
tditoriaLize. If the information gathered leads to an opinion about an issue, write
an editorial to your local newspaper.

Apply It
Real -tibe 6ituation6. look for the connections between your interviews and the

reality your community faces.
Look bor mi6take6. Identjfy areas that may need improvement in the fu[Ure.
Develop a modeL. If the group identifi es a new trend, you may be able

(0

develop

it into a new mode of thinking.
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Sample Introduction
The purpose of (his survey is

(0

discover what is positive about our comm unity and what we can do

that will make it even better. To determine those positive aspects it is necessary to find out about the
peop le who live here. What are our likes and dislikes' What tal ents and abilities do we each have?
We have developed the attached sur vey to help discover wha t our "assets" are. It asks you to examine
the om munity as well as yourself and to assess you r acti vities, hobbies, interests, and talents.
Some questions you migh t have about this survey-

Are you vo lunteering for anything?

NO!
NO!

Will you get to see the results?

YES!

Am I committing or ob ligating myself if I answer'

Your responses, along with those of all other youth and adults in the commun ity, will provide a foun
dation and direction for future commun ity work. We wil l share the results in the Town Time& next
month al ong with an invitation to a town meeti ng to discuss how we can use people's assets to make
the visi on that was crea ted last month a reali ty.
It is im portant that we get r esponse' from many members of the comm un ity-youth and adults, male

and fem ale. Each person is i mportant! We appreciate the t ime you are taking to respond to this sur
ve y. If you have questions or would like additional information, you may contact Joe Schmoe at (123)

45 6 - 7890.

Sa

Ie

uestlons for an economic development survey

Business Interests
Have you ever considered starting a business! If yes , what kind of busi ness did you have in mind'
Did you pl an to start it alone or with other people'
Did you plan to operate it out of your home'
What obstacle kept you from starti ng the busi ness?

Business Activities
Are you currently earning money through the sale of services or products'
If yes, what are the services or products you selP
Who are your customers?
How do you get customers?

What would help you improve your business?
(Adapted fr om Kretzmann and McKnight, Building Communitie6 ~rom the [n&ide Out, 1993)
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Gathering information about people's and or ganization 's resources and gifts can be a good opportuni
ty for you th and adults to work together in partnership. Teams that have done surveys in [he past
have approac hed partnership in this area of the process in many di fferent ways. Y u ma y wa nt to
think about the different roles that team members will play duri ng this part of the process be fore you
start so that you can ensure [hat responsibili ty is shared. Some "youth-adult traps" se m to go with
this type of information gathering, and you want to avoid fall ing into them. Think about the reasons
behind wh y you might want to avoid some of the traps described in the box below.

Youth-Adult 'I'apsl
Young people are the only team members who end up entering the information from hundreds of surveys into a
database.
Young people only interview or survey young people, and adults only interview or survey adults.
Only young people do the door-to-door interviews and surveys and have to walk around town .
Survey and interview questions are written in more comp licated "adult language ."
Adults are the only ones who analyze results and draw conclusions.
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Keeping people up to date and informed about what you are doing is a key part of the survey process.
Look at the med ia and public relations inventory on page

191

of th tool ki t to think about what ways

in which you might get the word out. Below are some ideas for keeping people informed during the
various phases of the surveyor intervi ew proce ss.

Befor

You Start

Let people know what you are planning to do. They wil l be much mol' wil li ng to participate i f they
expect that it is coming. It is especia ll y impor tant to let people know are why you are doing this and
what they ca n expect. l et them know when you might call on them, how long the interview or su rvey
might take, and whom they could contact for fu rther information. If you choose to do the

visionin~

process fi rs t, you can provide this information at that time. The people who help create the vision are
exce llent candidates for becomi ng interviewers OR interviewees'

Whl

ou Are Int rVlewm

or Surve In

Keep people up to da te on your progress. Have t he local radiO station or newsletter remi nd people
t hat you are doing surveys for a cer tain number of days and to expect you to stop by their home or
business. Take adva ntage of word of mouth by asking each person you interview or survey to tell oth
ers about it. leave extra brochures with them.

After You Finish
Al though getting the word out before and after the sur veys and interviews is importa nt, letti ng peopl e
know the results and how you are going to use them is even more important. You can do that in many
ways, such as by posti ng results in a public place, publishing them in a brochure or flyer, or getting a
summary of them in your local paper. The challenge lies in putting the resul ts in a form that can be
easil y understood and read. See the section above for specifi c ideas about organizing your data.
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Publications
John Kretzman n and John L. McKnight. A Guide to Creating a Neighborhood Information Exchange :
Building Communities by Connecting Local Skills and Knowledge. Evanston, Il: Institute for Policy
Research. Northwestern Univers ity. 1998.
Th is st p-by-step guide shares a process that is a si mple, inexpensiv way to create a list of comm uni
ty members' skills and capacities and work as a referral service for matching local resources and
needs and interests. It can be ordered through ACTA Publications. at (800) 379-2282.
John Kretzmann and John McKni ght, Building Communities from the Inside Out: A Path Toward
Finding and Mobilizing a Community's Assets. Evanston, Il: Institute for Poli cy Research,
Northwest rn University, 1993.
It can be ordered through ACTA Publications, at (800) 379-2282.

Web Resources
There are several resources under "publications" and "mappi ng too ls" at
www. northwestern.ed u/I PR/abcdpubs.html .
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In the i ntroduction to this tool kit, we discussed that one of the things that makes it unique is tha t it
is buil t on an asset-based approach, look ing at th gi fts of comm unities an d the people in them. This
part of the core principles examines the gifts that individua l people have and br ing to a group. We
need to take care of people and di scover the ski lls, i nterests , and gifts that we each bring!
Th is part includes the foll owi ng materials:
Notes and activities related to discover ing and using indivi dual interests, skills ,
and gi fts
Acti vities focused on fitti ng individual gi fts into a team
Ac tiviti s for apprec ia ting and recognizing people
A description o f tOols for sel f-assessment
Notes and activities about shared leadershi p
No tes on roles i n teams
Notes on t amwor k.
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OVERVIEW

Th is is a part icipatory activity for youth and adults to explore their gifts and strength s.

OBJECTIVES
To identi fy participants' strengths
To connect the strengths of other s to team n

ds

TIME REQUIRED

Approximately 45 minutes

WHAT

TIME

Step 1:
Setting
the
context

10 min.

CONTENT
Describe the purpose of session:
"We are all leaders in this project One key aspect of
leadership is the ability to identify your own
strengths (i.e .. what you are good at and what you
can offer the team). Sometimes it is hard for us as
individuals to realize and name our skills and poten
tial connections to the whole of the team. Therefore.
others playa key role in helping people connect their
skills to team needs. This exercise will help us prac
tice those skills."
Refer to flip charts.
Give an example
"For example, someone may be a skilled artist-how
could those skills be used in our team?" Push to get
the group to elicit at least 5 different examples (e.g.,
make posters for PR, draw invitations to vision
meeting, decorate trashcans for service project, help
design team shirt). Then say, "Now for another
example, how about someone who has great skills in
basketball, how could those skills be helpful to our
team?" Ask the group to provide some possible
answers : Since they are a good team player, they
could help us understand how teams work effective
ly and help us work together; they could recruit their
teammates to help us out on service projects; they
could ask the coach to let us use the facilities for
meetings"

o

Step 2:
Brain
storming

--

10 min.

Say to the group, "Now we are going to do an activity where we identify our individual gifts and think of
ways these can be connected to our team needs and
opportunities.

-

"Let's take a moment to close our eyes ... think
about something that you are really good at You
might want to think about when you are happy or
feeling gOOd . Can someone give me an example?"

-

Solicit a couple of examples . Then say, "Everyone
get it? Okay, now write your gift on a half sheet"

MATERIALS
Flip chart with the following written on it:
Effective
Leaders
1.Know their skills/gifts
2. Can connect their
skills to team needs
3. Can help other con
nect their skills to team
needs
Markers
Tape

Half sheets of paper
Markers

continued on page 77
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Step 3:
Sharing

15 min.
Allow
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min. per
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CONTENT
Say, "Now we are going to practice making the connections and speaking in front of a group I am
going to ask each of you to come to the front of the
room and tell us what your gift or skill is. Then we
are going to give you some Ideas of how those skills
can be useful to our team and work. Who would like
to go first?"

MATERIALS
Tape or sticky wall

The first person walks to the front of the room and
states his or her name and gifts , Ask the group ,
"How could X's skills be useful?" Ask for a couple of
different examples to help people realize that the
same skills can be useful in a variety of ways Do
this for each participant

Step 3
Adaptation

If group members are shy or inexperienced with
speaking in front of a group, pay special attention to
encouraging them and to coaching them to speak
loudly, look at the group , smile, and so forth You
might also try an additional set-up : Ask speakers to
say "Hello my name is __," and ask the group to
respond "Hi __, we are glad you are a part of our
team."

Step 4:
10 min,
Reflection

Processing:
Say, "Now I have some questions for you. Let's think
about your experience in figuring out what your
skills are. Was that easy? hard? What did it feel like
when I asked you to visualize your skills? Pause to
leave time for answers.
"How about when you walked in front of the room
and shared your skill? What was that like (ask for a
couple of answers )? How many of you were scared
thinking about the fact that you would have to stand
in front of the group (ask for a show of hands).
What about after you did it? Were you still scared?
What helped you become less scared?
"How about giving feedback and connecting skills to
needs? What was that like? How is this helpful?
Why is it an important leadership skill? What did
you learn? Think about the gifts and connections we
made in the group . What skills do we have a lot of?
What others might be useful?"

a

-.
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MY PARTNER'S GIFTS

This is a "getti ng to know you " introduction activity.
Partici pants are pajred with a person/partner they don't know and are asked to interview each oth r.
Ask:
I.

What are your skil ls?

2.

What would you like to learn?

l What do you offer to the team?

Give partners specifi c feedback regarding how those skills might be useful to the tea m.

ACI1VITY

2:

GIFTS BfNGO

See Section 5, Part

2

"Processes for you r Group 's Success."

ACTMTY J: MAK1NG STONE SOUP
Tell the Slone soup story:
Once upon a time there was a village in a land of drought. People were ru nning out of food . The
h ad of the vi llage told the people, "Well i f we don't have anything to eat, we wi ll have to make
stone soup. " She asked the people to come to the town square the next day with stones to make
stone soup. On fam ily set off to find a stone to add to the soup, and as they put it in a basket to
carry, noticed some potatoes in the kitchen. They brought the stone and the potatoes. As they
walked to the town square, another family saw them, and when they saw the pota toes, they
remembered that there were a few carrots in the garden that had not b en pulled. So they
)

brough t the carrots. Another family saw the carrots, and brought some bea ns, and so on . The
stone soup ended up being chock fu ll of things to eat, and the who le town had a feasL
Ask people to add their "stone" to the soup, writing one of their personal gifts on a sheet of paper
and putting it in the pot. Read all of the papers back to the group and as k a few questions for re flec
tion:
What did you notice about our team's gifts?
What was exciting abou t hearing bout our gifts?
Based on this, what wou ld you say our strengths are?
Wha t wou ld you say our challenges are?
How can we use t his information?

--...

-.
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Team GiftS
Shooting 3-pointers in basketball
Setting examples to provide a positive influence-have family to think of and want
to prevent use of drugs and alcohol
Painting or offering assistance
Improv acting
Dribbli ng and shooting
Bei ng a tea m player
My contributions to Improv: projecting my acting skills, making people think
positively, making people laugh, changing my voice, changing our community
Football: providing competition and improving skills of self and team
Weight lifting
Football: carrying out the plays and protecting the quarterback
Leadership
Basketba ll shooting skills
Bei ng a volunteer
Being he lpful
Basketball: Giving Ilo%-it improves team and self and results in winning games
Being a good writer
Liking to work with others
Having worked with youth grou ps for a long time
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One wa y to build your team is by appr ciating each other. Here are some short activities that you ca n
use at ANY li me during the devel.opment process to shift focus to individuals and the gifts that they
bring.

ACTIVITY

I:

THE PARTY

Go outdoors or to a room with a large amount

0:' open space. Envision that you are at a party (you

can decide what kind of partyl) and that you are all "mingling"-having short conversations with each
other. In this activity, what you talk about is what you appreciate about the other person. For exam
ple, "I appreciate your sense of humor-it really lightens things up" or "I appreciate how logical you
are-J think it will hel p keep us focused ."
There are only two rules:
I.

Talk to as many people as possible. When you finish talking, move on.

z. When someone is talking to you, you may not say anything to them. You just have to listen.
Take a few minutes to mingle and say your "appreciation" to people. After you have finished, sit down
as a group t o talk. Th ink about how you felt during the activity. Was it easy or difficult? Why? What
was surprising about what people told you? How as a team can you continue to appreciate each other
even after this activity?

ACTIVITY

2:

GUESSING GAME

Prepare small, fol ded pieces of paper with the names of the members of the group (or the people in
the room at the present). Pass around a hat with the names and have everyone pick one, ensuring
that no one picks his or her own name and that no one tells whose name he or she has picked. Give
the following instructions: "look at the name on your paper and think about that person . Think of
one thing that you appreciate abou t that person. Sitting in a circle, choose one person to start, and
ask him or her to share the thi ng that they appreciate about the person whose name they drew. Ask
the other members of the group to guess who is being described. Continue around the circle until
everyone has had a chance to share and be appreciated I

ACTIVITY 3:

101

WAYS TO RECOGNIZE PEOPLE

Divide the group into teams of 3 to 5 people. Ask each team to take 3 minutes to write as many ways
they can think of to recognize people. After the time is up, identify the team that has the longest list,
and ask one member to read the team's list out loud . At the same time, ask the other teams to check
off any duplicates. After the list has been read , ask the other teams to read any ways of recognition
tha t are unique.
Ask the group: "What new ideas did you get? What things might we do in our group to recognize
people!"
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ACTIVITY 4: CREATE A WAll OF AP PRECIATION
Whe n you are holding a large meeting or event, take pictures of people when they walk in, as part of
the registration process. Either take instant photos or make arrangements for one-hour developing.
When the pictures are developed, put each on a sheet of colored paper, and put all of the papers on
a wall. During lunch or a break, invite people to write things that they appreciate about everyone on
their cards. Have someone monitor the process by ensuring that people are writing appreciations and
by adding things to the cards that do not have much written on them. At the end of the event or day,
invite people to take their cards home.
ACTIVITY 5: CREATE CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION OR RECOGNITION
The easiest way to create personalized certificates is to use a desktop publ ishing program and/or spe
cial ce rtificate paper ava ila ble at large offi ce supply stores.

-
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MANY tools have been developed over time for people to assess and reflect upon themselves. Such
tools allow us to look at many things. including our personalities. leadership styles. and learning
styles. Sel f-assessment tools ca n be a powerful tool for examining. sharing. and re flecting on how our
individual traits . preferences. and skills can be brought into a group. They therefore can also allow a
group to examine how the people in it relate to each other.
Self-assessment tools vary in their focus. availabil ity, and cost. Information about many of them is
available through local Cooperative Extension System offices and local chapters of the American
Society for Training and Development (www.astd .org). Below is a chart that outlines some of the most
commonly used tools.

NAME
Myers-Briggs
Type Ind icator

FOCUS
Determ ining
perso nality
preferences

PROS

CONS

A short versio n and a long
version of the assessment are
available. It is a commonly
used tOOl, so it is easily
applied in many situations

It must be given by a certified
person .
The assessment tends to be a
bit wordy.

True Colors

Determining
personality
preferences

It is short and straightfor
ward .

It is not an in-depth assess
ment-it doesn 't take many
variables into consideration.

DISC Profile

Determining
leadership styles

It allows you to look at how
you perceive yo urself and
how others perceive you .

The power of the tool lies in
the in terpretation-you need
a good facilitator.
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ED lEADE SHIP

OVERVIEW
This activity allows a team to app ly the ci rde of shared leadership to itself in order to exami ne wh ere
its strength s and gaps are.

OBJECTIVES
To build awareness of the skills and interests of th members of the group
To understand the concept of shared leadership
To understand the preferences, strengths, and gaps in the team

TIME REQUIRED
Approximately

I

hour

SET-UP
Sticky wall that is di vided with tape into four sections marked with the names of the four elements of
shared leadership.

WHAT

TIME

HOW

Step 1:
Selling
the
context

5 min.

Say, "Our team is composed of diverse people with
diverse interests and skills. We are going to spend
the next hour doing an activity that will help us more
closely examine what these are so that we can get a
better picture of our team's strengths and gaps."

Step 2:
Skills and
interests
inventory

20 min.

Use the inventory on pages 84-85. Urge people to
use the blank spaces!

MATERIALS

Sticky notes
Copies of Handout 21

After people have completed both sections, ask them
to circle 5 interests or skills that they want to share
with this team. Point out that these do not have to be
the things that they think that they are best at, but the
trlings they really want to contribute to this group.
I

Ask that they write each interest or skill on a
separate sticky note.

Step 3:
Filling in
the circle
of shared
leadership

15 min.

Provide an introduction to the circle of shared leadership. Use handout 2J.

Sticky wall
Sticky notes

Say, "Look at each of the sticky notes in front of
you. For each note, ask yourself, 'What kind of leadership does this skill or interest contribute to?' For
example, 'motivating' would be probably be 'champi
on,' and 'observing' might be 'relate experience.'"

Handout 2J

Ask participants to put each note in the section Of
the sticky wall where it fits. Note that many notes
will fit into more than section-people can either
choose, write it twice, or put it on the "border."

Step 4:
Reflection

10 min.

-.



-.

Ask the group the following questions:
Looking at the wall, what stands out?
How did it feel to do this activity?
What do you see that is exciting?
Where do you see gaps?
What does this mean for our team?
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(Adapted from Community Partnerships for Youth, youth in Governance, (994)
Name

Date

Remember that a skill is something that you can do, something in which you are proficient or have
expertise.
"I am good at" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Circle the appropriate words and add more of your own.)
Writing

Defining

Researching

Analyzing

Organizi ng

Evaluating

Creating new things

Planning

Directing

Starring new things

Coordinating

Delegating

Deve loping

Implementing

leading

Recruiting

Persuading

Adm inisteri ng

Counse ling

Training

Educating

Reconciling

Encouraging

Negotiating

Bookkeeping

Promoting

Budgeting

Reporting

Moti vating

Gi ving your opinion

Fundraising

Communicating

Public sp aking

This exercise can help you determine the skills you currently have and could use with a community
group as well as gain new sk ills.
Place a check mark under the column(s) after each skill

[Q

indicate which skills you have, which ones

you enj oy, and which ones you wish to develop.
Have
I.

Enj oy

Wish to Develop

Assembling (kits, models)

2.

Researching, dOing experim nts

l

Creating mUSic, art, or literature

4.

Communicating: talking, listening

5.

Innuencing people

continued on page 86
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SKIllS ASSESSMENT (continued)
Have
6.

Organizing, scheduling

7·

Constructing

8.

Analyzing, examining

9·

Performing

10 .

Counseling

II.

Leading
Following directions

12.

Enjoy

Wish to Develop

13· Using computers
14 · Drawing, painting
15· Risking trying new things
16.

Attending to details

17·

Educating, teaching

18. Promoting, marketing
19· Observing
Advocating, lobbying

20.
21.

Handling disputes, making peace

22.

Coordinating, arranging

23-

Speaking to the public

24·

Creating, imagining

Look at your assessment:
Does anythi ng surprise you?
Was it difficul t or easy to do this assessment?
Think abou t ways you can use this assessment individually and with your group!

t

.

"-0..0
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When people think of leadership. they obten think oU th e "traditional leader"-the per60n
who i6 good at public 6peaking, who ha6 experience, and who i6 well re6pected by many peo ple.
The idea of shared leadership recognize6 tha t there are 6€v
eral way6 to provide leader6hip,
60me ob which are no t trad itionaL. Shared leadership i6 a way uor group6 to make de ci6ion6
by com ing to a con6en6U6. It aLLoW6 a group to take the diver6e opinion6 oU aLL involved and
incorpo rate the m, in 60me uo rm, into the action6 ob t he group. The diagram below
il Ltut'rate6 th e different parts of shared leadership:

People who FACILITATE
People w ho RELATE

help move the team or

EXPERIENCE 6hare the ir

commun ity to their goal6

wi6dom, 6kiU6 a nd knowledge

th rough di6cu Mion6 at meeting6

w ith the group. They connect

or gathering6. They rely on

the pre6e nt with the Uuture.

the group '6 ability an d
6eek con6en6U6.

Q

PeopLe who CHAMPION

People who IMPLEMENT

are th06e who rea lly get behind

work with their team or

an idea and provi de the 6pirit

community to take the action6

and will to get the ball rolling.

that will heL p them move toward

They get the word out-letting

their goal6. They enjoy the

people know what i6 going on

di6covery that come6 with doing

and bu ilding the

e~~o rt.

th ing6

and moving toward

re6u/t6 and outcome6.

(")

-

A team needs to have all of the parts of shared leadersh ip represented . Individual group members can
fill one or more roles. and each role ca n be fil led by more than one person at the same ti me. Watch
out for one person playing a\l the roles and getting overwhelmed!
(Adapted from Institute of Cultural Affairs)
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OVERVIEW
A short activity where one-on-one conversations form the ba sis of a conversation about roles in
teams.

OBJECTIVES
To de fi ne the characteristics of successful teams and team members
To foster a fee ling of team build ing among part icipants
TIME REQUIRED
Approximatel y 30 minutes

TIME

HOW

Step I:
Set the
Context

5-10 min.

Say to the group, "Teams take many form s, such as
a group working together, organized sports, or
friends.
Visualize a time when you were a member of a suc
cessful team. What was it? What did you do?"

Step 2:
Discussion

10 min.

Say to the group, "Talk with a partner, asking him or
her the questions on the flip chart."

WHAT

MATERIALS

Flip chart with the
questions at left written
on it.

Questions:
1. When were you a member of a successful team?
What was it like to be on the team?
2. How would you describe your role and
contribution to the team?
3. What did others do?
4. How did you know the team was successful?
5. What did you learn as a member of this team?

10 min.
Step 3:
Reflection

Record answers to questions (2) and (3)

o

Copies of handouts 2K
& 2L

.-,.

Give people the handouts on the next pages to check
against and look back on .

-

•

-

,.....
.--
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As a member of any team, it is helpful to know what is expected of you . Idea lly, what is expected of
you will be something that matches your interests and skills. All teams shoul d cover certain important
roles. Below is a list and description of what som of those roles are. It is rea ll y j ust the beginning of
a list-blank spaces are included for roles unique to your team.

ROLE

DESCRIPTION

Fu tu re thi nke r(,~)

Thi nks about the big picture and reminds people of what they
could accomplish

Gather er(,!»

Makes ure that everyone knows about meetings and activities and
reminds rhem to come
Enjoys spea king or being in front of large groups of people to make
presentations or share information

M oney penon (or people)

Keeps track of current funds and makes plans for getting fund s
in the fu tur e

Organiz er(d)

Keeps tr ack of time and deadlines

Networker(d)

Makes partnerships with new people and groups

Facilitator(d)

Creates processes for the group's success and refl ection

Documentor(d)

Helps the team think about where they've been and what they've
accomplished

......

......)

C
O

-

r-'
,.......

It may take a while for people to decide what they are interested in and what they are good at. Roles
change as people gain new in terests and skills. Roles also overl ap: People might play more than one
rol e. Likewise , you might deCide t hat you want to learn more about another aspect of leadershi p.
Leader ship-and all the things that go into being a leader- invo lves skills that you can learn and fit
into your own personal style.
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Ge se ca n teach us some lessons about building a good team. Next fall when you see geese heading
sou th for the w inter, flying along in V formation, you might consider what science has discovered as
to why they fly that way:
As each bird flaps its wings, it creates uplift for the bird immediately following.
By flying in V for mation, the whole flock adds at least 7' percent greater flying
range than if each bi rd flew on its own.
When a goose falls out o f formation, it suddenly feels the drag and r esistance of
trying to go it alone and quickl y gets back into formation to take advantage of the
lifting power of t he bi rd in fron t.
When the head goose gets tired, it rotates back in the wing, and another goose
flies the poi nt.
Geese honk from behind to encourage those up front to keep up their speed.
Finall y, when a goose gets sick or is wounded by gunshots and falls out of forma
ti on, two other geese wi ll fall ou t with that goose and follow it down to lend help
and prOtect ion .
They stay with the fal len goose unti l it is ab le to fly or until it dies; only then do
they launch out on their own or wi th another form ation to catch up with their
group.
Peop le who share a common direction and sense of com munity can get where they are going quickly
and eaSily because they are traveli ng on the momentum of one another. If we share work and leader
shi p, we will be ab le to stay moving in the right direction for longer. It makes sense to take turns
doing demanding jobs and to encou rage people to keep up the good work.
Ada pted from a speech given by Angeles Arrien at the 1991 organizational Development Network,
based on the work of Mil ton Olson. It is Circulated to Outward Board staff throughout the United
States.
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If the goal of your team's work in the community is to build involvement and sustain it, it is important

to think about what your team does to make people feel included. Making people feel included in a
community group can sometimes be a sticky situation: There may be factions or stereotypes between
groups, politics between people and organizations, and simply different cultures and styles. The chal
lenge is to overcome those things and create an environment in which people feel included, not
excluded.
Here are some tips for creating an inclusive group:
Time meeti ngs so that all team members can be present. This is especially impor
tant when you are working with youth and adults- two groups with very different
schedules I
Have a policy to make deciSions based on group consensus. When making a deci
sion, ask the group, "Can everyone live with this?" If someone cannot, think about
ways to compromise. Have a fallback option for using a majority vote when you
are stuck or a quick deciSion needs to be made.
When you bring in new people, make sure that they know why they are there and
that they are appreciated. Orient them to your group and its work or make sure
they have a buddy. Update them and share examples of some of the things you
have been working on as a group.
Try to make sure that people don't feel like they are in the minority, whether
because of age, geography, or ethnicity. Make sure that people know that they are
welcome to bring others with them to the meetings and activities.
Use language that everyone understands. This may be the actual language you
speak in if it is a mul ti l ingua l group. Also be careful about "jargon," which consists
of subject-specific and words that some people might not understand. Take time
out to explain what words mean.
Always encourage questions and make time for feedback. Allow for group thought
to lead to actions, not individual action.
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GUIDELINE

When you are i n the process of formi ng your team, th i nk about what t hings you want all members to
know and do. What th ings wi ll you tell , show, or expect of new team members? To cl arify these mat
ters, teams sometimes develop a set of gUidelines for thei r wor k. For example:
Team m mbers should be
wi lli ng to learn new th ings,
will ing to make mi stakes and learn from them,
wil li ng to rec ruit community residents , and
willing to sh are their gi Fts and ta lents.
As you s ek new members for your team, sometimes it is helpful to think about deSirable traits of
tea m members:
Respectfu l of others

Friendly

Punctual

Good listener

Respon sible

Leadership potential

Patient

Flexible

Fun

Positive atti tude

Organ ized

Good communicator

Once you establish your team guid li nes, you can write them up so that you can share them with new
m mbers and contin ue to r vise them as your tea m and its expectati ons change.
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There are many, many resour ces about lead rship and teambuilding. In the list below we provide
some of our fa vor ites as well as reso urces that catalog diverse res ources about specific topics.

o

qanll.

Ions

Every county in the Uni t States has programs and staff through the Cooperative Extension System
that do leadership development and teambuilding work. Look In your local phone dir ectory to find
your local Extensi on office.
The National Asso j at ion for Community Leadersh ip, www.communityleadership.org, provides pro
grams and resources for community leaders.
The Peter Dr ucker Foundation for Nonprofit Management provides resources to organizational lead
ers, and has many res ources an d articles available on their web site, www.pfdf.org.

Pu

atlo 5

j ossey-Bass Pub lications, www.josseybass.com.prints hundreds of books, videos and workbooks
about topics such as nonprofit leadershi p, women and l eadership, mentoring, and teamwork.
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When you finish a project or overcome a challenge, what do you do next? Move on? Before you put
you r accom pli shments behi nd you, it can be good to reflect on what happened. Stopping to refl ect
wi ll help bring tog ther all the pieces of what you have learned from the experience. It can shed new
li gh t on thi ngs or give you a new perspective. Beca use it brings out what we have learned , someti mes
it makes just as much sense to stop and re flect befor or during ou r work as it does when the work is
fin ished.

Ways to Reflect
Through 6peaking
Group discu ssions

Intervi ews

Debriefing

Presentati ons

Conducting question -and-an swer s ssio ns

Thro ugh writing
Journal writing

Reports

Newspaper arti cles

Stories, poems, songs

Creative writing

Newsletters

Through art or pel10nnance
Photography

Drawing/pa inting

Skits

Murals

Role-pl aying

Through math and 6cience
Survey analysis

Graphs and charts

[ada pted from Barbara Lewis, A Kid '6 GUide to SOCial Acti on , 1991, 19981
continued on page 94
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From ou r exper ience, successful learning and reflection involves a few key steps:
I.

It ha6 to be bun. What' s fun will vary from group to group. Tryout different ways of learning and

re fl ecti ng.
z. It doe6n'tju6t happen. If you don't set aside a special time and space to do reflection, it is EASY to
leave it behind. Add 5 minutes

[0

meetings, agendas, events, and so forth to make sure that it hap

pens, and identify group mem bers who will take responsi bility for itl
This part of Section z provides specific tools for doing some of the many types of learning and reflec
tion, including the following:

Notes on conducting re flecti ve discussions
Samp le questions for re nective discussions
Activi ties for writ ten re fl ection
A list of other participatory tools for reflec tion
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One of the most common ways in which groups learn and reflect is to engage in facilitated discu s
sion s. For a discussion to be fu n, lead to learning, an d be productive, you need several key ingredi
ents. First, a good facil itator is essential (see Section 5). Second , the questions for the reflection must
be interesting. One of the wa ys to organize ref!

tive questions is as fol lows:

Wfwt?-th e b·irM 6et oU que6t[o n6. These questions focus on the "obj ctive " infor
mation-t he fa cts ba sed on "real" thi ngs, -uch as what people saw, heard, or did.

Gut ?-the next 6et ob quet,tion6 . These questions focus on the emotions and f el 
ings people experience.
So what?-Ihe binaL 6et ob quet.ti07t6. The e questions focus on significa nce, impli
cations, and "direction." They hel p us interpret and f cus on next steps and impli 
cations for the fu ture.
The next pages contai n fad litators notes' and some sample ren ction questions for specific situations.
All ar adapted from Institute for Cultural Affairs, Th e Art o ~ Focu6ed Conver6ation, '997.

R flectin

on an Event

OBJECTIVES
To highlight the impact that the event has had on people and on the work
To draw out lessons learned from the event to use in the future

HINTS
If you are doing thi s right after the event, it will probably need to be quick and sort of light. Try to
do it as soon after the event ends as possible-let people know ahead of ti me to expect it!
OPENING

-

Say to the group, "Any group event, such as the great session that we just experienced, has time for
preparation, a time for the actual event, and a time for reflection on the event. Sometimes, the reflec
tion is what makes th event memorable. Thanks for staying for these few minutes to be par t of this
reflection! .'



QUESTIONS
If you were a reporter for [name of local paper ] and were r eportin g on this event,
how would you report in one sentence what happened today?
What image from today will you remember?
When did you get excited over the course of the day?
When did you get frustrated over the course of the day?
What was the biggest surprise?
What were the key elements in the process?

-

Wha t were the things from our planning that r eally paid off?
What different situation has this event pu t us in?
What next steps do we need to take as a group?
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Post Three Months
THE SITUATION
You r group has just reached the end of its first J months of work together. You are planning the next
3 months based on you r experie nces. You want to reflect on where you have come from-the ups and
downs.
OBJECTIVES:
To harvest the lessons of the past 3 months a nd apply them to the 3 months ahead
To appreciate and affi rm the group's journey and lessons

OPENING
Say to the grou p. "Before we plan for the coming months. it would be good for us to reflect on the
past 3 months."

QUESTIONS
Wha t have been some of the key events of the past 3 months?
What major things have we worked on?
If we had to describe the past 3 months as an animal. what anima l would you say it
has heeh?
When have you felt like we were "in a groove?"
When have you fe lt frustrated?
Which events have made a big difference to you-changed how you felt or
thought?
How would you talk about the key accompl ishme nts o f the past 3 months?
What did we learn from t he things that went we ll?
What did we learn from the times that we struggled?
[record a nswers to the two questions above o n flip chart]
How will what we have learned affect what we do in the next months?
What do we want to do diff re ntly?

CLOSING
Say t the group. "This has been a fine refl ection on the last 3 months. I think we all have new
insights and ideas. J'JI get these lessons typed up and ci rculated to everyone."
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on a Frustra ing Meetmg

THE SITUATION
You and a few group members are sitting down the day after a fr ustrating meeting.
OB]ECI1VES

To fi gure out what happened in the meeting and extract the lessons fro m the situa
tion
To heal the wounds of participa nts and the meeting leader so that the experience
does not consume their energy or mushroom into somethi ng larger.
OPENING
Say to the group, "I think we need to debrief yesterday's meeti ng, so we can learn from it."
QUESTIONS

What were the agenda items of yesterday's meeting?
What was the original intent of the meeting?
This is hard to remember, since it happened so fast , but we need the data first.
Let's reconstruct what actua lly happened. What did we do first? Then what?
When did you first start getti ng fru strated?
When did you notice other people's fr ustrati on?
What images come

to

your mind as you reme mber the meeting?

What parts of the meeting seemed to work the best?
What patterns can you see here?
What are some of the reasons this may have happened? (I f the response is
"because George is a je rk" or some other personal blaming, ask "Why do suppose
he acted that way7")

--

What are possible ways to deal wi th this situation?
What might we do differently another time?
What can we learn from th is?
Let's put our lessons into a statement or two, such as "From th is Situation, we have
learned ... "
Based on thiS, what do we commit to doing in the futu re?
CLOSING

Say to the group, ''I'm really glad we have a chance to be a part of a group that learns from its painful
experiences.

--.
---
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In an idea car ousel, pa rticipants have an opportunity to reflect individually and as a group. A set of 5
or 6 key re fl ection question s is placed on flip chart paper around the walls of a room. Each person is
given a set o f sticky notes or a marker and is asked to visit all rhe flip charts and note some of his or
her reflecti ons. Depending on the size and nature of the group, you can have people browse around
and skip berween questions, or th e group can be divided and then rotate around the room accord ing
to the faCi li tator's call to "Switch l " Allow at least 3 mi nutes for peop le to visit each chart.
After people have had a chance to visit all the flip charts , bring the group back together . Start wi th
the fi rst question and r ead everyth ing on the flip chart. Asking for a volunteer to do this is a good
way to encourage participa ti on. Ask for any questions of clarification. Ask

I

or

2

discussion questions

from the li st below. Proceed in the same way wi th the other flip charts.
Sample discussion questions:
Wh at Similar ities do you see in the r fle ctions?
What di fferences do you see?
What is significant about the responses?
Sample refl ecti on qu stions (for reflecting on you th-adult partnerships):
When did you say to yourself. "Now t his feels like a pa r tnership! "
What is a barrier to partnershi p that we still need to address?
What is one Lip that you would give an adult about successfully pannering with
youth?
What is one tip that you wou ld give a youth about successfully partnering with an
adult?

Team

h rtn

On th followin g page, Handou t 2M, you will find a format that teams have used when they come
together as a larger group. Telling "keystone stories" grounds the reflection in reality. The format pro
motes focused, targeted refl ecti on . To use the format, you can break into small groups, assigni ng each
grou p the task of looking back on th e past (day,

2

weeks, 6, months, etc.) thinking of a story that

sta nds out, outlini ng lessons learned and future challenges, and identifying areas that they would
avoid in the futu re. The format can be transferred to flip chart paper so that each group can share
with the others.
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The History Wall activity described in Part

2

of this section is an excellent tool for engaging in group

renection . You can adapt the history wall activity in many ways to make it fit into your renection
plans:
Reduce the amount of time to a year or 6 months, with months running across the
top and recent events on the cards.
Instead of having many people participate, create a history wall with your team or
small group.
Adapt the renection questions so that they focus on celebrating recent accomplish
ments and challenges.

Takm

a Pulse-

You can take the pulse of a group in many ways. Like a doctor making a diagnosis, if you keep taking
the pulse over time, trends will emerge. Here are some possible activities:

What ani mal are you today and what are you doing?

If ou r team were an animal, what would it be, and what would i t be doing?
Pretend you are a meteorologist. What is the weather for our work right now?
Chance of rain, gusty winds, chance of a tornado? What is your forecast?
As time goes on, think about how the type of animal or the weather forecast is changing!
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Imagine a group that is successful- involvement is consistent, key community groups support lhe wo rk
and co ll aborate, young people and adul ts have voice and leadership, and action s have been taken in
key areas of the vision . What is the next step after success?
For many groups and organizations, after success comes a need to be significant-making sure that
success is truly leading to significant effects and results that will be sustai ned .
One rool that groups use to examine their work is a "theory of change ." Some p op le and groups al so
refer to this as a "logiC model ". A theory of change, in its simplest form , is a way of charting who par
ticipa tes in the work, what the group's assumptions are, and what activities of the group contribute to
different future outcomes. Below is an example:
Audience

Assumption

Activities

Long-term

Short-term

Intermediate

outcomes

outcomes

outcomes

(1- ] years)

(]-5 years)

(> 5 years)

Youth and

Young peop le

Secure youth

lndividual

Decisions that

Adults have a

adult leaders

must have

participation

adults change

are made

positive view of

voice in

in city

attitudes about

reflect the

youth and

making the

council

young people

reality of

create spaces

decisions that

Youth-adult

affect them

partnership

Young people

young people's

for them to

lives.

have power.

training

and adults feel

Youth

that working in

New systems

Young peopl e

participation

partnership

and structures

are invested,

on boards

is natural and

are in place

safe, and

of local

the best

that ensure

engaged in the

organizations method for

young people

community.

doing work.

are always at
the tables
where decisions
are made.
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The mini-theory of change on the previous page just covers one aspect of the work related to youth
in de isi on-making. A theor y of change can be build to cover all the elements of a group's work.
After a theory of change has been built, it enables you to do the fol lowing:
Check to ensure thaI the activities t hat you are doing at least lead to a short-term
ou tcome
Check to ensure that your short-term ou tcomes are the ones tha t will lead to inter
mediate and long-term ou tcomes
Check your assumptions, as they change over time, to ensure that your activi ties fit
with them
Share with others why you are doi ng your work and what you will accomplish.
(This is a powerful too l for seeking fundin g resources!)
Theories of change are tools commonly used by rese archers and eval uators. 0 veloping and writing a
theory of change ca n be a challenging and difficult task; re sea rch ers or eval uators from a local or
regional university or organization may serve as resources for helping your group develop its theory
of change.
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THEO Y OF CAGE

OVERVIEW
An Clctivity to produce a simp li fied outline of th wor k of an organ ization or group that charts its
activities and the outcomes they produce.

OBJECTIVES
To understand and articulate the pur poses and deSired outcomes o f a group's
work.
To crea te a lasting tool for eval uati ng and renecti ng on a grou p' s focus and suc
cess .

TIME REQUIRED
At lea t 3 hours for initial draft. This dra ft th n should be expanded , edited, and reworked in va rious
ways. A theo ry of change is a living document that will not be finalized quickly, if ever.
"Note: this activity is most eff ctive when conducted with a group of IS people or fewer"

WHAT

TIME

HOW

Step 1:
Overview

10 min.

Use the previous page to set the context of the activity, describing what the theory of change will help
you do. Include a discussion of the purposes of cre
ating a Theory of Change and go over the process
that will be followed. Explain that the purpose of this
activity is just to create a draft version and that part
of the task will be to identify a team to continue to
tighten and write parts of the theory of change so
that the entire group can then review it again

Step 2:
Examining
assump
lions

45 min.

Explain that the first step of creating a theory of
change is to identify the underlying assumptions of
why the group or organization is working and how it
works. Explain that the assumptions should be
broad ideas , and give a few sample assumptions:
All people have skills that are not being used to
the fullest extent.
Young people must be engaged in decision mak
ing in this community in order to maintain a grow
ing population of youth and young adults here .

MATERIALS

Half sheets of paper and
a sticky wall
Markers
Flip chart paper

Ask for a few examples from the group. Then , ask
each person to write 3 to 5 assumptions on half
sheets of paper. If the group is large, consider ask
ing for fewer cards or having people work in small
groups.
Collect all the half sheets, and read them out loud.
Allow time for the group to ask any clarifying ques
tions.

continued on page 104
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TIME
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HOW

MATERI ALS

Work with the group to pair or group any similar
ideas. Give each pair or group a short name to
describe similar ideas. Ask the group what further
work needs to be done to make sense out of the
groupings Note the answer on a piece of flip chart
paper.

Step 3:
listing
audiences

Step 4:
Examining
outcomes

20 min .

1 hour

Set the context; say to the group , "The step after this
one is going to be an examination of the outcomes
that occur as a result of the work. Before we do that.
however, it is useful to think about audiences-who
are we working for and with?"

Sticky wall

With the entire group, generate a list of key audi
ences. If you are able to group or cluster any Similar
audiences together, do that. Make a short name tag
to describe similar ideas. Ask the group what further
work needs to be done to make sense out of the
groupings. Note the answer on flip chart paper

Flip chart paper

Explain that this is the most difficult part of creating
a theory of change . Review the time periods that are
associated with each category of outcomes :
Short term-1 to 3 years
Intermediate 3 to 5 years
Long term-5 years and beyond

Sticky wall

Half sheets
Markers

Flip chart paper
Half sheets of pape r
Markers

Briefly discuss what an outcome is. Note that out
comes are the changes you want to see, among indi
viduals, groups , and in the community, and that they
are closely linked with the assumptions . "For exam
ple, if a key assumption is that young people must
have voices in making the decisions that affect them,
then the outcomes are probably things like youth
having seats on a governing body, or youth are proj
ect leaders."
Ask the group to give examples of outcomes in each
category. Then break the group into teams of 2 or 3
people. Ask each grollp to start by writing 3 or 4
short-term outcomes on half sheets of paper. Share
and cluster these, as was done in step 2. Repeat this
process to develop lists of intermediate and longterm outcomes .
A suggestion for facilitating this step : Encourage the
group to use the first list of short-term outcomes as
a way to generate the list of intermediate outcomes,
and to use the intermediate ones to generate the list
of long-term outcomes.
Ask the group what further work needs to be done to
make sense out of these groupings . Note the answer
on fl ip chart paper.
continued on page 105
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Step 5:
Listing
activities

TIME
30 min.

/Vc/PdS

r ON A

0

(IS

f

HOW
Explain the purpose of this step "to identify our
activities and actions that lead to outcomes."

MATERIALS
Half sheets of paper
Sticky wall

Repeat the process described in Step 3-engaging
the entire group in a brainstorming process-to
facilitate this step .

Flip chart paper
Markers

Step 6:
Reviewing
and
checking

25 min.

Review all of the pieces by reading them out loud
Ask the following questions
Is this really what we are all about?
Is this accurate?
Are there parts that are missing?
Can we really do this?
Add any additional questions that seem appropriate.
This discussion is what makes the Theory of Change
a useful tooll

Step 7:
Closing

20 min .

Congratulate the group on the work that it has
accomplished , noting that the creation of a theory of
change is one of the most difficult and important
things that a group can do to explore the real impact
of its work.

Flip chart paper
Markers

Ask the following discussion questions:
Looking at our work, what stands out to you?
What part of this makes you feel most excited?
What part of this worries you?
Based on our work today, what new insights do
you have about our work?
How can we use the theory of change in our proj
ect planning and evalu ation efforts?
What further work do we need to do on our theory
of change? (use the flip charts created in steps
2-5 to do this)

)

Log the answers to the final question, and ensure
that people have committed to doing each of these
tasks by a certain date . Remind the group that what
they have created is a living document that they will
continue to use and change as the work moves for
ward .
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Note that the followi ng list refl ects some of the resources cited in this part of the toolkit, and also
includes additional resource materials.

Publications
R. B. Stanfield, ed. The AJt

ob

Focu 6ed Conver6ation :

tOO

Way6 to

AcceM Group Wi6 do m in the

Workp lace . Gabriola Isla nd, British Columbia: New Soci ty Publishers. Available th rough

www .newsociety. com .
North Central Regional Center for RuraI Development. Mea6uring Community Su cceM an d
SUMa inab ili ty: An Interactive Wo rkb ook. Ames, IA: Iowa State Uni versi ty.

Ava il able by contacting j stewarlw i state,edu.
B. Lewis. The Ki d '6 Gu ide to Soc ial Acti on: How to Solv e the Social ProbLem6 yo u Choo6e and Tum
Creative Thi nking into P06 iti ve Action. Minneapolis, MN: Free Spi r it Publishing, '991 , [998.

Availabl by ca ll ing (800) 735-732J,
P. Mattessi hand B. Monsey. Comm u n i ty Buildi ng: Wha t Make6 it Work: A r eview

oU bactor6

inbl uenc

ing 6ucceM htt l co mmu n ity bui ld ing,. St. Paul: Am herst Wilder Foundation, '997.

WK Kellogg Foundation . Logic Model Deve lop m ent Gu ide. Battle Creek, MI : WK Kell ogg Foundation
2000. Available through 1-800-819 -9997.
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Building Readiness
When a group forms to bring people in the community together to plan for the
future, progress and success don't happen immediate ly. Even when a group that
already exists deddes to start a new project, a phase occurs even before plan
ning, when they get ready to work together. We call that important phase
"building readiness": It brings a group together , orients group me mbers, and
sets the stage for the next phases of work. Building readiness may be a shorter
process if the group already has a history of working toge ther or a clear idea of
what its mission is. It may take longe r if the group r eaUy wants to work on
building relationships and trust, getting more people involved, and learning
more about the community's resources.
In communities, building readiness has included the following activities:

• Getting familiar with the various approaches to youth development and com
munity development
• Building relationships---exploring what each person brings to the group , team
building, and creating youth- adult partnerships
• Working for some early wins or visible successes to gain recognition and trust
from the community
• Learning about community resources.
This section discusses tools and resources related to each of those activities.
SECTION 3 CONTENTS
PART I: APPROACHES TO YOUTH AND COMMUNITY WORK
Introduction.... ... .. ..... .. . ... . ...... ... ... ...... ... .... ... .... .. . ..... ... ... ... ..... ... .............. ............ 104:)
As<;e(-Ba<;ed Communi ty DE'velopment .. ..... ... .. , .... .... .......... ........... .... ... ................ ....... .. .. 110
Po 'hive Youth Develor)ment .................................. ....................................................... 111
Community Youth Development .... ................................................................................ 112

Roles of Youth and Adult. in Po itive Youth Development and Communiry
Youth Development .................................................................................................... I I:;
Resources ................................ .................................................................................... 132

PART 2 : USING THE CORE PRINCIPLES TO BUILD READINESS
Building Relationships ...... . ............................................ .................................. 115
Early Win' ..................... .................................................... ................................... ....... 117
It'arning about Communiry Resource............................................................................. 138
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Part 1: Approaches to Youth and Communitg Work
INTRODUCTION
The Buildi ng ommunity model stems from a vari ety of ideas, feel ings, and b · Iiefs that all come
together when we start thi nki ng about youth in their commun ities. P ople have been tal king about
some of the key concepts for years. Thi s pro ess just puts it all together in a new way. Below are
some of the ideas:

No community

~

Perlect. However, the good in a community
aLwaya outweigha the bad.

Agai n, this is a positive view of looking at com munities. Communities are full of human, physi cal , spir
itual and, sometimes, financia l wealth that can be discovered and tapped into by community members
to make changes.
We call th is idea ASSET-BASED COMMUNITY DEVELOPM ENT.
SEE PAGE 11 0 FOR MORE INFO!!

y outh are not community probLema- they ar e community
problem aoLvera and commu nity builder a.
This is a positive view of looki ng at young people, in contrast t seeing young people as a group of
people who "need to be fixed" or "trai ned ror adu lthood ."
W call this idea POSITI VE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT.
SEE PAGE III FOR MORE INFO!!

youth are a~~ected by t he community in which they Live and grow up. AND
they can abtect and contribute to t hat commun ity now!
In most communities, people say (hat they care about their youth and beli eve that there should be
youth programs. The other side of the coi n is that young people themselves can shape the communi
ti es that they li ve in .
We call this idea COM MUNITY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT.
SEE PAGE 112 FOR MORE INFO!I
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ASSET-BASED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
No one doubt6 t hat commu nitie6 can be troubled p lace6. £ven the 6malle6t .ommunitie6 experience
prob lem6

o~

economic decline, crim e, a1ld vi olence. Typically, people who w ant to do 60mething

about communiti e6 ' trouble6 take one ot two path",. The birM i6 to boeu6 on the community'6 needs,

problems, and deficiencies in order to im prove the 6ituation ; mo&! organization 6 and communitie6
choo6e t hi6 path. The 6econ d path io to toeu6 on di6covering and u6ing a community'6 capad ties,
assets, and resources-looking at the p06itilJe6 t ha t outweigh the nega tive6. We call the t ir6t path
"nee d6-ba6 ed" and th e 6€cond one "aMel -ba6ed." Thi6 to ol kit bocu6e6 on the aMet-Da6 ed path; here
are 60 me ob the rea6 on6 why:

• If you look at all the needs within a communi ty, you might be deceived into think
ing that onl y "exp rts" from outside the ommunity can provide solutions. What
really binds people together, though, are the people wi thin the communi ty.

• tr people keep heari ng about wha t problems they are or how deficient they are,
they might actually start to believe it is true.
• Looking at needs can divide a community. If leaders are constantly putting down
their neighbors because they have so man y problems, then they won't be able to
pull people together and inspire them.
• Looking at (he needs in a community often leads to focusing on individuals as
"cases," instead of fOCUSing on the community as a whole. A needs-based approach
might help those individuals su rvive, but it probably can 't I ad to serious change
for the whole community.
• Fo using on the assets in a commun ity is inclusi ve by nature. Looking at assets
provides an opportunity for maximum participation; a small, exclu sive group dis
cussing needs and problems does not lend itself to wide community participation.
• People in many communi t ies say they are sick and tired of till king about needs.
The asset-based approach is new and energizing to people.

(Adapted from Kretzmann and McKnight, Building Communitie6 trom t he [n6i de Out, 1997)
The asset-based approach can be used to examine how peopl e, organizations, space, history, and com
muni ty vision can be resources or assets (see Section 2).

Here's an example ...
Think of a carpenter who lost one leg in an accident year ago. Clearly, he has a deficiency; however,
he also has a skill. If all we know is that he has a missing leg, we cannot build our community with
that information. If we know he has a capacity as a woodworker, that information can literally build
our community. (Krettmann and McKn ight, 1997, p, 15)

People (li ke the carpenter) aren 't a commun ity's onl y assets though. Organizations, clubs and groups,
people's history and culture. the land itself. and even people's ideas can be assets, too.
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POSITIVE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
For years people have been running "youth programs"-summer camps, after-school clubs, counseli ng
for runaway and homeless youth, traim ng for teenage mothers, sch ol ar ships for academic achieve
ment, and many other activities. Every youth program ope rates with different pri nciples and has a dif
ferent sty le. R cently, people have been focusing on crea ting progra ms that work with the phil osophy
of positive youth development- focusing on and creating positive outcomes for young people, not just
preventing problems. The goal is not to fIX youth but to help them develop to their full potential!
A set of th ree guidi ng pri nciples is now used to exa mine positive youth development. The first prinCi
ple is that society has to express a vision for what it wants for young people (Pittman and Irby, 1995).
The second pri nc iple r elates to the fac t that young people grow up in communities, not programs, and
that efforts to promote youth development must be focused on the whole situation that shapes a
young person's li fe. The third pri nciple holds that youth in partnershi p with adults have important
roles in promoti ng pOSitive youth development (Roach, Sullivan, and Wheeler, 1999).
Pr ogr ams are happen ing on many levels. Some programs can be characterized as prevention, and oth 
ers can be character ized as p06itive youth develo pment . All types of programs are needed as there
are all types of situations in communities. Even the programs that focus on treatmen t or prevention
can indud aspects of positive youth developmen t. After all , all youth, Just as all adults, have skills
and resources to be develop d.
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COMMUNITY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
If positive youth development is about 6ee i ng y outh a6 r e6o urce6, and asset-based community

development is about examining the r e6ource6 inMead ob need6 ob a community, then
community youth development (CYD) is about Meing y oung people AND community a6 eMential
part6 ot creal'ing op portun itie6 to r you th AND changing communitie6.

Youth Affect Their Communities, and Communities Affect Youth!
Commu nity Youth 0 velopment (CYO) reflects the belief that young people develop within the nvi
ronment of their families and the commun ities in which they live. Therefore. youth should be viewed
as equal partners in building healthy communities. Youth should be treated as va luable resources in
identifying critical issues and developi ng sol utions. Benefits are for young people, adults and the
entire commun ity!
CYO involves the following activiti s:
• Linking youth and community: Youth help the communi ty develop, and the commu
nity helps youth develop.
• Looking at the gifts that all people brin g to a communi ty and recogn izing that the
commun ity already has many strengths.
• CHANGE! Looking at communities in a different light and looking at young people
in positive wa ys .

Peopl e may call this different things, or the CYO approach can be integrated into other approaches.
The char t on page 114 discusses this in more depth.
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OVERVIEW OF APPROACHES TO YOUTH WORK
The chart on the followin g page is an attempt to categorize different approaches to you th work that
we see or hear about. rt is not based on research. As the chart below shows, a communi ty provides
many different types of programs and approaches to its young people. The categories of approaches
are not meant to be exclus ive but to highlight some similarities and differences that exist. Youth mu st
have access to all of these types of programs. In many cases , a program may use more than one
approach . for example, a service learning program also may contr ibute to communi ty youth develop
ment outcomes. Although every approach contributes to the healthy development of young people,
each ha a di fferen t focus and purpose.
The a tiviti es in this tool k it are specifica lly designed to suppor t community youth development
efforts. They also can be effectively used in positive youth development and service learn ing efforts
and in other programs when youth participation and engagement is to be fostered and positive com 
munity change is created.
In community youth development and positive youth development effort s, it is importan t to include
youth and adults fr om all the type. of programs listed . Doin g so engages full communi ty participation
and r epresentation, and youth and adu lts from each type of program bring additional strengths to the
ream.
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APPROACHES TO YOUTH WORK
-

Name of
Approach

Community youth
development (CYD)

Positive youth
development
(PYD)

Role of
Youth

Partner with Adult
coach

Engaged participant

Role of
Adult

Partner with Youth
coach

Primary
Actions

Activities to improve
community for youth
and adults

Service learning

Youth training
programs

Prevention
programs

Treatment and
intervention

Incarceration

:.>i
a

I"'
~

Service provider,
vo lunteer

Learner

Participant, member,
leader

Subservient, learner

Contributor, leader,
partner, mentor,
advisor, coach

Mentor, leader, coach

Group and individual
activities, including
service and cultural
development

Community service
projects

Subservient

Leader, expert,
mentor, educator

Leader, educator,
counselor

Therapist, authority,
teacher, expert

Authority, controller,
director

Apprenticeship and
learning about work
force and life skills

Education and advo
cacy related to alco
hoi, tobacco, and
other drugs ; sexual
health ; and other
ri sky behaviors

Therapy, behavior
modification

Beh avior modifica
ti on, tre atment, co ntroll ed environment

Youth not engaged in
"risk" be haviors

Cessation of problem
behavior

Remo val from soc ie
ty, remediation

E
E
a

U

DO

C

U

"

OJ

Increased work force
competencies

Primary
Desired
Outcomes

Sustainable and
vibrant co mmunities
for all residents,
including youth
Fully engaged youth
and adults

Fully prepared yo uth
In creased social ,
civic, and cultural
competencies;
increased physical
and emotional wellbeing; increased aca
demic competencies
and employability

Increased apprecia
tion of servic e by
youth

Increased life skill s

Increased pro-social
skills

Increase d communi
ty good

~

'"en
'"

U

~

'"

E
Q.
a

~

'"

Cl

.c

"
:l"
2!

'"
"

Z

It is important to discuss with your group which outcome you are addressing. Many programs may be addressi ng more than one ou tcome. If so, its useful to t hink

'0'

about the di ffe rent roles and actions tha t are r equired to cr eate di fferent outcomes.

3

E

.2

Remember that each type of program has di fferent operati ng principles and norms. It is therefore important to do a complete orientation to your group's operat
ing principles and norms for all members of your team. For example, youth and ad ults who ar e participants in some program s may view adults only in the
"expert" or leader role. An orientation to youth- adult partnerships (see Secti on

2,

Part One) may be essential. Also, some programs may have restric tions on the

sharing of participan ts' names and addresses, so it is good to check this out beforehand so appropriate procedures can be pu t in place. Some programs may
requ ir e the formal use of titles such as "Mrs. Smith," "Brother Paul, " or "Sergeant Foster." It is important to cl arify what the norm is in your group and understand
how participants wish to be addr essed.

~

'"

U

c
a

~a

~
c;
o

N

@

ROLES OF YOUTH AND ADULTS IN POSITIVE
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNITY
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
LEARNING
You th and ad ul ts in programs that use positive youth development (PYD) and community you th devel
opment «( YD) approaches work together as partners: Each person engages in the effort with the mind
set that everyone has something to offer and maintains openness to learning from others-both youth
and adults. Research says that the number-one re ason tha t people volunteer is to learn someth ing
n w-a genu ine youth- adult partnership provides a unique and r ewardi ng way to learn someth ing
new fr om unlikely sources!

PARTNERSHIP
One principl of partnership is that nobody gives orders. Instead, ev ryone agrees to live and work
by a set f om mon operating principles that incl ude agreements in the fo ll owing areas:
• Working together
• Responsibi lities
• Decision making
• Participation
• Safety.
The purpo e of (YD and PYD effort s differ sli ghtl y. The focus of ( YD is on d veloping a community
and atmosphere where youth and ad ults can thrive together. The purpose of PYD is to create and
d ve lop opportu nities for you th to grow and become productive adu lts.
Often the activit ies to accompli sh these approaches overl ap and may be the same. CYD activities, how
ev r , are always done ~ or and w it h yo uth and adult <l for the b nent of both youth and adults, (the
whole community) wher eas PYD activities are mostly carried out by youth and adults for the benefi t
of youth .
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COMMUNITY MIND MAP EXERCISE
OVERVIEW
This exper iential activity is designed to provide participants with an understanding of the perceptions
of thei r personal comm unity and th importance and rol es of different elements of community in
their work.

OBJECI1VES
• To share participants' personal pictures of the com munity
• To identify com mon elements and role of com munity
• To id ntify wa ys in wh ich conne tion s between youth and adults can positively
affe t the commu nity
• To ta rget speci fic sectors of the comm unity for the work

TIME REOUIRED
Approx imately 1.5 hours
-

WHAT

TIME

CONTENT

MATERiAlS

Step 1:
l eetureHe

5 min .

Welcome, session overview, and objectives

Flip chart with session
overview and objectives

Step 2:
Mind
mapping

10 min .

Set the stage by asking for examples of co mmunities; ex plain that a min d map is a visual way to iden
tify tho ughts , feelings, co ncepts and "other" things.

Legal size paper and
ma rkers for each partici
pant

Say to the group, "Whe n you think of your commu nity, what is the first word you think of? When you
think of the community, you might think of things
like yo ur family, places you go , and thing s that are
special to you . Draw a picture that captures all of
these things in you r mind . You will have about 10
minu tes to draw, and we will be sharin g our maps."

Flip chart

Parti cipants then draw a mind map representing the
"close-in" or personal communit ies to wh ich they
belong.
10 min .

Participants briefly share and explain their mind map
wi th group (or in pairs if the group is large) .

10 min.
Step 4:
Discussion
and reflee
tion

Process the experience. Ask the following questions:

Step 3:
Sharing

-

1. What pi ct ures jump out?
2. What words do you remember?
3. What feelings did you see expressed in the
maps?
4. What did it feel like for you when you made your
map?
5. An y surprises?
6. What common themes were expressed among
maps?
continued on page 117
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WHAT

Step 5:
Personal
rellection

TIME

5 min.

CONTENT

MATERIAlS

7. What differences emerged?
8. What gaps were there? What was left out of our
collective maps, if anything?
9. Based on our discussion, what insights do we
have as a group about the community?
10. Reflect on the maps. As community members
committed to helping to strengthen the commu
nity, what are some things we should keep in
mind as we move forward?
11 .What is the importance of understanding the
community of our young people?
12. How can we value the community of our young
people in our work?
13. What parts of the communities must we be sure
to work into our plans as we move forward?

Use a flip chart to record
answers from questions
9 and 13

Next Steps how participants can apply learnings
from this session to their work.
Ask participants to write down a "note to themselves"-one thing they would like to remember
from this session and one thing they would like to
do as a result of this session.
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EXPLORING ELEMENTS OF HEALTHY COMMUNITIES
OVERVIEW
This activi ty is designed to high li ght the key elements of healthy co mmunHies, and apply them to a
specific commu ni ty.

OBJECTIVES
• To identify rhe elements of community development and give exa mples
• To unders tand what the el ,ments look li ke in their own com mu nity

TIME REQUIRED
Approxi matel y ]0 minutes

WHAT

TIME

Step 1:
Set the
context

10 min.

HOW
Give each person a copy of the handout on the following page Think about the community from four
different perspectives
• Economic/wealth
• Power
• Spiritual/cultural
• Social
Ask for examples of what each includes, and write
these on a flip chart.

Step 2:

10 min.

Note that on the handout, each quadrant is split in
half. In one half, write some of the things that are
going well in the community in that area, and in the
other half, write some of the things that aren't going
so well. Share these with a partner.

Step 3:
Reflection

10 min.

Ask the following discussion questions
• What surprised you?
• Was this hard or easy to do? Was it harder to
think of the things that are going well or not so
well?
• Looking back at each of the sections, which one
do you think we have the greatest ability to
change?
• Which would be the most difficult to change?
Where can we draw resources from for our work?
• What does this mean for our work-what might
be some key opportunities?

MATERIALS
Paper
Pencils or markers
Flip chart
Copies of handout 3A

-

-
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DIMENSIONS OF COMMUNITY
SOCIAL:
people are being taken care of. Includes community
health and self'-reliance, education, activities, people
knowing each other and getting together.

SPIR1TUAL/CUlTURAl:

HOI,A,f

The community's spirit-arts, recreation, celebrations,
spirituality, and connection v!ith the environment.

POWER:

ECONOMICS/WEALTH:

The structures for making decisions and policy. Includes
local government, community voice in decision making,
informal leaders in schools and other groups.

The local economic situation in the community Includes
local businesses, the economic situation in households,
employment for youth, local artisans.
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READINESS

CYO ACTIVITY
OVERVIEW

This creative, participatory exercise highli ghts th

ph ilosophy of community yout h development.

OBJECfIVES
• To recogni z wha t ommunities contribute to youth development and what youth
contribute to community development
• To generate excitement for looking at all contribu ti ons

TIME REOUlRED
Approximately 45 minutes

WHAT
Step 1:
looking
at youth
developmenl

TIME
15 min,

MATERIALS

HOW
Break group into small groups of 3 to 6 people with
both youth and adults in each group

Markers
Butcher paper

Say to the group, "With your group, draw a picture
of a young person. If you like, you can have some
one from the group lie on the paper and trace that
person's body."
"Using symbols or words, describe the things that
young people need in their community (e.g., health
care , recreation). Put these on the outside of the
profile of the person. If you want, you can make
these things correspond to the parts of the body."

Step 2:
10 min.
Looking at
what youth
contribute
to commu
nily

Say to the group,
"Although a community can provide a lot of things
to a young person, this is only part of the picture,
Often , though, it is the part of the picture that adults
most concentrate on. Young people add and con
tribute many things to their community.

Same

"On the inside of the profile of the person, drawusing symbols or words-what young people bring
or add to their community."

Step 3:
Reflection
on the two
pieces

15 min .

-

Ask the following questions:
• Looking at the words and symbols , what jumps
out at you?
• What was it like to do this activity?
• Did youth and adults think of the same or different
things?
• Which was harder-putting the things on the out
side or inside?
• What are some of the things that you talked about
as your group worked?
contmued on page 122
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WHAT

TIME

HOW

MATERIAlS

• What do you think this might have to do with this
project that we are about to start?
Then say,
"Look at your young person's needs-how many of
these are related to 'problems'? What are the things
that aren't related to problems? In this project, we
are using the philosophy of positive youth develop
ment. That means that we don't focus just on the
problems but on all the things that young people
need. We are also using the philosophy of communi
ty youth development: That means that communities
can contribute to the development of communities
and that young people can contribute to the develop
ment of communities."

-,.....J

--.-

o
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SAMPLE PRODUCT FROM CYD ACTIVITY

Hules
Recreation

TutorinQ

Hoalth
[are

Summer
camp
Employment

(hurch
Groups

famIly
sSTuices
Education
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CASE STUDY-FIRST STREET
OVERVIEW
Th is activity uses case studies to disti nguish between different approaches to development.

OBJECTIVES
• To gain fami liarity wi th the principl es and practice of positive youth development
and ommunity youth development
• To generate n w excitement and enthusia sm for the (YO approach
TIME REQUIRED

Approximatel y [ hour

WHAT

TIM E

Step 1:
10 min .
Setting the
context

WH AT
Overview of the process. Say to the group,
"We will spend the next 4 to 5 minutes talking about
the different approaches to youth and community
work. We'll start with a quick overview and then
break into small groups to do some thinking about
some case studies from an imaginary community."

MATERIAL S
Flip chart
Handout 38

Review elements of CYD and PYD approaches
Provide Handout 38,

Step 2:
Working
groups

25 min.

Say to the group, "Now we will break into groups of
3 to 4 to discuss the case studies. [Distribute
Handout 3C)

Handout 3C
Handout 3D

Read the case studies, then discuss the questions
on Handout 3D in your small group and prepare a 5
minute report out. You will have 20 minutes to work
on this in your group."

-

Step 2
adaptation

45 min
1 hour

Step 2 could be done in skit form , with participants
performing the scenarios and solutions. Allow for
more time if you choose this adaptation.

Step 4:
Reporting
out

15 min.

Report out by groups Start with only questions 1
through 6 on Handout 3D. Then share Handout 3E.

Handout 3E

Step 5:
Reflection

10 min.

Group discussion on questions 7 and 8. Capture the
answers on flip chart paper as "notes to ourselves
for the planning process." Use them as a cheat sheet
for future planning.

Flip chart

.

.-
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POSITIVE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
is

the ongoing process in which young people are engaged in building the skills, attitudes,
knowledge, and experie nces that prepare them for the present and the future.
ELEMENTS OF PYD:

• Youth leadership development
• Service projects
Knowledge, skills, and ani tudes for responding to people and events
• Self-confidence
Well-being

COMMUNITY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
is

the process that encourages and empowers young people and adults to create change
in their communities and to work as equal partners.
ELEMEIUS OF CYD:

Efforts to make positive community change

fOI

people of all ages

• Youth and adults working in equal partnership
• learning and renedion on successes and challenges
locaJ control and direction of work, not outside control
• Finding and using local re ources, not looking at local needs or focusing on out
side resources

-

r'"
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THE STORY OF FIRST STREET
Many yea rs ago a fi re partiall y burned down the old grocery store on Fi rs t Street. Because of the
declining economy, it was never rebuil t and the owner stopped payi ng taxes on the property. The
county foreclosed on the property, and the lot has been an eyesore for many years. It is now fi ll ed
with trash. People are afr aid to walk by it at night because youth and ad ults go th re to drink and loi
ter. This problem is common to many communities. Di fferen t communities have helped reso lve the
problem in different ways.

Solution A
The community garden cl ub, a group of adult s interested in horticu lture and sharing gardening tips,
decides to take on the problem and turn the property into a recreation area for the youth. They want
to use

100

percent vo lunteer labor and donated supplies. They engage the city pl anner. t he loca l con

struction supply store, and the local busi ness owners' group to help turn t he vacant lot into a base
ball diamond for the youth, with an ornamental gar den surrounding the bord r of the property. The
"First Street Garden and Park" is presented as a gift to the ommunity from the cl ub. It looks bea uti 
ful. and people are amazed at the involvement of th town's business owners and the fact tha t they
wer e able to do this at no cOst. Th local pap r runs a gl owing editoria l thanking the cl ub for their
work on behalf of the com munity and young people. One year later, the garden shows signs of neglect
and the diamond is mostl y unused and fi ll d with debris .. ..

Solution B
Same as above, except the garden club seeks the involvement of the high school's athletic department
coaches in the process. The coaches tell th m that basketball is the most popular sport and that they
really need to bu ild bask tball courts. They do. The paper runs a glowing I tter to the editor. A year
later, (he gard n shows signs of deterioration, but the courts are u ed most afternoons.

Solution C
The garden cl ub members seek to engage various sectors of the community in an in lusive process to
transform the lot into a useful resource for the communi ty. They hold a vision day focused on the lot
and other general community issues. Youth and adults are engaged in the planning process. Duri ng
the vision day they find out that the high school youth entrepreneurs club is explor ing economic
developmen t opportunities. They also fi nd three major concerns that commu ni ty members share:
community safety and violence prevention, th appearance of the community, and acti vities for pre
school youth.
The high school you th entrepreneurs club, in partnership wi th the garden clu b, starts to grow plants
to sell to local residents, bUSinesses, government, and organizations. They al so do landscapi ng work.
The members of both clubs maintain the garden. Garden club members say they love it because they
get to work with new you th every year. Youth ath letes involved with the planning said that a bi g
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problem was that there was nothing for thei r younger siblings to do when they pl ayed basketball and
that basketball courts weren't lighted, so kids were on the streets at night. So a small play area for
ch ildren and ligh ts for the courts were added into the design. This feature seems to spark famil y
involvement in the park, and parents, day care workers. and others begin to use the park on week
days as we ll. Additionall y, because of full commu nity involvement in planning. others see the pa rk as
"th irs," and adu l ts begin to use the park for lunch breaks on weekdays. People watch out for the
park and discourage littering.
The paper runs a glowing edi toria l and many letters to the editor from the students. teachers, par
nts. bUSiness owners. and others praisi ng the wo rk of the community in bUilding "our park." The
pl aque com mem orating the park says simply-

First Street Park- A dream made into a reality by the many hands
and hearts of our very special town
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SUMMARY OF THE CASE STUDIES
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1. Who provided leadership?
Garden club , business

2. What was the purpose

Garden club, business, school athletic department and
athletes

80me

All sectors of the community-youth, adults , families ,
business , institutions, National Park

en

c
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0' the project?

To beautify the lot, create something for youth

3. What were
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To beautify the lot, create something for youth

To engage the community in creating something of value
to the community

I

kay principles Involved In the approach to the work?

1. Garden club will do something for town
(town is benefactor).

Same as in A, plus:
Engage the school as a partner in building the fieldsomething with youth (PYD approach).

1. CYD approach-youth and adults are partners in creat
ing a vision and actions.
2. Build on existing strengths to create connections and
new opportunities.

2. Ask people for donations and volunteers to support
implementation of plan.

3. Engage a broad cross-section of the community
whenever possible.

~
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4. Build in ongoing opportunities for youth and adults to
work in partnership.
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4. What are the strengths of this type of approach?
1. Speed-on the surface it appears to be efficient.
2. People enjoy being in service to others (i.e., "giving
the gift of the park").
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Same as in A, plus:
The involvement of the beneficiaries (youth) in the
process to determine the end product-the basketball
courts, not the baseball field, led to sustainability.

1. Engagement of the many sectors helps build "buy-in"
2. Shared responsibility eases the burden for all.
3. Innovative solutions can be created that meet multiple
needs.
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4. Previously unknown activities may have been
discovered .
5. Broad involve ment and ownership builds potential for
sustainability of final product.
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SUMMARY OF THE CASE STUDIES (continued)
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5. What apa tile danuars 01 this type 01 approach?
1. Doin g good unto others, despite great intentions,
can at worst be disempowering or deemed as not
useful.

Same as in A, pl us:
The inte rest of a second group (benefic iaries) may be
in confl ict with the intent of the benefactor.

1. It takes time and energy to engage a broad sector of
people.
2. It takes skill to facilitate the process.

2. "Buy-in" and ownership for project is held by select,
small group.

3. Youth and adults may not have the skills to work
together in partnership.

3. By starting with a fixed solution you could ignore
other potential opportunities for maximum benefit.

I

B. How could the proJlct have Increased the potential lor sustalnlblllty?
1. By conducting a survey to assess community buy-in
for park and baseball field ideas.

By engaging a more diverse planning team.
By having more groups co-sponsor the project.

2. By conducting open meetings for feedback on ideas.
3. By involving more people in the process.
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They did it alii

RESOURCES FOR COMMUNITY AND

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
This list covers the res ources ci ted in this section, but reflects only a small portion of the r esources
ava ilable.

Publications about Youth Development and
Community Youth Development
C. Roach, L. Su ll ivan , and W. Wheeler. youth Lead er6hip tor Development, Chevy Chase, MD: National

4- H Council. 1999·
Avai lable by contacti ng roachwfourhcou ncil.edu or (301) 961-2899.
K. Pittman and M. Irby. An Advocate'6 Guide to youth Development, Washi ngton, DC: Academy for
Educational Development, Center for Youth Development and Po licy Research, 1995.
Avai lable through www.aed .org or by ca lling (202) 884-8267.
P.j . Armi stead and M.B. Wexler. Community Development and y outh Develop ment: The Potential tor
Convergence. New York, NY: Ford Fou ndation and Internati onal Youth Foun dation, 1997.
Nati onal Network for Youth , (JID Journ aL
Available by contacting NN4Youth a> worldnet.att.net or (202) 783-7949.

Positive Youth Development Organizations
Every county in the United States has 4-H/Youth Development programs and staff through the
Cooperative Extension System. Look in your local phone directory to fi nd your local Extension
offi ce .
Center for Youth Development 6 Policy Research
http://www.aed .org
[875 Connecticu t Ave, NW
Washi ngton, DC 20009
(202) 884-8267
National Training Institute
1875 Connecticut Ave, NW
Washington , DC 20009
(202) 884-8267
National Network for Youth
http://www.nn4youth.org
13[9

F Street, NW, Suite 4 0 1

Washi ngton , DC 20004
(202) 783"794 9
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National Youth Development Information Center
http: //www. nydic.org
1-877-NYDlC-4-U (toll -free)

InternationaJ Youth Foundation
www.iyfnet.org
7014 Westmoreland Aven ue
Takoma Park, MD 209 12
(301) 270-6250

Publications about Asset-Based Community Development

J.

Kretzmann and

J.

McKnight. BuUding Commun it ie6

~rom

the i n6ide Out, Ch icago, IL: ACTA

Publications, 1997
Ava il ab le by calling (800) 397-2282 or (773) 271-1030.
P. Mattessich and B. Monsey. Co mm un ity Bu il d ins: What Make6 it Work . Sai n t Pau l, MN: Amherst H.
Wilder Foundation, 1997.
Ava i lable through www.wilder.org/ pubs/ or by contacting (800) 274 -6024.
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BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
Exploring Individual Gifts to Build Your Team
When most people are asked why they volu nteer, they say that they want to learn new skills or use
their exist ing skills to help people. That is wha t make s them start vo lunteering and what makes them
continue to be involved. Therefore, to bu il d and maintai n a group of people who are committed to
the work, it is important to recognize rheir srrengths as we ll as the areas that they would like to learn
mor abou t. Likewise, it is essential that they feel needed and appre iated.
Thi s idea is essential to take into cons ideration at any phase of the work-whether you are building
readiness or have been working together for four yea rs. Sectio n 2, Core Pri nciples, provides a gu ide
to gifts of individuals. Several of the tools and activitie s described there are particularly helpful dur
ing rhe buil ding read iness phase. Check out the follow ing:

If you want to...
Do a partidpatory activity to
idenrify individual strengths

See ...
Charti ng Individual Connectjons

Do a written inventory of
skills and interests

Skills and Interests Inventory

Do fun activities to appreciate
people

Appreciating and Recognizing

On page ...

76

80

indivi duals

Building Youth-Adult Partnerships
Building youlh-ad ult partnerships is another activity that ha ppens during all phases of the work, from
start to end. Some speCifi c tool s and activi ties can be he lpful. however, as you embark on forming
new youth- adult partnerships. When mos t grou ps sta rt talking abou t and fo rming youth-adult part
nerships, they focus on exploring t he basic princip les and values of partnerships, which incl ude the
fol lowi ng:

• Acknowledging that everyone has someth ing to say and that everyone should be
li stened to equa lly
• Ad ults publicly saying that they respect you th, and youth pub licly saying that they
respect adults
• Understanding that there is a difference between doing something with youth and
something for youth.
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Section 2, Core Princ iples, includes a part called Building Youth- Adult Partnerships. Severa l of the
tool s an d activities are particularl y helpful duri ng the bui ldjng readiness phase of exploring principles
and val ues of partnership. Chec k out the followi ng:
If you want to...
Get general tips and ideas

See ...
H w do we get started?
Ten Commandments for
involving youth in community
building

Assess where people are
coming from

Youth-adult partnership
sel f-assess ment tool

26

Get resources for training in
general principles and ideas

Reso urce List-especially the
You th- adul t partnerships
curriculum and videos

27
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EARLY WINS
Have you ever heard peopl in your commu nity say, "There are always people starting things here,
but Lhey never last" Or "They are worki ng now, but in one year they wil l fall apart"? In many com mu
nities, peop le distrust new efforts. Therefore, the buildi ng readiness phase may include things like
team building and orientat ion to new approaches. It also may include doing some activities in the
comm uni ty that are highly visible and show that the group is committed and effective. The following
examples illustrate these poi nts:

• A youth-adu lt group in Macy, Nebraska, formed to create positive change in the
community. After having seen many community groups and proj ects that ended up
being short term, people in the communi ty wer e skeptical. It was difficu lt to get
people involved . The group got together to thin k about what the members wanted
to do. Although people recognized that they might do big projects in [he future,
they also r alized that there was not enough tr ust or interest yet to bring a larger
community group together. They chose to focus instead on a task that people
car d about and would notice: beau tifying and cleaning up the community. They
pa inted and plac d trash barrels around lOwn and got a small grant to plant a gar
den in a pub lic park. Th community took not ice, and now the group, cal led
UCare, is known by the community and other community organizati ons seek out
the group to collaborate on projects. They are worki ng on su taining this short
term work as well as buildi ng capacity for longer term change.
• A group in a small town in eastern Washington worked for several months to try
to build involvement and support for its youth and com munity development
efforts . Progress was slow. After severa l months of mixed success, the grou p decid
ed to just do som thing fun t hat would at least increase awareness of thei r work
so it host d a town fi esta and fam ily run night. Participation was high, and people
enj yed themselves. After th fj sta, doors started opening where there had been
little interest before. The local government. school. and police department started
to form close r partnerships with t he group. The became an incorporated organiza
tion, formed a youth -ad ul t board, and are now a permanent force in the communi
ty for positive change and opportunities for young people.
If your group needs an "earl y win ," try to answer this question : "What would be a visible and memo
rab le activity that wou ld show the community that we are committed and effect ive?" Pl an this act ivity,
and make it a great success. In the meantime, thi nk about ways to keep developing and working on
how to move beyond early wi ns and develop a long-term vision and plan.
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LEARNING ABOUT COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Section

2

prov ides information on gifts of past, place, and re lations. There are activities that help

identify the diverse types o f resources that every communi ty has. In some cases, identifying those
resources is important to make a specific project happen. However, the activities also can be used to
gain focus during the Building Readi ness phase-especially if the group is interested in learning more
about rhe community. Comm unity groups and organizations often include needs assessments duri ng
the fir st pha se of their work. The activities described in the guides in Section

2

enab le you to look at

your resources and assets instead.

GIFTS OF HISTORY (SECTION

1.,

PART

1.)

The "Hi story Wal l" is an activity to create a picture of a group or organ ization's shared past. It is a
creati ve acti vity that engages people in storytelling and learning. It can be done with a small group or
a v ry large group. Community groups have used it durin g the buildi ng readin ess phase as a way to
engage a you th- adult team in an act ivi ty that builds a common understand ing about the trends,
resources, and challenges in their community's history. Some groups have done a "mini" history wall
duri ng the Building Readi ness phase that wa s then expand d duri ng later phases of the wo rk.

GIFTS OF RElATIONS (SECTION

1.,

PART 4)

When a group is new or is working on a n w project, it is common to focus on how to get more peo
ple involved. The activi ti es in the gifts o f relations section help identify possible supporters of com
munity work based on the diverse sectors o f the community that they represent. By looking at the
resources of diverse people and organizations while your group is in the bu ilding readi ness phase,
you hel p ensur e that you get gre ter buy-in from the comm unity from the start.

GIFTS OF PLACE (SECTION

2.

PART 3)

"Gridding" is the process of exa mining a commu ni ty's physica l space and the resources of that place.
As an activity for buildi ng readiness, gridding can help define a common understanding of what peo
ple consi der to be the geographical bou ndaries of the community. It also enables a group CO examine
the extent to which members represent the vari ous geograph ical sectors in t he community, so that
people and organizations fr om all sectors can be represemed and reach d du ri ng future phases of
the work.
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VISIONING AND
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PLANNING

U· sioninq and Plann·nq
An impo rtant task of a community development effort is to create a shared vision of

the future among the people of the community. For any group of people. such a vision
is never totally explicit; rather. it is woven through their hopes and fears. their frustra
tions and wants. It is concealed in their stories and attitudes and is suggested by their
style. symbols. and dreams. All of these elements are deeply a part of who the communi
ty members are and what they hope to become . A vision represents a community'
s attitude toward itself and its future.
Part I of this section discusses Visioning-how to deSign . promote. and convene a VISION
DAY and how to facilitate the visioning process so that the product and the experience
foster a sense of ownership and inspire people to take action toward
creating their dreams.
After your community group has created its shared vision . the question on everyone's
minds wUl be, "What do we do now to make this real and to sustain momentum?" Part 2
of this section discusses the many answers to those questions. Community groups take
different paths and use different tools after they have created their vision. One thing
that the successful paths have in co mmon is planning-action planning. strategic plan
ning, implementation planning, or some combination of them all. Planning paves the
way for successful action. This tool kit provides some specific planning tools. but it pri
marily focuses on outlining some of the paths and options. Many tools are out there for
different types of planning; because they are described in detaiJ in other sources, we do
not provide that information here.
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INTRODUCTION
Why Create a Shared Vision?
• Our visions are extremely powerfu l and they motiva te us. They emerge from the
depths of our consciousness and are sometimes sacred.
• When visions are stated, they fuel us wi th energy and drive.
• Peop le who deny their vision or whose vis ion is denied to them Jose touch with
themselves. They lack motivation and become negative. They can becoln con fused
and loose sight of their goa ls.
• Ou r visions grow as we do, so we should periodicall y recreate or check in on our
visions. We mu st ensure that we still sha re the same dr eam s and hopes.

Planning the Vision Day
A vision day is usuall y a large, hjghly participatory even t where people who represent all parts of the
commu nity come together to create a shared picture of the future . They create somethi ng that migh t
look like the final pages of this sec tion (see pages 158-161). In communities where we have worked,
plann ing for the vision ing day has been fu ll of creative ideas, hard work, and effecti ve youth-adult
partnershi ps.
Thi s part of the tool ki t ex plores several elements of plann ing t he vision day:
Orienting the planning team to the visioning process
Planning the design and logi stics
Recru it ing for the vjsion day
Pub l ic relation s and communica ti ons for the vision da y
• Basic facilita tion of the vision ing process.
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ORIENTING THE ENTIRE PLANNING TEAM
TO THE VISIONING PROCESS
Begin wi th a discussion about the concept of vision:
• When you hear the word vision, what images come to mi nd?
• Whom do you know who has a visi on?
What group do you know has a vision? What is its vision?
• What are some of the fee lings that you associate with the idea of vision?
• Why is vision imp0l1ant?
• How can having a vision affect a group working in the commun ity?
What do we want to create in ou r gr up's vi sioni ng process?
Review the ftlnction of a vision and what it is and is not. Use handout 4A .
Expl ain the way in which many communities prepare for a vision day. Typically, a plan ning team will
take responsibility for organizing the following tasks to prepare for the vision day:
• Design and logistics (page 144)
• Recruitme nt of participants (page '48)
• Publ ic rel at ions and communications (page 149).
The next pages focus on specifi c acti vi ties, tools, and tips for each task.
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REFLECTIONS ON VISION
"Vi&fon L6 the art 0& 6eeing thing6 Lnvl6ibfe."
-Jonathan SwLbt

What a Practical Vision Is:
• Practica l ision are dreams and hopes that are rea l to us. They are what we
d ply imagine and belie e must be in place if there is to be a future.

'''How'i6 a de6troyer 0& vi6ion."
- Don Coyhi&, Founder, White Bi6on, Inc.
• They arise from our most practical and impor'tant exp riences of life. They exceed
our expectations and often seem impossibl e to achieve. They require tha t people
take a leap out beyond what is. to a future they imagine.

"A Leader i6 a per60n who dreanM dreanM and ha6 vt6ion6. and ean communicate
tho&e dreanM and vi&iom t o other6 in 6uch a way t hat they 6ay ·ye6....
-Robert GreenLea&

What a Vision Is Not:
A vision is not a goal. Goals are quantifiable. realisti c. and achievable and depend
on external factors. whereas [he vision is some thing we already carTY wi thin us.

"A vi6ion i6 a compelling, impiring, picture
-Clem Bezold

0&the p re&erred &uture. "

• A vision is not the possession of a strong leader in the group. Although it is often
articulated by one p rson. the viSion is something held broadl y by everyone in the
group.

'There i6 nothing like a dream t o create the b1!ture. Utopia today,
ble6h and blood t omorrow. ..
- Victor Hugo

(Adapted from mat rials dev loped by the Institute of Cultura l Affairs)
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PLANNING ACTIVITIES FOR VISION DAY
LOGISTICS AND DESIGN
OVERVIEW
This activity enables the group to form a shared idea of the type of event (hey want to pla n and host.

OBJECTIVES
To create a shared image and purpose for the vision day
To create fee lings of excitemen t, anticipation. and cla rity rela ted to the upcoming event

TIME REQUIRED
Approxim atel y 1.5 hours

NOTES
This activity can help inform how recruiti ng and ommuni cation efforts will take place. Thi nk about
doing this activi ty first, and then foc using on the other task s.

WHAT

TIME

HOW

5 min .
Step 1:
Selting the
context

Ask the group to think back on a great event that
you have been a part of. Ask them to think silently
about the following:
• What images come to mind?
Who was there?
• What were they doing?
How did you feel?
• What was exciting about the evenP"

Slep 2:
20 min.
Brainstorm
ing

Have the group imagine that the vision day has just
occurred. Say to them . "It is the day afterward, and
you are writing a letter to your friend from out of
town , telling her all about the great event. Take 5
minutes now to write that letter."

MATERIALS

Paper and pen or pencil
for each person
Flip chart
Markers

In small groups, have people share the key elements
that they talked about in their letters. Each group
should write those elements on a flip chart and
share them with the full group
After each group has reported, conduct a discussion:
What did you hear that from the groups that
stands out for you?
• What were the similarities? (make checks by these
items on the flip charts)
• What were the differences? (circle these on the flip
charts)
Based on this, what can we say are the objectives
for our vision day? (Make a li st of short, objective
statements starting with "To ... ".)
continued on page 145
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HOW

MATERIALS

If you do the brainstorming session as indicated,
people think about the answers to the above ques
tions silently. If you do not have time to do the full
letter-writing activity, then answer the questions in
step 1 as a group, and think about asking a final
question such as "What are the key elements that we
should have in our vision day event?" Log the
answe rs on a flip chart.

Step 2
Adaptation

Step 3:
Planning

ANO

45 min .

Start planning by referring to the list of objectives
that you have just created. Divide the group into
teams of 3 to 4 people each . Ask each group to
brainstorm 5 to 7 SPECIFIC tasks that will be needed
to accomplish the objectives. Ask that they write
each task using an action word on a half sheet of
paper using big and easy-to-read letters. It is helpful
to provide a sample half sheet with a model of what
this looks like.

Half sheets
Markers
Sticky wall'
Planning worksheets

Say to the group , "When you are brainstorming
tasks, focus only on tasks that have to do with
design and logistics, and forget about publicizing the
event or getting people to come. We are going to
deal with these tasks later."
After.everyone has finished working, ask each team
to pass up its 2 clearest sheets, and put them on the
sticky wall. Start to find pairs, and form clusters of
like ideas until all the sheets are on the wall-these
become the task areas.
Finish by having small groups work on filling out a
task worksheet for each area (see page 175) that is
shared with the whole group.
NOTE: If the group is experienced in planning, you
can skip the task of brainstorming on half sheets
and facilitate the creation of the main TASK AREAS
that need to be addressed in logistics and planning.

Step 4:
Reflection

5 min.

Have a short discussion. Ask the group,
• "What excites you most about our planning?
• What are you worried about?
• Is there anything that we are missing?
• When should we get together to report on
progress on tasks?"

...,.,

-I

Sticky walls are large pieces of nylon fabric coated with spray adhesive. They can be obtained through the Institute of Cultural Affairs at

www.ica -usa.org. You can create your own "sticky wall" by purchasing a large piece of r ip -stop nylon from a fabric store and spraying it
with aerosol sticky mount (sold in photography and office supply stores).
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CHECKLIST FOR LOGISTICS AND DESIGN
_ _ _ Space-Is it large enough? Too large? Is it a place where everyone likes to go? Is it centrally
located? Does it have wa ll space? Are there signs to let people know exactly where to go? Is
it set up in a manner (formal vs. informal) that wi ll make everyone fee l comfortable?
_ _ _ Food-Is there enough? Are there things that we can get donated? Is it something that people
of all ages li ke? Is it something that can wait in case we are a little behind schedu le?
_ _ _ Material s-Is there enough paper? Markers? Tape?
_ __ Registration-Do we have a sign-in list? Who will staff the regi stration table?
_ _ _ Fun!!-ls this built in? Are there icebreakers and energizers?
_ _ _ Welcome-Do people have a chance to interact with each other right away? Have we
confir med any speci al people to come and give opening words? Are these people viewed as
neutra l?
_ __ Comfo rt-Wil l everyone be able to hear? Are there facilities for people with disabilities?
Is it safe fo r younger children?
_ __ Docu mentation- Who will type up the flip charts and other work at the end of the day? Who
will make sure it gets back into the hands of the people who came? Do other people need to
receive copies?
_ __ Facilitation- Should the faci litators be from the community, from outSide , or a combi nation?
How big do we expect the group to be? Do we have a plan for getting the facilitators upda ted
on the logistics and design?
_ _ _ Reflection/ Eval uation-Have you built in time for the planning team and facilita tors
on the day after it is over? How wiU you get feedback from the participants?
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BE CREATIVE IN DESIGNING YOUR EVENT!
• Incorporate dan ce. art, mU6ic, and entertainmen t. Share and celebrate local culture! During the

vision day of the Salish-Kootenai Tribes of Western Momana , a cultw'al group was there the entire
day. When it was time fo r small groups to come together, thei r drummi ng provided the cue. During
lunch, participants enjoyed watching native da nces, seeing skits on socia l issues, playing game
shows like "Reservati on Jeopardy," and participati ng in a round dance.
Examine the PMt to think about the Uuture. Do the history wall exercise described on page ' as a
way to get people thinking and engaged and as a way to make sure that the gifts and challenges in
history are incorporated into the future.
Appreciate peo ple. Do any of the activities on page 80.
• Make it rea l i mmediately. If you spend the day after the visi o n day doing planning, people will feel

that it can become a rea li ty. Or, ha lf of the visi on day can be a service eve nt-painting a building or
cleaning up a vacant lot- where people have a chance to see the power of working together right
away.
• CeLebratiom, partie6, bm'becue6! A community group in Grand Canyon, Arizon a, did not have a sin

gle vi sion day but se t up various events where people contribu ted to a sha red vision. One event was
a commun ity barbecue. Two other events were dances for middle and high school students where
the work on the vision was followe d by a OJ and dancing.

RECRUITING PARTICIPANTS
Recruiring is a key task- 90 pe rcent of peop le will attend because they were spoken to, not because
of something they read or heard on the radi o. Community groups have used many tools and tech
niques to successfu lly recrui t participation for vision events. There are often people in a community
that just seem to have a knack for getting people to do things or come to events. One of the best
strategies for recruiting participants is to identify just 3-4 people who know lots of people or who are
good at doing marketing for events and see if you can put them into action.
On the fo llowing pages are several activities for recruiti ng pa rticipants. They can be used as inde
pendent activities or in combination with each other on page 151 is a checklist for recruiting.
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ACTIVITIES FOR RECRUITING
FOR THE VISION DAY
Activity 1: Recruiting Using the Community Grid
OBJECTIVE:

• To ensure that people and groups from all of the geographical secti ons of the
communi ty are invited and participate
TIME REQUIRED:

45 mi nutes to 1.5 hours
The gridd ing activity tha t is describ d on page 45 can be an effective too l for organizing rec rui ting
efforts. It can help ensure representation fro m all sections of the community. Community groups have
both revisited an existi ng grid and created a grid fo r the fi rst time speci fically to organize recruiti ng
effo rts.
If you are using an existing grid ...
Orient any new te am members to what the grid is and what it represents. As a grou p, brainstorm the
youth and adults from di ffere nt parts of the community whose part ici pation is key. See Sect ion 2 ,
Part J. Make assignments for who will contact them.
If you are creating a grid for the fi rst time ...
Use t he facilitator's notes on page 45, and set the context so that the grid is specifically focu sed on
recruiting people for an event. Spend more time examining gathering places and creating the subsec
ti ons than on the other parts of the gri dding activity.

Activity 2: Recruiting Using the Resource Map
OBJECTIVE:

• To e nsure that people and groups from a ll of the resource sections (non-profit,
business, spiritual, informal groups) of the community are invited and participate
TIME REQUIRED:

45 min utes to 1.5 hou rs
like the grldding activity, the resource mapping activity described on page 58 also can be used as a
tool for recruiting. Brainstorm the key youth and adults from each of the di fferent sections of the
community that are on the grid. Focus on the informal sector. Make assignments for who wi ll contact
them.

---

NOTE: It is he lpful to do BOTH Activity I and Activity

2.

By doing both, you can ensure that you have

good represen tation from the geographic sections of the community as well as the different resource
sect o rs of the community. After you do bo th activities, create a master list for your recruiting efforts.

--
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Activity 3: Creating a Message
OBJECI1VES

• To create clear. compelling. and consistent messages to communicate about the event
To increase comfort among the people who will be communicating about the event
TIME REQUIRED:

Approximately 45 minutes

WHAT
Step 1:
Set the
context

TIME
5 min .

HOW
Refer back to the objectives for the vision day. Tell
the grouP. "There are several elements of recruiting-making sure we have reached a diverse group.
inviting them in a way that will make them want to
come , and having a clear and consistent message
about what we are inviting them to come to . We are
going to focus on that last thing during this activity"

MATERIA LS
Focus question written
on flip chart

Focus question:
"What are the messages that we want to share with
people about this vision day?"
A message is a short concise statement that could fit
on a bumper sticker.
Examples:
This work is unusual because it is about youth and
adults working together in equal partnership.
This work focuses on the gifts of our community,
not its problems.

Step 2:
10 min.
Brainstorm
ing

Tell the group, "Take the next 10 minutes to work in
groups of 3 to 4 people to develop the 3 message
points that you feel are most important. Using easyto-read letters, write each on a sheet of paper."

Sheets of paper

Step 3:
Sharing
and organ
izing

Ask each group to give you its one most unique
message. Place them on the sticky wall. With the
group's help, put any similar ones in pairs. Ask for
other two messages from each group , making clus
ters of similar message pOints.

Flip chart

25 min.

Markers

-

When all the papers are in clusters , put a short
name on each cluster. Ask the group if any can be
combined without losing their meaning; combine
any you can. Try to finish with 3 to 5 clusters. Form
small groups to take one of the clusters each and
write it up into one message statement and share.

--.

List all the final statements on a piece of flip chart
paper.

.......
'"'"-

Step 4:
Rellection

5 min.

Ask the group, "Looking at these message pOints ,
• What makes you feel excited?
• What makes you feel uneasy?"

-

Then ask, "What are the next steps that we need to
take now that we have developed these points?"
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Activity 4: Practicing Delivering the Message
OBJECTIVE:
To refine message points and become comfortable with delivering them.
TIME REQUIRED:
30 minutes
Once you have created message points, pick several people on the master li st and ask for volunteers
to pretend to be those key people. Ask other participants to practice pitching the invitation to the
"actors." Proceed with role plays, either one after the other or si mul taneously. Conduct a discussion
to debrief the experience and get any lessons learned. Ask the fo llowi ng questions:
• What did you hear during the role plays?
• What positive images do you have?
What negative images?
• What was easy about doing this?
What was difficult?
Do we need to revisit parts of the message points?
Based on thi s activity, what advice would you give to others who go out to recruit
people?
If possible, have people actually do the presentation to key people, return , and report learni ngs to
the rest of the group.

<

o
....,..
o

Activity 5: Brainstorming the Barriers to Participation and
Creating Solutions
OBJECTIVE:
To generate collective thinking that helps overcome some of the barriers that might reduce participa
tion .
TIME REQUIRED:
15 to 20 minutes

"-'

Have the group do a quick "brain drain" of possible barriers and solutions. Many of the issues they
come up with may overlap wi th design and logistics. Some issues that overlap include
• child care,
transportation for youth,

--..

permission to get out of school, and
other community events occurring at the same time.
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CHECKLIST FOR RECRUITING
_ _ _ Do we have a master list of people to invite and people assigned to invite them?
_ _ _ Have we recruited many young people and made it easy for them to come?
_ _ _ Have we invited people from the diverse geographic areas of the community?
_ _ _ Have we invited the people whom others view as the key decision makers-government
offid als, in formal leaders, elders, etc.?
_ _ _ Have we made sure to allow t ime during the event for thanking the people we recru ited in a
way that they will r emember?
_ _ _ Have the people we re cruited also seen our com munications and PR materials?
_ _ _ Are we able to recruit people by explaining how they will personally benefit from
participating?
_ _ _ Do we have clear message poi nts?
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FACILITATING THE VISIONING PROCESS
The Basic Process
The vis ion can be created during a "vision workshop" at a gather ing of as many people as poss ible.
The workshop is fac ilitated by a small group that helps the panicipants start th inking of ideas. All of
the id as of the group are then hared on a large wal l. A sti cky wall t hat everyone can see is both
exciting and enormous ly helpful for th workshop process. Sim ilar ideas are placed into col umns, and
each column is given a sh rt title that describes those idea s.
Because visions are all about people's dreams for the future, they can be cha ll engi ng t o talk about.
The m thod that we use to help people start thinking about their visi on for the future is to ask them
to brai nstorm answers to a question li ke this one:

"What w ouLd we like to &ee in pLace in 5 year& a& a re&uLt

o~

our enort&?"

This "vi sion question " can be adapted accordi ng to what you would li ke people speci fi cally to be
thinking of-their vision for youth, the whole comm unity, the way the comm unity uses technology,
and so forth. Be fore getting p ople together to start thinking about their vision, it is important to do
som thinki ng about the exact question to ask. for example, "What do we wa nt to see in pl ace in ')
years as a result of you th and adulrs pa rtnering to bu il d our community?" is quHe different from the
question above.
The mE'thod tha t we have most commonl y used for visioning, which is described in this section, was
developed by the Institute of Cu l tu ral Affairs and is cal led the Technology of Pa rti cipati on (To pm )
method . Training in this method is offered al l over the cou ntry, and you can get more information at
www.ica -usa.org. On the fo ll owing page i'lre notes i'lbout how to faci lirate this process.

Tips for forming the Facilitation Team
I.

A faCi litation team of youth and adults- one each for a small group (i .e. , under 30 peo ple), more for
a large group-is ideal, because it symbolizes the youth-i'ldult partnership that is the core of any
resul ti ng initiatives.

2.

There is value in having an outSide, neutral faCil itator or faCilitation t am that would allow all com
munity members ro participate in the creation of the vision . There is also va lue in having com mun i
ty members faCilitate, as it por trays a new and exci ting leadership role with in the community.
These values need to be weighed carefully for each situation . The key is to find a team that is expe
rienc d and ffective in facilitating groups.

l If the facilitation team is re latively new to faCili tation methods, it is a good idea to have a coach
who can help wi th the preparation, provid en ouragement and assi stance, and help debrief the
experien e. Practicing with your sma ll core group during a planning meeting is a good way to pre
pare for a doing it with a larger community group.
4. The faci li tation team is re sponsible for making sure that the space is as conducive as possible for

the group to do good work. (A large, flat wall is a must!) The team also needs to make sure that a
process is in place to capture and document everything that is produced by the group for their later
use.
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THE VISION WORKSHOP: STEPS IN CREATING A SHARED PRACTICAL VISION
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The ToPTM Workshop Method is used to brai nstorm participants' images of the future and organize them into the basic elements of the "shared practical vision"
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STEP 1:
SET THE CO NTEXT

STEP 2:
BRAINSTORM

STEP 3:
ORGANIZE

STEP4:
NAME

Step 5:
REFLECT

Welcome participants.

Give time for participants to list
their personal answers to the
question

Form pairs of cards based on
similar content.

Start with the largest cluster.
Read all the ca rds , then ask:

Restate the focus question and
read aloud all the vision titles.
Ask, "Is this our vision?"

Add cards to create clusters.

"What holds these all togeth
er?"
"What is the accomplishment
we see?"
"What 3-to-7-word phrase
would summarize this element
of our vision clearly?"
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c:

Say to them, "Each of us ca r
ries within us some level of
anticipation and hope for the
future of a situation. We com e
to a planning session with
these in our consciousness,
like pieces of a puzzle. Each
person 's piece is needed to cre
ate the shared vision of the
group Therefore, it is impor
tant to invite broad participation
in creating a vision. Sometime s
the vision is clear; other times
it is more like feelings and diffi
cult to state precisely."
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Work in small groups to share
individual lists, choose key
items, and write them on cards.
Post cards on the wall a few at
a time, asking questions to
clarify as you go along .

Ask the group to give names to
each cluster.
Post all remaining cards.

Z
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Give the group a chance to
reflect on their experience.
Ask , "What are the next steps? "
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Write the cluster title in BLOCK
PRINT and post it on the wall.
Repeat for each cluster.

Post the focus question : "What
do we want to see in place 5
years from now as a result of
our efforts?"
OJ

:.
a:

Ask for a few sample answers
to get people warmed up and
thinking about the question
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FACILITATING THE VISION PROCESS
Setting the Stage for the Vision Workshop
It is always important to review with th whole group all that has led to this point in the process. This
can involve revi ewi ng past decisions or presentations of the products resulti ng from activiti es to date.
Using a discussion to examine the products helps create an interactive environm nt.
Som times it is helpfu l to precede the vision workshop with a di scussion on current trends, a quick
ver sion of a history wa ll (section

2,

page 30), or some other activity to give everyone a sens of be ing

together at the same starting poin t.
It ca n be helpful in the context par t of the workshop itself to ask the group speCific questions related
to

the main focus question to seed the ir imaginations. Creating a list of

10

to

20

such questiOns that

are comprehensive in scope should be done ahead of time.
Examples:
• In 5 years, what recreational programs wil l be available?
Wha t will viSitOrs notice about our community?
• What w ill youth in the commun ity be doing?
What wil l you be reading about in the local paper?

What If the Group Is Very Big or Very Small?!?
The standard group size for a vision workshop is 25 to 75, in which case the standa rd procedure
apply. NEVER limit the size of a group to fi t a process, though. Al WAYS br ing together the best grou p
of stakeho lders that you can and design the process for that group.
If the group is large (i.e. , a microphone is needed for people to hear each other), a "town meeting"
v rsion of the workshop may be in order. This format might involve the following elements:
• A larger sticky wall and bra instorming on full sheets of paper instead of hal f sheets.
• Facilitated small groups to bra in storm ideas and combine them into a l ist of 6 toro
hopes or dreams per group. Ea h small group should prioritize its list.
• After organ izi ng ideas from small groups into clusters with tag names, assign the
cluste rs to small groups and ask them to fill in prepared n jp chart pages lik th
one i llustrated below (one d uster per small group).
One key el ment of our vision is

Four examples o f what this migh t look like in ') year's ti me:
I. ____________________________________________

2. ________________________________

3- ------------------------------------------
4· -------------------------------------------
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A facilitator coul d assist each sma ll group, and a member of each group could report back to the large
group .
• If using this variation, a discu ssion/re fl ection session is necessary after hea ring all
of the group reports to get i1 sense o f where the consensus is stro ngest and to pro
vi de an oppor tuni ty for suggestions on how to i mprove the titles.
If the group that will gather seems too small to represent a good cross-section of the ommu nity,
multiple events mi ght be in order. Th is could be accomplished through the following activities:

Decide in advance to go to di fferent parts or gr ou ps of the community and get a
prioritized bra instorm list o f the hopes and dreams from each group (about 10
items a h). For example, one group migh t say, "An affordable, convenient system
of paths for pedestrians and bi k rs", and another might say, "Young people are
repr esented on the City CounciL" You could then put all the ideas from all the
groups on hal f sheets and have a group part icipate in a workshop process
described on page 153- In this case, it is very importa nt the small group that does
the workshop have diverse representa tion from th comm unity, including people
from ach of t he different groups that contributed to the brai nstorm .
If you are expecting a larger group, and a small er group shows up, proce d w ith
the workshop with th fai th that "the group that shows up is the r ight group!" Then
figure out pOSSible ways to have people nO( present add to the data on the wall,
com bin or r eorganize colum ns to accom modate t he new da ta, and so forth, so
that (he vi sion emerges organ ically. Present the new and improved versi on of the
vision to the commun ity before or at the next meeting.

Documenting the Vision
There are many ways to document the vision so that it can be sh ared with others. Some groups have
documented it in a variety of ways and use the different formats to shar

it with di fferent audiences.

OPTION r
A chart form with sum mary statements at the top of each col umn (such as the one on page 160).

STATEMENT

STATEMENT

STATEMENT

STATEMENT

STATEMENT

STATEMENT

STATEMENT
.- - ~-
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Take each statement and column and summarize it in a short prose paragraph or statement.

A group took "Tran"portatton"
And turned it int():
Create a c()()rdinated tramportati()n ")I"tem that incLude" a
bU4 ")I"tem with expanded time" ot 4ervice and acce6&

tor pe()pLe wLth di4abifitiea.

OPTION 3
Create an artis tic image showing how the different elements of the vision relate to each other.

OPTION 4
Create a one-paragraph vision statement that summarizes all the elements.

All )I()uth in our c()mmunity will have, a4 their right,
opportunitiea through education and empLoyment at both the
"econdary and p06t-6econdary Level" to empower them
to "hape their own tuture.

If you choose Opti on 4. make sur your vision statemem describes what you will accomplish, where.
and for whom . It should b a statemen t of un ique purpose. and it must be different from the missions
of the organizations with whom the people writing it are affiliated. Get input from all members of the
group to formulate the statement. but DO NOT involve everyone in all the steps of writing it. Form a
subgroup of people who like to "wordsmith" and who can develop a draft statement that CCIn be
shared with the larger group for feedback.
Whatever format you choo e. figure out how to get the vision statement back into the hands of the
community as soon as possible! It is especially important that ev ryone who contributed to the cre
ation of the vision get a copy of i t persona lly. This is the reason that it is so important to have some
one at the door that gets the names and con tact i nformation of everyone who om s to the event.
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What Next?
Creating the vision can be the first step in a strategi c planning process. This approach has at
least two Impli cations :
• People need to know how the process is going to proceed once the vision is creat
ed. It is never enough to si mply create a vision ' It is generall y better to identify
strategic action and start to impl ement activiti es quickly, rather than slowl y. (See
Part 2 of th is section and Section 5,)
• If people are anx ious to get star ted but t he st rategic planning process is not going
to be completed quickl y, it can b helpful to have some tea ms work on short-term ,
highly moti va tional proj ects while the strategi c planning is ta king place (see Part 2
of this section).
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Wha t do we hope to 6ee in place in 5 year6 t ime?
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Preserving Culture
and Religion

Community Education
about Life Values

Teaching and Sharing
leadership

Taking care of our
Youth

Mishongnovl Village
Economy

Conveniences up-tostandard

Adequate
Transportation

More children partaking in tradition

I wish we can have a
police department

6 to 8 teenagers volunteer for working with
peers & younger chil
dren

Parent partiCipation in
youth activities

Increase economic
opportunities

Running water for
Upper Village

Adequate public trans
portation
education -shopping 
health

Have Hopi Language
lessons

Security Guards for vil
lage

Youth member on vil
lage board

Video Game Room

Economic develop
craft shop at
village/joint brochure
for artisans

Water Tank for
Mishongnovi village
use only

Develop a transporta
tion system

Teaching of Hopi
Language

Better law enforcement
with bootleggers

Youth councilpreparing ideas such
as movies, sporting
events, leadership
training, etc.

Village finding land site
for Youth Center

A grinding mill for
Mishongnovi village

Lower Mishongnovi
Water Tank Installation

Bus shelter for school
child ren
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Home and village
teaching of Hopi
Language and Values

No bad gangs

Working together
-Forming teams
Working as teams

Playground for Youth

Children have better
lives

Family Recreational &
Education Program

Youth running own
convenient store

Underground electricity for the whole village

New Bikes
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I want to be drug-free

No drugs
- -

Living better lives

8-12 Adult Volunteers
for Youth Programs
--

Expand facilities for
community store
Laundromat

Expanded facilities for
community use

Have better bus
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Composting toilets
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SAMPLE VISION A (continued)
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Preserving Culture
and Religion

Community Education
about Life Values

Teaching and Sharing
Leadership

Taking care of our
Youth

Mishongnovi Village
Economy

Conveniences up -tostandard

No drugs and alcohol

I want to respect
everyone

Parent Involvement
with youth programs/
activities

An Ice Cream Store

Running water for
upper village

Less use of drugs and
alcohol

People can be cool

A park

Barber/Beauty Shop
(haircutting, nails, etc.)

Rehab opportunities
(AA meetings, etc)

Better People

Swing-set and other
play equipment
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Adequate
Transportati on
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I wish Second Mesa
could be a city forever

Youth Activity Center
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Learning Center for
adults-computers,
crafts, etc
Big community center
for both young and old
(with a playground)
I wish Second Mesa
can be a city forever
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SAMPLE VISION B
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Residents of all ages
will be offered and
informed of affordable
act.ivities andfacilities
to respond to diverse
and common interests

o
Z

Youth and adults pre
serving and using our
outdoor environment
for safe activities
where they can enjoy
the beauty and have
fun

Provide readily avail
able information on
aII aclivilies,
re sources, employ
ment, and learning.
Opportunities for pea
pIe of all ages.
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Lay ground work to
develop process/
opportunities appeal
ing to youth, where
mutual respect and
responsibility with
equal voice are the
key values

To maximize use of
facilities/resources as
well as developing
new resource areas

Acommunity environ Strengthen involve
ment and connections
ment that provides a
safe atmosphere with of youth and adults.
drug-free places for
youth 10 go when in
danger.
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More recognition of
programs and oppor
tunities

Bike and walk ways
through city

Strengthen values and
morals

Youth reps at all levels
of government

Better use of existing
facilities

Street lights on Badger
S1.

More ways for parents
to get into schools

After school programs
(HWactivities)

Recreation trails

Hotline for crisis or
information

Youth empowerment
(family and community)

Develop Main Street
and riverfront areas

Less alcohol sales

Men toring

Self defense

Bike path to Hartman
Creek

Psychology/parenti ng
in High School

Youth participation in
city government

Utilize existing build
ings more fully

State S1. traffic lights

Better communication

Improved sports facili
ties

Park clean up

Information/referral
hotline

Youth take ownership
of facilities and pro gramming

Refurbished Armoryprovide trained staff
structured program

Safe places for people
(youth) to go when in
danger

Increased focus on
"at-risk" students
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Family activity place
(cheap)

Sporting/hunting areas
open to youth

YMCA or Band G club

More green space

Parenting class

Youth action commit
tee in the city
Youth-adult trips

Safe city

Involve in activities

Activities mentors
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Develop a common
interest group center
(all ages)

Room for alternative
sports

Common center
(something like YMCA)

Skate park in town

Youth organizations
having greater access
to school

Unite community break
walls

Organize youth forum
to accept and gather
opinions and ideas of
all sides

Adult-youth programs
for volunteers
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Appropriate staffed
and programmed
youth center

Youth involvement in
civic/government activ
ities

Create volunteer activi
ties for youth to give
back to the city

Community festivals
and activities

Involve youth in all
plans

More volunteers
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SAMPLE VISION C
DREAM CLOUDS
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/

,/
,/
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,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
./
,/

No alcohol.
Better language,
Cleaner environment.
Knock down the old ho uses and put up new.
After school 4-H programs and projects
with adu lts to help.
Wilderness Camp- rappel. hike, canoe,
fis h, learn how to use energy in a positive
way, horseback riding,
Cultural Dance Program-tradjtional.
contemporary, fancy, learn history of tribe.
l earn to live wi th mo re respect.
Cleaner commun ity.
No drugs or alcohol.
Million Dollar Hill clean-up.
Water founrains ,
Clean up the town - trash cans, plant
flowers, more tre€s.
less dogs more leashes.
Better houses and cleaner yards.
River bottom clean-up-mow and look
at Decatur's Riverfront.
Holy Fireplace-clean up with an island
of flower s.
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,/
,/
,/
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./
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Clean environment.
Better education.
Special education for FAS kids, etc.
Youth leadership.
Less fear of dominant society.
Community theatre.
Less wannabees.
Dog catcher / less dogs.
Less violence.
More educaHon.
Cut down on alcohol and drugs.
Increased cultural awareness.
Greater knowledge of traditional ways.
More drama plays and classes.
Family unity-spiritually and physically.
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THE WORLD OF PLANNING
Many methods of pla nning exist. A good faci li tator should be abl to help a group plan for the long
and short term using differen t tools and t r icks . The methods that we primaril y have used were devel 
oped by the Institute of Cultural Affair s (l eA) and are called Technology of Participation™ (ToP).
While some of t hese methods are described here, for detailed informati on and instructions you can
contact leA at www.ica-u sa. org,

What Can Planning Help Us Do?
Planning can be a scary and difficul t task. It al so can be fun and interesti ng. People plan for man y
reason s: Some peop le seem to have it "i n their blood," sometimes it happens as a resul t o f a crisis,
and other times it is done as the first slep in a new project. No matter what the reason , pla nning can
help us take our viSion o f where we want to be in the fUlLlre and break it down into steps that can
lead to success and progress, Depending on the type of planning that is done, it hel ps us identi fy
sma ll steps that we can take in the short ter m or large steps that we can take over an extended ti me.
Pla nning helps groups do more than just take action, though . Having a plan can help maintain and
build participation in the work . A group wit h a plan is one in which peop le are more likely to be
involved . Addi tionall y, it is especia ll y important to have a plan to satisfy the needs of people who
are natural-born planners .
Finally, i f

a group has a plan, it is able to look at i ts successes and cha llenge s. Groups ca n evaluate

their goa ls aga inst thei r plans, looking at the barr iers to success or the factors that he lped things go
according to plan.

How Do t Know If We Are Ready to Plan?
Pl anni ng can be done at any ti me- and is done all the time-even if it is not through a formal process,
If you are creating plans for a large community group or for the enti re commu nity, you might want to
have several el ments in place before you start:

• A viMon or 60me ot her produ ct th at de6c r ibe6 til e grou p '6 or communi.ty'6 6f1ared
drea m6 ~or the huhlre. This gives you something to plan for!

An idea ob wrne o~ the re6 0u rce6 and gibt6 tll a t exi6t inyou r communi ty, Afte r
you have a better idea of the gifts in the space, hi story, people, and organizat ion s
in your community, you will be ab le to create a plan that allows you to use them
to the ir full potential.
• A dec i6i on about what re6 u lt6 yo u w a nt ou t o~ t he pla n n i ng proceM. Do you want
a short-ter m or long -term plan? Do you want a short or long planning process? Do
you want to come up with general strategies, specific act ions, or both? The chart
on page 166 will help you answer some of these questions.

One of the most importan t factors to keep in mi nd is ti ming. The longer you wa it to do planning after
you have created your visi on, the more momentum you will lose. If you can start doing plan ning the
day after you create the vision, [hat is IDEAL!
(9 2.001 Innovation Center for Community and Youth DevelopmenVTldes Center
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How UJe Are Ooin, Strateqic Planninq in the Salish Kootenai and
Pend d'Oreille Tribal Community
OUR fIRST STE;P in strategic planning was to hold a one-day conference to try and reach as many peo

ple as possible and to create an inclusive atmosphere. The primary purpose of the conference was to
create a shared vision for the future. Our plan ning committee and facilitation team were made Up of
young people and adults. A local coil ge group ca lled Indigena did videotaping, provi ded a drum
group, and conducted som educational skits on issues of common dysfunction in Indian communi
ties.
Included in our planni ng and preparations for the conference was traini ng in the group fac ilitation
methods that would be used by the facilitation teams at the con ference, We did some large-group
work as well as some small-group work, in which we paired youth facilitators wi th adults.
After the conference, we asked partici pants if there was interest in developing action plans for speci f
ic topics over the next 3 to 6 months. They said yes, so we scheduled action -planning sessions and
invited a broadly representative group to take part in specific topics that were identified in the vision
workshop conducted at the conference. Topics that drew interest included: r) Youth voice in decision
making and the creation of youth counc ils; 2) Salish, Koot nal. and Pend d'Oreille language-immersion
program development; and 3) crea ting strengths-based strategies for healthy fami lies. Action pl ans
were created for each of these areas, and we took the strategiC planning process to the next steps of
iden tifying the obstacles blocking our way and determining key actions that were needed to address
the obstacles and launch the vision. A small but powerful group participated in this step.
We then scheduled a session with the triba l counci l and with tribal government program staff to share
ou r community-based pl an ning work to date and to engage them in developing the strategic dir ec
tion s for dealing with obstacles and launchi ng the vision . The last step in completing ou r strategic
pla nning process will be to conduct an implementation workshop to develop a calendar of key
actions to be com pleted in the fi r st year. Task forces will volunt er to work on the strategic direc
tions and will develop 90-day implementation plans for each £ask force.
During th is process, we have continued to offer trai ning in group facilitation methods for you ng peo
ple and adu lts. This strategy is to help ensure that ongoing facilitation servi ces become ava ilable for
implementi ng the strategic plan and that movement continues for each of the action plans that have
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been created. We envision in the near future having a recognized and accompli shed group of
youth-adul t fa cil itation teams, which wil l provide facilitation services throughout the tribal govern
ment and the local commun ity. Community groups and triba l departments can call upon facil itators to
assist in their progress, and the facilitation team could offer to rotale the ongoing facilitation needs
of the Native Path to Well ness every three months.
The viab ility of thi s approach is yet to be fully discovered and evalua ted. Indica tions are that we are
on the ri ght track. The main piece that needs attention, in my view, is continued training, practice,
and use of good group facilitation processes. Through ongoing facilitation the local commun ity will
begin to adopt a true culture of participation that i

isible and has longevity s tha t skeptics will be

more incl ined to see that partici patory processes work and are practical- not j ust theory.
- Anita Dupuis

-
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AN OVERVIEW OF PLANNING
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TYPE OF
PLANNING

TIME
REQUIRE D FOR
PLANNING

TIME COVERED
IN PLAN

USE IT IF YO[J ...

Action planning

2 to 3 hours
per plan

3 to 6 months

Want to get Illork started on a specific area,
such as doing a mentoring program or plan
ning a community event.
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WHAT IT DOESN'T 00

EXAMPLE
ON PAGE ...
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Are working v'lith a group that wants to get
started on something right away.
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Give you a long-term view of the work

168-170

Give you a complete analysis of the things that
are blocking a group from achieving its vision
Make you do strategic thinking about what are
key actions and ideas

Are working with a large group .
Strategic
planning

At least 1 day

3 to 5 years

Are working with a wide cross-section of peo
pie from the community.

Let you get to action right away-unless you
also do implementation planning

172-173
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Want your plan to really respond to the barriers
that exist to make your plan a reality.
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Have a group of people who like to think strate
gically.
Implementation
planning

Approximately
2 hours

90 days

Want to create a detailed short-term plan after
you have done strategic or action planning.
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Give you a big-picture view of all the actions
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OVERVIEW OF ACTION PLANNING
Action planning can be a good

ay to get people excited about and organ ized around a short-ter m

project. It helps launch a new idea by clarifyi ng where the group wants to be at the end of the proj 
ect , designating roles and responsibi li ties wi th in the group, and building group trust and support. The
met hod developed by the Inst itute for Cultural Affairs (ICA) f raction pl anni ng includes three steps,
and it can be accomplished in less than 3 hours. The three steps are (I ) deci ding the victory, (2) deter
mi ning what the key actions are, and (3) setting up a ca lendar of actions and assignments. On the next
three pages is the acti on plan that the Salish Kootenai and Pend d'Oreille Triba l Community crea ted
for a part of its visi on that members were excited about getting righ t to work on. They used the
process developed by the ICA. Th key part of thei r plan are their focus, their victory, thei r current
rea lity, and their calendar.
Another tool for action planning, especi ally when the proj ect or task is very short term or less com
plex, is the works heet on page 175. It provides a si mple way to log activities, roles, and da tes.
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SAMPLE ACTION PLAN
OUR FOCUS
• Expandi ng linkages and building a p ople-to-people, com muni ty-based support net
work
• Proacti vel y bu ilding on strengths to promote and susta in healthy fa mil ies and com 
munity

OUR VICTORy-oCTOBER 1, 2000
Youth council joins native games
People are ta lking about the issues
Volunteerism is bi g
July 30-Huge co ntingent to native games (kids prepared)
Have been Cou ncil 's agenda and govt. has submitted proposals to assist this
A number of options readily avail ab le to people
Community-bas d plan in place
Programs have come together- ta lking and coordinati ng
Research tobacco money
Selling t-shirts
Direct linkages with other NPTW efforts are ar ticulated

OUR CURRENT REALITY
STRENGTHS

BENEFITS

Experience

Excitement among kids for hosting native games

Wisdom

Incentive/pride

Creative energy of women

Relationships hav been built

People already involved/ connection

Sense that clean and sober is good and fun

Grant going on

Taking away fear- real healing

Pilgrimage movement

Take load off of people in th is room
Peopl e not saying "who do they think they are "
- increased credibility on commun ity-based efforts

CHALLENGES

DANGERS

No male voices

Increased sabotage efforts

Communication with community

Backlash at women-driven activism

Peopl e already spread thin/ overcommitted

Jobs lost

Geography

Making new program s

Strength of addiction

Ends up being Just linkage-nothing deeper

Strong genetic link

More meetings/need for structures

Statistics
Apathy/hopelessness

continued on page 169
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OUR COMMITMENTS
• Getting the word out to get p opl

together

• Building program collaboration
• Maximize linkages between parall I interests
Ad min istr ative support
• YMCA- smoking cessation, Nativ Games
• Developing a strategic or acti on plan for post October
Pu bli City of effortS
continued on page 170
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OUR CALENDAR
TASK GROUP
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LAUNCH

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER
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LINKAGES AND
COORDINATION
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Phone calls to
get list of
potential
partners and
individual
volunteers

List-serve
meeting (SKC)

ID partners

Develop database
of volunteers
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NATIVE GAMES

.,.

March 17
Media
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Notify schools
of gathering and
recruiting dates

Organize field
trips to gather
supplies

Recruit adult
game leaders

Make game
pieces
Set up locations
and practice
dates
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PUBLICITY

Broad-based
community
collaboration

Talk with
program
managers
(inform)
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Schedule meeting
with youth
council's group
to coordinate

o
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Create listserve
for crosscommunication

·c

Practices in communities

CD

Attend Blackfeet Planning continues for 2001
native games
Native games

Write an article Distribute SKHA
telling about us newsletter
notifying
housin g res .

Reservation
wide (all
people)
involvement in
native games

I
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Public is fairly
informed of all
NPW activities
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ANTI-SMOKING

Determine best
dates and tie in
to NPTW
planning

Talk to
Talk to Red Cross
SI. Luke 'sabout
possi bi Iities
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OVERVIEW OF STRATEGIC PLANNING
Why This Type of Planning?
Communi t ies often real ize that they can use short- term plans for a wh ile but that they eventually
need to figure out long-term plans and involve many people. By thi nking in the long term, th com
munity can decide the three or four main directions that it wou ld like to take and involve a broader
group than ever before

What Happens in Strategic Planning?
The process begins by creating a visi on . We answer the question, "What are our hopes and dr eams for
the future?" This step is discussed in detail earl ier in this section .
Then we ask ourselves, "If these are our hopes and dreams, why aren't we already there? What is
blocking our vision from coming into bei ng?" This part of the process looks at some of those barriers,
and it is reall y what makes a stra tegic plan be strategic!
Next we wor k on how we ca n move through the blocks and make the vision happen. Som blocks we
will move, some we wi ll make ways to get around, and some we wi ll get rid of al together' This part
results in getting three or fOllr quick-and-dirty statements that sum it all up.
Finally, we ask the question of how i t will all really happen. Who will do what? When? How will we
put wheels onto the pla n? This part of the process is implementation planning, which is described on
page 175 .
Agai n, we have often used the method for strategic pla nning developed by the ICA. However, there
ar many methods for strategic plan ning that you may explore. Others ar listed in the resource page
at the end of this section.
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SAMPLES FROM STRATEGIC PLANS
Step One: Identifying the Blocks to the Vision
The ~ir&t &tep is to look at what is keeping you from achieving your vision. Here are two exam ples of
what communities found were their barriers.

BLOCKS TO OUR VISION
• Ord inances about rehabilitation and enforcement are out of da te
• Board members not ri sk-takers, are slow to make changes
• Vill age boundaries not settled
• Young people struggle with speaking Hop i (parents not able to teach it well)
• Television culture-it's not working for us
• People expect payment for comm unity service (clean-ups, etc.)
• Reluctance to make business deaL<;
• Standard welfare housing schemes don't work (people don 't have collateral)
• Unclear what land to use for an activity center
• Difficulry of two vill ages shari ng a center

BLOCKS TO OU
• Youth per ceived as irrespon sible
• Hopelessness-can 't, won 't happen
• Unwilling to listen, understanding others'
experience with oppression
• "Camps," turfism
• Education sy tem we're tryi ng to improve i
proven ineffective nati onally
• Inadequate understanding/agreement on
cul tura l values
• Be li ef that responsibility Ites with others
• Always react ive , not proactive
• Fear of chang
• Incomplete understanding about how much $
and resources are collectively at our disposal
• Individual schedules hard to coordi nate

VISION

• Healthcare system is il lness based, not
wellness based
• Uncoordinated language efforts
• Untrustlng re lationship between adu lts- youth
• Tribe putti ng up a fron t-perpetuat ing front
that's been put up for uS-invested in looking
good
Heavy reliance on ineffective, hierarchical
decision-making structure
• Giving up too soon
• Environment of criticism prevai ls-crabs in the
bucket
• Excessive buy-in to majority ideas of success
and status
• Use ill -defined language-l anguage over other'S
heads

• Tribal counci l afraid of acting because of
po lities
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Step 2: Creating Strategic Directions
The strategic directions are the proposed actions to deal with the barriers and obstacles, as shown in
the illustration be low.
CREATE FACILITIES FOR YOUTH
• Youth boys and girls Indian clubs
• Summer camp in mountains
• Develop land assignment for youth center

CREATING NEW
OPPORTUN ITI ES
FOR YOUTH

DEVELOP YOUTH LEADERSHIP
• Revive village council
• Youth on board to bUild a strong foundation
PROMOTE EDUCATION
• Education removes fear of the unknown and keeps
vision constant
• Assertiveness training
• Homework center two nights per week
• GED classes here

PROVIDING VITAL
EDUCATION

TEACH HOPI LANGUAGE
• HopI language classes here
• Hopi language curriculum for the village
• Have 2-hour sessions on Hopi culture and language
HELP LEADERSHIP WORK TOGETHER
• Propose changes of ordinances to tribal council
• Unification of leadership-traditional board and tribal
councils working toward same goals for whole village

WORKING TOGETHER
FOR ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

CREATE JOBS TO PROVIDE SERVICE FOR THE VILLAGE
• Different projects to keep residents employed
• Local artist paid to work with community members
• Employment of local artisans through the village to
teach skills
• Build shelters for students at bus stops
• Community activities: family nights, potlucks. pro
grams

IMPROVING
COM MU NICATIONS

IMPROVE CO MM UNICATIONS
• Improved communication , example newsletter
• Talk with the whole community
• Insist on board members' involvement in potlucks.

Step 3: Implementation Planning
Detailed tasks for the short term (2-3 months) are bra instormed and recorded. This step is described
on the foll owi ng page. It is separate because it can be used in ways other than as a part of strategic
pl ann ing.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING
The last type o f pla nning that we' ll look at in this section is implementation plan ning, Implementa tion
plans outline very specific [asks for a short period of time (2-3 month s). You may use imp[em nta tion
planning in combination acti on or strategic planning to get the detai ls in place after you have th

"big

pi cture" for the entire group.
On the next page is a template that you can use or adapt with groups who want to focus on specific,
short term action steps.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING SHEET
Briefly restate the desired results:

Complete th follow ing:
ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE

BY WHEN

ESTIMATED COST

-

-

-

-
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GENERAL TIPS FOR PLANNING
• Do whatever you can to make planning fun ' ld m ify what things wil l be fun for
your group, and make them happen '
• Don't wait toO long for anion , Even if readiness and plann ing is a focus for your
group, take on sma ll actions along t he way,
• Involve as large a group as possib le in the planning, The more peop le and organi
za tions are involved, the more bu y-i n you will have, Ideas for planning can be
so licited in small groups and then merged together in one large group,
• Whatever method is used, make sure it has a variety of interaction modes in it:
indiVidual, group, wr iting, talking, drawi ng. , , .
• Go pie in th sky first, but come down for a landing,
• Look at strengths, wea knesses, benefits, and dangers of ach ieving you r action vic
tOr y,
Assign pieces of the vision to ubgroups. Subgroups can d velop deta iled plans
wi th dates,
Allow people to contribute to the act ions in areas in which they ar most enthusi
astic and energet ic.
• Encourage youth and adul ts in action groups to build on strengths of each,
• Encourage or ganizations with different strengths to ba lance Out action teams,
• Have a regular time to check in on progress with actions,
• Make sure coord inatOrs are identified for ea h group,
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BUILDING YOUTH-ADULT PARTNERSHIPS THROUGH
VISIONING AND PLANNING
The processes described in this tool kit are desi gned for people of all ages and aim not just to
generate ideas bu t to bu ild relationships and tr ust between people and groups. In many communities,
people have adapted or added elements to these processes to make su re the y are used specifically
to build youth- adult partn rships. Be low is a list of ideas tha t you could use or adapt for your
comm unity's process o f visioning and planning.
• Mode l partn er6hi p6 betw een you th and adult6. When you are planning the meet
ing, make sure tha t both youth and ad ults have leadershi p rol es. Thi s may incl ude
having a youth- adult faci litation learn. If adults are facilitat ing the mai n parts of
the session , make sure tha t young people are co-facil itators, leader s of icebreakers
and energi zers, or hosts and coordina tors of the event.
• I nclu de break6, activ it ie6. and play in to y our agenda, and try to ",tick to m aking
t ho6e thi ng6 happen. Visioning and plann ing both take a lon g time. It's easy to
have even a well -pl anned meeting t urn into several hours of sitting once people
start tal king and worki ng. In one commun ity, adults who came to a plan ning
session said that the time they spent doing the fun and games with young people
was w hat they most valued about the experience.
• Start your planning or vi6ioning meeti ng by revi",iting the value6 oU your group.
If the values include thi ngs li ke valuing all opinions equall y or recognizi ng that
experience exists that does not come with many yea rs o f work, it w ill remind
people o f some of the attitudes and actions associated wi th partnership. In one
commun ity, a li st of values was posted on the wa ll so that people could see them
as they worked on the vision and plan.
Incorporate youth-adu l t pa rtn er6hip activitie6 into the de6ign uo r the vi6ioning
or p l anning 6eMion. Most likely, you w ill want to break up the m eting with some
icebr eakers and energizers. Pick some that have to do with youth-adult partner
ship. See the guide to youth-adul t partnerships in Section 2 for some ideas!
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MAKING VISIONING AND PLANNING FUN
Visioning an d planning isn't always met with a lot of excitement and enthusiasm. For peopl e who like
to be concrete and grounded, for example, visioning might seem like useless, head-in -the-c1ouds
thinking. For people who like th inking about future ideas, plann ing mi ht be tedious and tiring.
Visioning and planning can be qui te bori ng i f fun isn't built into the design of the event or meeting!
Page 147 provides a list of ideas for creative visioning sessions. Below are some add itional ideas:

oUworking. Most planning processes, including the ones that
we describe, primaril y involve talking and writi ng. Think about the other modes
that people might enjoy: performing short skits or commerCials for the parts of th
plan that sma ll groups are going to work on, conducti ng short one-on-one inter
views to find out what people's ideas for the future vision are, or drawing a calen 
dar of how the plan wi II roll out.

• U6e di Me're nt m ode6

• Comb ine work w ith pLay. Use icebreakers, energizers, games, and sports along with
work on visioning and planning. Some groups have been successfu l when a fun
event is hel d immediately after the meeting, and other groups have been successful
in intermingling work and play, breaki ng up the meeting with short activities.
• Ut>e bacili tator6 who will make it bun. A facili tator can do a lot to set rhe tone for
the event and make it parricularly fun or dulL If you have iden ti fied a faC ilitator

who is qui te good at the work side, but less good at the fun side, try to identi fy a
co- facili tator or event host who will complement the facilitator's style.
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RESOURCES FOR VISIONING AND PLANNING
The Cooperative Extension System has resource people in every county of the United States. Look in
your local phone directory to fi nd your loca l Extensi on offi e.
Th Institute for Cultural Affairs offers trainin g and other resour ces for faci l itati ng part icipatory
visi oning and plann ing. See their Web site at www.ica -usa.org.

Web Resources
Sustainable Communities Network
www.susta inab le.org/ reating/visi on.htm l
A comprehensive li st of resou rces for community visi oning and implementa tion, indudi ng case stud
ies.

Publications
S. Ames , Guide to Community Vi6ioning: Hand6-0n inbomwtion bor Local Communitie6. Chicago, IL:
Chicago; Plann rs Pr 55, 1998.
Availab le through www.planning.org/book5tor e or (312) 786-6344.
National Civi c League. The Commun ity Vi6 ioning and Stra tegic Planni ng Handbook. Washington , DC:
National CiVi c League, 1995.
j. M. Bryson. StrategIC Planning bor Pub lic a nd No n probit Organ ization6 . San Francisco, CA: Jossey

Bass, 1995.
Available th rough www.josseybass.com
j. M. Bryson and F. K. AlslOn,. A Wo rkbo ok bor Public and Nonprobit Orga nization6 (2nd edJ San

Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.
Available through www.josseybass.com
M. Emery and R. E. Purser. A Powertu l Method tor Plann ing Orga nizati onal Change and Community
Action . San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
Availab l through www.josseybass. com
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Mouing to Rction
Everything described in the previous sections-building your team, examining communi
ty resources, and creating a vision and plan-consists of hard work that paves the way

for what is described in this section-moving to strategic action. We recognize that
doing things like creating a vision and p'l an are action-this section, however, specifical
ly discusses action related to implementing, or moving forward on your shared vision
and plan.
This section has two parts. Part

I,

"Building Momentum," offers tools and tips for getting the word out

and discusses how you can use some of the core principles in Section

2

to build involvement. Part

2,

"Processes for Your Group's Success," offers tools and resources for conducting successful meetings
and discussions.

SECTION 5 CONTENTS
PART I: BUILDING MOMENTUM
lntroduction ... , ............................................................... ,........................................... 18]
Usin~ the Core Principles to Build Momentum ................................................................ 184
Plan an Event-and Time It Weill ............................................................................. ..... 188
Gettint: (he Word Out ...... .. ... .. ..... ....... .... ... ....... .............. ....... ................. ............... .... .. 189
Resources ..... " ............................ ..... .. ... ...... .. , ... ...... ................................................. 197
PART

2:

PROCESSES FOR YOUR GROUP'S SUCCESS

Introduction .................................................................................................... ......... 199
Overview of Facilitation .............................................................................................. 200
Gelling People Together .............................................................................................. 203
Planning ..................................................................... .. ................................. ........ .... 2.04
Getting the Process Started ...... .... .... .. .................. .. ............................. ................ ... ..... .207
People ................ ... ............. ....... .... · .... · .. .................... .. ........... .. .............................H3
Paperwork .................................................................................................................. 2.14
Youlh-Aduh Partnerships in Meetings .......................................................................... 2.1,
Re ources ....................................................................................................................216
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INTRODUCTION
Momem um-----<:ominuous movement over t ime-is wha t keeps community and youth work vibrant and
al ive. From the very beginning of your work, it is importa nt to build momentum. Communities do this
in many different ways; what builds momentum for one community's work will not necessarily work
in another community.
When community groups think about ways to build momentum for their work , one of the most com
mon strategies is to get more p ople involved. New people bring energy, ideas, and even other new
people wi th them !
To bu ild involvemen t, it is often useful to f igure out the key people who should be involved as we ll as
how to build DIVERSE involvement. Several too ls are included in this sect ion and can help do this:

• Creating a grid o ~ the 6pace Ou the community. The tools in the "Gifts of Space"
guide in Section 2 help you ensure involvemenr from all geographic areas of the
community and target key gatheri ng places to get the word our.
• Creating a re60urce map Ou t he peopl e and organization6 in the community. The
tools in the "Gift s of Rela ti ons" guide in Section 2 help you ensure involvement
from the differ nt sectors of the com munity and target ways to bring key people
and organizations into your core group.
• Creating a 6hared v i6io n. A successful event, such as a vision day, is one of the
best possible ways to build common understanding, increase involvement, and
bu ild diverse participation.
• Looki ng at peop/ e'6 6elU-intereM. See page
at WlFMs-"Whar's In it For Me?"

106

of thiS section for notes on looking

• U6ing t he pow er Ou uood and event6. One of rh e most power ful ways to bu ild
momen tum is to get people together to have fun and to focu s on their dreams for
the future.
• Getting the w ord out. The fi nal part of this section focuses on ways to use commu
nications and PR to build momentum.
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USING THE CORE PRINCIPLES TO BUILD MOMENTUM
Secti on

2,

Core Pr inciples, describes the ideas that relate to all phases of the Building Community

process. As we talk about taki ng action on our visi on and plan, the core principles can be particularl y
va luatlle tools.

Gifts of Past
The history wall activity descr ib d in Section

2

is one that many comm unities have done during the

first phases of their work- ither to build readiness or to set the stage for a visioni ng session . Even if
the history wall activity is complete, it can be used continually as a tool to build momen tum. History
wa lls highlight lessons from past work-ideas and projects that succeeded or failed. Hisrory might
show that grassroots efforts only succeeded when they got the support of the schools or that most of
the fundin g for om muni ty projects ame from local. not outside, business support. As your group
takes action. continue to revisit those lessons. One way to do this is to give out copies of your hi story
wa ll during a meeting and have a short reflective diSCUSSion about any new insights your group has
now that you are in the action phase of the work.

Gifts of Relations and Place
When peopl e think of building momen tum, one of the things that hey commonly do is try to get more
people involved. The tools in these two parts of Section

2

help increase invol vement not j ust by bring

ing in more people but by involving people who are part of the diverse sectors, places, and organiza
tions that the people in the group represent. If you are organizing an event or new project, these
tools can help you create a list of key organizations and people to contact . If your project is already
underwa y, you can revisit the grid and resourc e map to see where gaps still exjst; yo u can fill thos '
gaps by involving people from new neighborhoods or sectors of the community.

Balancing Action with Learning and Reflection
Once the work start s gaining momentum and moving forwa rd. it will likely become more and more of
a cha llenge to take the t ime out to learn and re fl ect. A focus on getting things done sometimes dis
tracts from making sure that group members are learning new skills and ideas and ta king time to
thi nk about successes and challenges. It can be helpful for the entire group to identify one or two
people whose role it is to make su re that peoples' learning needs ar e being met and that reflection is
happening on a regular basis. They could do this by occasional ly taki ng 5 to 10 minutes of the m eting
agenda to review notes from past activities and to facilitate discussions that push group members to
refl e t on recent . uccesses and challenges. The reflection activities in Secti n

2

are gr at resources

for this.

Implementing Youth-Adult Partnerships
In Section

2,

we sai d that the bu ilding read iness phase of youth-adult partnerships often fo cuses on

becoming fami liar wi th the values and approach. What follows that phase is implementi ng
youth- adult partnerships. In th is phase, many groups shi ft from fo cusing on people's aUitudes to
focu sing on skills and competencies for working in partnership. Several of the commu nities that have
gone through the building community process have made this work on youth- adult partnershi ps part
of their vision and plan and have made getting training, training others in the community, and work
ing on team building part of their actions in this phase.
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TIPS FOR BUILDING COMMUNITY
SUPPORT AND INVOLVEMENT
• Make personal connections. The best way to reach people initially is through one-on-one interac
tion. Individual conversations are time consuming. but people will be more compelled to get
involved.
• Recognize people's contributions. You are probably working as a volunteer with other volunteers.
Anything people offer is a contribution. Recognize what peapIe do at meetings, community gather
ings, on radio. in newspapers and newsletters, and so forth. Recognize even the small things!
• Communicate a clear message over and over. Be consistent about what you say you are dOing.
and people will be more interested in and clear on how they can get involved.
• Make it clear that you are not about turf or territory. People want to know that this is not a
group to dupUcate what is already going all but an effort to bring together all the groups and ongo
ing efforts in the community. Be clear about how important this is.
• Follow through on what you say. People often want to see if the "new group" will last and what
you can do-take advantage of the attention and show them your best!
• Find your dragons and tall< to the m. Don't let your adversaries take away your steam! Invite them
to your meetings or spend time explaining your point of view to them.
• Address self-interests. People will only susta in thei r involvement if their needs are being met
make this work in your favor!
• Celebrate small and big successes.
• Be honest. learn from mistakes.
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What Are the lUlfMs?
The Salish Kootenai and Pend fOreille Tribal (ommunitg, Montana
I was taken quite by surprise when someone attending one of our arl y planning sessions asked,
"What are the WIFMsT I said, excuse me, what do you mean?" She said, "You know- what's in it for
MET She wanted to know what we were supposed to tell people when rhey asked this question about
getting involved in our partnership. My fir t thought was, Th1s is not a poli tical campaign . And then I
was sad because there was considerable wisdom in thi s question. I j ust wanted people to be drawn to
an opportunity to serve their community for the better. I wanted to see people drawn to the partner
ship because of its intrinsic value, which was so obvious to me.
This question ended up helping to bring me down from the clouds long enough to look at other peo
ple's reali ty. Many people live very busy Jives. The question of why they should get involved was a
legitimate one. And it was one I have decided we should be asking ourselves about nearly everything
we are doing in li fe beyond the basics. Not asking this question , and perhaps the broader one of
"What's in it for us as community?" is why we don't or can 't find the time to come together when we
are asked to focus on the big picture.
My first attempt at defining the WIFMs for people follows. It was perhaps the best repl y at the time,
but now that people are starting to get involved and to commi t, rhe answers seem

[0

fall short in

some ways .
WIFMS FOR OUR VISION DAY
I.

An opportunity to connect and meet with others Interested in well ness and the well-being of the
tribes and tribal comm unity.

2.

A time to establi sh a shared vision for the future at the grassroots community level.

3. A chance to check out the Native Path to Wellness project and determine whether you think there
is potential for it to really benefit the community.
4. An opportunity to see if we as a community can work together "with " youth and young adults to

-

-.J

develop our community. To begin

[0

view our young as resources rather than "problems" or worries

to try and do something about.

,...,.

-
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POTENTIAL WlFMS IF PEOPLE COME TOGETHER AND HANG IN THERE FOR THE LONG TERM
Participants will have the opportunity for the fo llowi ng activities:
I. To experience a structure of grassroots community organ izi ng that can build consensus around diffi
cult issues and that ca n provide a way fo r initiating change at ANY level: school, community, tribal
government, and so on.
2.

To learn o rganizing skills and group facilitation skills that help groups make decisions as was done
more traditionall y, by recognizing our gifts, bui ld ing on our strengths, and taking action in a posi
tive way that builds re lationships and restores a balance of power between the government and the
people.

l To define our community's "path to wellness and well-being" and work with the agencies and pro

grams that currently provide services to bring about a better match between services and the con
stituents they serve.
4. To achi eve a greater sense of communi ty and a chance to serve your community in a way that
brings you more energy than it takes away.
The bottom-li ne learn ing is that to really get people co mmitted, they need to have a clear idea of how
getting involved will meet their needs directly. I don't mean th is in a selfish sense, but more of
matching community youth-adu lt activiti es to the specific "heartfelt causes" that people are excited
about. We did this by giving people an opportunity to come together arou nd some key, "high-passion"
items in the vision. We chose youth voice in de ciSion making, Sali sh and Kootenai language-immer
sion planning, and creating strength-based strategies for healthy families. We created opportu nities
for people to jump quickly into action on issues they were passionate about. This has really gone a
long way towards activating the community. I think the key is that if you can identify what people
have strong passions about or the things that they "fret" about the most, you will find the issues
around which people wi ll make the ti me to gather. When you do thiS, you are helping people answer
the question, What's in it for me?

-

- Anita Dupuis
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PLAN AN EVENT-AND TIME IT WELL!
When you think about rhe ti mes that people in your comm unity get together, chances are t ha t food,
fun, or tradi tion are involved in some way. The same should be true when you create community
events such as vision days. Before you plan your own event, make a commun ity calendar of even ts.
Each event could be a key oppor tuni ty for you to get the word out to community members or even do
communi ty work such as a planning sessi on or ser vice acti ity. Use the cal enda r below

(0

make a list

of ann ual commu nity gatherings. The list could incl ude a Fourth of July parade, a harvest festival, a
powwow, or a local or coun ty fair. For each event, thi nk of a possible acti vity at the event.
Month

Event

IPossible Activity

January
February
March
April
May

]LII1
July
August
September
Ocwber
November
December

Which months are the fullest? Which are the emptiest? If y u were going to hold a new event, which
months would be best or worst? What other community acti vities would make it easy or difficul t to
have an event?
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GETTING THE WORD OUT
One of the best ways to buil d momentum for your work is to let people know that you are doing itl
Despite e-mail, great desktop publishing software, the Internet, and the many other ways to get the
word out, the best way to conn ct with people is still face-to-face. Invest in media and mass commu
nications-but don't let them be a substitute for personal contact!
This section contains the following:
• Tips for getting the word out
• A media inventory form
• Sample press releases
• Everything you need to know about publ ic servi ce announcements (PSAs).

looking at PR and Communications
PR, or public relations, provides ways for mul tip le reminders without face -to- face interaction. PR can
be very effective. One trap that groups can fa ll into, however, is rel ying too heavi lyon PR-face-to
face communication is ideal. The next section of the tool kit contains many tool s for successful PR
and commun ications in general, including pres s releases, notes on doing public service announce
ments (PSAs), an d a media inventory.
One way to start looking at PR is to discuss the following question as a group and list answers. "Of all
the options for PR, what woul d be simpl e, fun , and innovative ways

(0

get the word out?"

Tips for getting the word out
• Professional-lookin g formatting h as more cre dib ility than plain t ext. People have more confi
dence in something that is well laid out. Looking good doesn't have to be expensive, though . Word
processing and graphics programs can hel p you develop a great design.
• People talk to each oth er . Word of mou th is a powerful way to spread your message. Asking peo
ple to tell others about what you are doing works even bett r if you have a short brochure about
y ur program. Use your grid to make sure you have people covering all areas of your community.
• Reverse the negative trend. Much of what is news is about tragedy, disaster, or crisis. People
crave good news-something that will lift their spirit and provide hope for the future. You are work
ing to reate a more positive commun ity future, so tell the community your positive story!
• Get rep orters on your side. If you haven't already, get to know your local newspaper and radio
reporters right awayl You can ducate reporters abou t what you're doing and why it's important.
You can keep reporters on your side by sending backup materials to them and thanking them for
being part of the community's work.
• Fi nd "win dows of op portunity." Look for times and places when your audience is ready to hear
you r message. Times of opportunity may be school assemblies or dances, if you are trying to talk to
students, or inservice days, if you are trying to reach teachers. Take advantage of places where peo
ple gather! Large commun ity events can offer great opportunities to reach big groups.
(Adapted from Ca mpbell -Kibler, "Making a SpLa6h ")
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LOCAL AND REGIONAL MEDIA
It is important to track you r loca l and regional media sources- both before and after you contact
them. On page

191

is a m dia inventory chart to list all th ways you can promote your community

work. Other members of your community might have more ideas or media contacts, so try to incl ude
them in completi ng the inventory. On page

17 1

is a media con tact chart tha t you can use to record who

you've contacted, when, and about what. Finally, on pag

172

you'll fi nd another impor tan t tool for

getting the word out to loca l m dia, a sample press re lease.
When you have an idea or an event to promote, th ink about your message (wha t you want people to
know, do, think about, etc.) and your audience (the people you want to r ach) when choosing the
med ia. There ar many ways to get your word Out with in your commu nity, incl uding newspapers,
radio broadcasts, word of mouth, and mat r ials at I cal hangout s and gath ring places (such as om
munity centers, post offices, restaurants, and sporti ng events) Be strategic and creative'
Below is an example of what an entry in your inv ntory might look like. The next page con tai ns a
cha rt you can duplica te and fi II Out.

Name and type How often is it
Audience: Who Deadlines
of media (print, circulated? What receives it
Web, radiO, etc. ) is the cost?
(and how many)'!

Media contact
name &
information

"Community
Update" section
of local church
bulletin

Rev. Erin Stewart
1400 Maple Lane
Unique, MD 20000
(301 ) 555-1212
Fax (301) 555- 1213
E-mail: funrev@hot
mai l.co m

Media Type:
print

The bulletin is
give n out once a
week at Sunday
se rvices . It's
free!
Items we submit
are run just
once , unless we
ask them to run
an item for a
few weeks.

Pe op le who
attend services
(approx. 40
people from the
comm unity,
mainly older
adul ts ) receive
bulletins. The
church also
delivers bul
letins to senior
ci tizens and dis
tributes them at
youth group
meetings.
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Items need to
be in to the Rev.
by 3:00 p.m
every Friday in
order for th em
to be printed in
Sunday 's bul
letin.

Other ideas
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MEDIA CONTACT FORM
Medi a Outlet Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Type:
..J Newspaper

..l Television

.J Rad io

Ll Community pu blication

.J Magazine

..l lnte rnet

:J Other

Address:

Te lephone

M:

Fax ' :
E-mail:
Contact Name:
Dates o f Contact:
Areas of Interest

Notes

Follow-Up
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SAMPLE PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT:
Name
Telepho ne Number
Date
PRESS RELEASE HEADLI NE-SHORT AND SNAPPY!
TOWN-Summarize the who, what, where, when, and why of your event. Your first paragraph goes
here .
Your second paragraph goes here. Explain a little more about the event or activity.
Your third paragraph goes here. This is often used for background or other basic information about
the organization or group that is hosting or sponsoring the event.
*Media Coverage Invited-

What: Your event/activity
Who: Youth and Adults
When: Date and time

Why: Reason for the event/activity
Photo Option: State here what type of photo or video coverage might be available (e.g., youth-ad ult
group will be doing an interactive activity outdoors)
Contact: Name, telephone number
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Communication Strateqies and Settinq up Kailinq ListsThe Salish Kootenai and Pend d'Oreille Tribal [ommunitYr Montana
In any communi ty effort, it is critical that the communication keeps nowi ng and t hat it continues to
extend an invitation to new people as ti me goes on. Any closing off or narrowing of who gets invited
is a mistake, I think. So many initiatives get started and fade away that people have become skeptical
about the merits of and, especially, the longevi ty of community development initiatives. It is crucial in
setting up a communication strategy that the door is always open and that the principle of inclusi on is
clear to the community. The best way to ensure lack of participation is to make it appear that only an
exclusive club of certain people are welcome. I thus have avoided using the term "core team."
If I had tried to count on the initial group who came toget her as a core team to be wi th me over the
long term , I would have been standing nearly by myself. I have also, as a community organ izer, tried
[Q

detach from any noti on of who I thought were t he "right people " to be stepp ing forward. Again, if I

had tried to count on j ust my friends or those who I felt already supported me in what J do, I wou ld
have been sorely disappointed. Often, the people we think of as the "most logical" or "right people"
[Q

invite are exactly the opposite because they are usually already overcommitted to other activities

in the community.
That said, how should one go about setting up a li st of people to include? First, I would include every
one and anyone you can th ink of. Add all names suggested by other s as well as those obtained from
sign-up sheets completed at meetings. Be sW'e to create a snail-mai l list and an e-mail list. E-mails
have worked wonders as remi nders. Although the e-mail lists don't reach everyone, in our communi ty,

o

t he "moccasin telegraph" (or word of mouth) also works pr etty well when people are interested and
motivated. In addition, our community is able to hand deliver mail through tri bal government, whi ch
saves us postage.
It is wise to set up a database with the following fi elds: last name, fir st name, mail ing address (with
ci ty in a separate field), and zip code. Include a field for e-mail addr esses and a field for the
addressee's school or organization. A category for age (by year of birth) is helpful too, so that mail
ings can be tailored to particular audiences if necessary.
Following aU of our meetings, we have quickly sent out com plete documentation to everyone who
participated in the session and, most of the time, to the broader mailing li st. Th is way people get
immediate feedback and see that their work is val ued.

-

-

- Anita Dupuis
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMEN 5
What is a public service announcement (PSA)?
PSAs are free advertisements tha t the media use to announce communi ty and nonprofit organization
events. hey are aired on te levision and rad io stations, printed in newspapers and magazines, and
mounted on bi llboards as a public service by media outlets.

How do I find out about opportunities?
Many m dia outlets have a public service policy that is printed in the newspaper or ad vertised on
their Web site and ot her promotional materials. Look in your newspaper or call the TV or radio sta
t ion to find ou t what its policy is; you might have to flll out an appli cation . Be sure to fi nd out what
the requirements are (e.g. , length and format).

What are people looking for in a PSA?
Media outlets want PSAs that are i nteresting to their audience and usuall y wan t the PSA to have local
relevance. They may want it to have a certai n formal or to be part of a community calendar. Often
PSAs are recorded by the station. Many stati ons will want you to work with their staff to make your
PSA.

What kind of information should be in my PSA?
For a PSA about an event, you should include the name of the event, the location, and the time. You
should always have a contact phone number for people to call for more in format ion. You might men
tion a Web site if you have one.

Will I have to write my own PSA?
Often radio stations will ask you to wr ite your own PSA. They may look at the text before it is ta ped,
and they may change it. They may even ask you to tape the PSA. Try to be as prepa red as you can.
Read you r copy out loud to yourself before you go the station. Is it 30 seconds or less? Can you gel
through it Without gasping for breath?
[Adapted from National 4-H Council. He alth Rock6! Comm unity Act ion Guide, 2001. 1
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RESOURCES FOR BUILDING MOMENTUM
The list below represents j ust a fracti on of the man y resources available, and it cites references that
were made in this part of Section 5.

General Resources
Every county in the United States has 4-HlYouth Deve lopment program s and staff t hrough the
Cooperative Extension System. Look in your local phone di rectory to find your local Exten sion
offi ce .

Web Resources
See the article "Making a Splash " by Campbell and Kibler at www.campbe ll -kibler.com.
The city of Vancouver, British Colu mbia, develop d an on line Citizen's Handbook. See the sections on
"Getting Noticed" and "Getting People" at www.vcn.bc.ca/citizens-handbookl.

Books and Publications
K. Bonk, H. Gr iggs, and E. Tynes. A Step-by -Step Guide to Working with th e Med ia to Generate
Publi city, enhance Fundrai6ing, Build Member6 hip, Change Pub li c Policy, Han dle Cri6e6, and More'

San Francisco, CA: jossey-Bass.
Available at www.josseybass. com

K. Bobo, J. Kendall , and S. Max. Organizing tor Social Cha nge: A Ma nual tor Activi6t6 in the ' 9 9°'6.
Santa Ana , CA: Seven Lo ks Press, 1996.
National 4-H Council, Health Rock6! Community Action Guide: empowering y our Commun ity to Ma ke
a DiUberen ce. Chevy Chase, MD: 2001.
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INTRODUCTION
When a group comes together to work, it is important that it has processes and people that can facili
tate the work moving ahead. This section will explore some of those processes, specifically group
meetings.

In this section you will find
• A definition of "facilitation" and activities to look at successful facilitation
• Checklists for planning for and facilitating meetings
• Notes on how to get paperwork done for meetings
• An activity to create a meeting agenda
• Activities to get your meetings going in a lively way
• Notes on youth-adult partnerships in meetings
• A list of resources about facilitation and effective meetings.
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OVERVIEW OF FACILITATION
What i6 tacititation?
Facilitation is the design and management of structur es and processes that help a group do its work
together and minimize the problems they have working together.
(justice and Jamieson, The Complete Guide to Facilitation, 1998).
One way of looking at facilitati on is as "ena bli ng groups to succeed ."

What i6 t he dinerence between a taciLitator and a leader?
If you look up leader in the dictionary, it will say somethi ng like, "Someone who leads others, is in
charge of others. " P ople often thi nk of a leader as a person at the t op who passes on information or
tasks to those below lhem (th is is known as top-down, or formal, leadership).
If you look up facili ta tor in the dictionary, it will say something like, "A person who assists, aids, or
makes something easier for people. " P ople often think of facilitators as the neutral guides that help
groups do their work (this is the leader-as-faci litator model). The chart below compa res the two types
of leader.

TOP-DOWN, FORMAL LEAD ER

LEADER AS FACILITATOR

ASSUMES authority

ASSUMES many diverse perspectives

KNOWS what to do

KNOWS how to do it

SEEKS the right decisions

SEEKS a decision that the people make and
will act on

RELIES ON individual ability

RELIES ON group ability

Institute of Cu ltural Affairs, Group Facilitation M ethod6,
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THE KEYS TO GOOD FACILITATION
OVERVIEW
A participatory activity to develop a list of the roles of a good facil itator.

OBJECTIVES
To under stand the differ ence between leaders as faci litators and top-down leaders
To develop a list of the roles of a successful facilita tor
To set the ontext for how a group will work together
TIME REQUIRED
Approxima tely 45 minutes

WHAT

TIME

HOW

MATERIALS

Step 1:
5 min.
Setting the
context

Using the chart on the previous page , review the dif
ferences between a facilitator and a top-down leader.

Flip chart with facilitator
and top-down leader
descriptions

5 min.
Step 2:
Brainstorm
ing

Say to the group,
"Take a minute to think about an experience you
have had where there has been a facilitator. What did
that person say? Do? What were the things that per
son did to make them a successful facilitator?

Paper and pen for each
person

"Take a minute to write down on a piece of paper as
many of those things as you can think of."

Step 3:
Synthesis

15 min.

Break the group into teams of 3 to 5 people.

Flip chart paper and
markers

Say, "With your team, share some of your ideas
about IJvhat makes a good facilitator. As a team, cre
ate a flip chart that represents the elements of suc
cessfu l facilitation. You may draw, write, or both. Be
prepared to share your flip chart wi th the group."

Step 3
adaptation

Instead of writing the qualities of the facilitator on a
flip chart, each group could develop a role play or
skit that shows success ful and unsuccessful facilitation . As each group performs its skits, the other
teams can take notes and deve lop a collective list of
the keys and pitfalls for facilitation .

Step 4:
Sharing

5-10 min.

Allow each group about 3 minutes to share its work
and answer any questions

Step 5:
Reflection

10 min.

Ask the group the following questions:
• What words stand out for you from these presen
tations?
• What were the key things that all of the groups
had in common?
• What were the differences?
• What are you still worried or confused about?
• What would you like to learn more about?
• How will we make sure that our group has suc
cessful facilitation?
Share Handout 5F with the group
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THE ELEMENTS OF FACILITATION
Peraonal ReadineM
• Visualize yourself walking
through entire workshop.
• Answer [he questions
y urself

• Appropriate dl'e s
• Leave personal problems
on the doorknob

Journey ot Group
• Methods

Phyaicallnt10Lvement

• Flexibility

• Eye cOntact

• Teams

• Energy level

· Product

· Posltiv body language

BOLE

• Process and content

• Inviting tone of voice

• Decisions

Style
• "Collaborative" language
• Humor

· U tenmg skills
- Hear what's being said
behind the word
- Active Ii. tenlng
• Keep on track
• Honor othel"s insights
• Comfortable with silence
• Questions that probe
creativity and insight

1),('£1
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GETTING PEOPLE TOGETHER
Different cu ltures define ef fective gatheri ngs and meetings differently, For one grou p, star ting and
ending at a preset time might be an essential el ment. For another , mak ing sure tha t everyon

leaves

with a sense of direction mi ght be the most i mpor tan t element-rega rdless of when the meeti ng
begi ns and ends,
In the foll owing pages, we'll exami ne different elements of group facilitation and meetings- thi nk of
"four Ps":
• PlANNI NG-creating the agenda , managi ng logistics, distribu t ing materials
• PROCESS-facilitating the gather ing and renecting on it
• PEOPLE- acknowl dging contribution and participation, managing con fl ict, follow
ing up w ith people who didn 't come
• PAPERWORK- keeping document ation and getting it out to key p opl e.
(Adapted from Win r 0 Ray, Collaboration Ha ndboo k, 1997)
What we are covering in this k it is a small fraction of the materials and tools Oll t there relat d to
meetings and faci litation. On the final page of this section is a list of other too ls and resources,
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PLANNING
Of all of the stages of facilitation and group process, this is pro bab ly the one that p ople foc us most
on. Planni ng is key! Putting together a meeting or event is similar to drawing an ani ma ted cartoon
fo r every minute of meeting time, many more minu tes are n eded ahead of time to enSure tha t every
thing goes smoothly!

A Checklist for Planning
Does the meeting have a clea r purpose?
Do the people coming know what the purpose is?
Is there an agenda for the meeting?
Is the meeting scheduled at a time when youth can come?
Have people had an opportunity to contribute to the agenda?
Is there an activity planned to involve all the partici pants and make them feel we lcomed?

Is the facili tator prepared?
Is there someone who will record or document the meeting?
Is the setting appropriate? Casual? Businesslike? In a "neutral" spo t? Do we have permission
to use the buildi ng or room?
Do people know how to get th re?
Do we have an emergency contact number?
Are there re freshments?

J

Is there child care, or are people welco me to bring children? Do people know that ahead of
time?
Do we have supplies? (flip chart paper, markers, name tags, sign-in sheets, handouts)?
Have arrang ments been made fo r clean-up?
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PREPARING THE AGENDA FOR A MEETING
THE SITUATION
You are leadi ng the core team in prepa rin g the agenda for a meeting with a hrger community group.

OBJECTIVES
• To create an ag nda that wi ll enable the group to deal with its upcoming issues
and other it ms
• To rel ease anxiety abou t and create an t icipation for the meeti ng

HINTS
The length of th meeting is an important factor. A short meeting may consist of several brief items; a
longer meeti ng requires more ca reful planning.

OPENING
Say to the group, "We need to develop an agenda for the upcomi ng community meeting and develop a
list of Items that we need to deal with ."

QUESTIONS
Wha t do we wan t to leave with at the end of this meeting?
Wha t ag nda items are carried forward from the last meeting? (li st these on flip chart)
What other items have we heard of? (Add these to the list)
Which of these items are most criti cal to deal with at this meeting?
Where is a logical place to start?
Approximately how much time will be needed to deal w ith each item?
Who wil l fa cilita te thi s meeti ng?

'J

Where Should you HCJld YCJur Meeting?
The meeting site depends on what type of meeting it is and how many people you expect to attend.
An important consideration is the kind of environment that the meeting place creates. Think about
spaces that wiU be comfortable for the people who will be coming to the meeting. For example. adults
might not be comfortable meeting around the table of a teen hangout. and youth might not be com
fortable meeting around: the table at the meeting room at the Town Hall. Don't meet at a place that
has a reputation of being unwelcoming to some people. Meetings held outdoors can be tough because
of distractions and noise.

-----.--.
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CHECKLIST FOR FACILITATORS DURING A MEETING
If the group members don't all know each other, does everyone have a name tag?
Did everyone get greeted when they walked in?
Do peop le know where bathrooms/pay phones/refreshments are?
Did we tell people how much time the meeting should last and whether a break is planned?
If it Is not a very large group, did people who walked in late have a chance to introduce
themselves to the group?
Did we than k everyone for com ing? Did we thank the others who helped orga nize the meet
ing?
Did we do an icebreaker, if needed?
Did we create a list of ground ru les if the group did not already have them?
Do people have a clear sense of the meeti ng's purpose?
Did people have an opportunity to add to the agenda?
Did we indicate that input is appreciated?
Is there a "bin" where we can record and "save" ideas that we don't have time to deal with
today?
Is there a sheet where people can record their "burning questions" duri ng the meeting? Did
we go back to answer those questions?
Did the meeti ng close with clarity on next steps and commitments?

J

Did we provide an opportunity, verbal or written, fo r people
meeting?
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GETTING THE PROCESS STARTED
The fi rst few minutes of each meeting are sam of the most important: They set the stage for (he tone
of the meeting, communicate (both verbally and nonverba ll y) norms for the meeting, spark thinking,
and set a welcoming tone.
It is important to get a feel for what the traditions and culture of the roup is related to meeti ngs. It
may be important to start meetings on time, because doing so sends lhe message that the meeti ng wi ll
follow the time schedu le. If you start late, people wil l have more of a tendency to ignore other time
directions in the future, such as when to come back after lunch or coming on time to the next meet
ing. In other si tuations, it may b appropriate to leave 15-20 minutes after the official meeting start
time to let people talk and get setll d before getting to business. If you are not sure, ask questions
about this beforehand, and get the group's feedback related to timing.

Things to Remember in Setting the Stage
I.

Everyone comi ng to the me ting should get a personal welcome from a member of the team whe n
he or she enters the room-a handshake, hug, hello, etc. Thank the person for comi ng, say why you
are glad he or she came, and how you think that pe rson will be hel pful.

2.

Make sure the room is set up (enough cha irs, supplies, nip charts prepared) well b fore participants
arriv . You should be spending the last few minutes before the meeti ng starts by welcoming people,
no t pulling your stuff together .

3. Make sure that everyone is introduced and that they have an opportunity

[0

speak fi rst thing in the

meeting. It is important for everyone to get his or her voice out right away! If participants speak
early, it helps break the ice earl y. Make sure the tone is set to welcome all voices. The facilitator
should let th group know that ev ryone's input is welcome and that when they have something to
say, it will be welcomed .
4. Make sure that everyone had a clea r orientation to the purpose of the meeting beforehand.
5. In introductions, connect the meeting to prior work. Set the context and recogn ize people and
accom pli shments who help d get us where we are today.
6. Involve as many people as possible in helping to set up the room and handl oth r details.
"Raggedy starts" are a good way to engage people who come early and to instantly engage people who
come in to join the group. Raggedy starts should begin about 5 to
continue for about 5 to

10

[0

minutes before rhe meetin g and

minutes after the "official" sta rt time of the meeting. Raggedy starts shoul d

be inclusive, mix people, be active, and relate to the focus of the work . For examp le, if one of the
values of the group is to promote youth-adult partnerships, then t he ragged y start should b designed
to also promote that value.
On the next few pages are some examples of raggedy starts: BI NGO, Reporter on the Street, and
Name Tag Games. Each activity is design d for a speCific purpose.
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BINGO
As you know, BINGO is usuall y played wi th cards that have numbers on each of 25 sq uares; the winner
often gets money. In BINGO as a raggedy star t, the ru les are slightly differen t. First, the squares on
the cards are fi lled with the task to "Find someone who ...." (e.g., "Find someone who was born in
the 19Bos" or "Fi nd someone who has more than 3 pets"). In raggedy start BINGO, you get a sq uare by
fi nding a person who fit s what is in the square and having them sign it. The obj ctive is to get ALL of
the squares, not just 5 in a row. After you have someone sign your card, you have to move on to a
new person. You can stop the game even if no one has all the squares-have peop le rai se thei r hands
if they have at leas!

10,

or at least

15,

until you find a winner. You can de ide on a prize-usuall y

something small like candy works fin e. At the end, make sure the group has a short time to process
the experience. Below are some specific ways to do that.
As peopl walk in the room, you wi ll need to share the r ules wi th them. Have two or three peo pl
designat d as greeters to hand out BING O cards and explain the rules as people walk through the
door. You ca n also writ the majn rul es on a fli p chart, as shown below.
Once you find someone, have them sign that square.
After that person signs the square, move onto someone new.
Try to get as many squares as possible.
Yell BINGO if you fill out your whole card .
See pages 20B-210 for more on BINGO, including sample cards.

Reporters on the Street
Ask participants to interview two people whom they don't know. Tell them , "Think as though you
were a nigh tly news reporter- ·We're here on location today to get people's feeli ngs on .. ..'" As k par
ticipa nts to ask each other questions desi gned to help fos ter and set the tone for the day, such as the
fo llowing:
• What's your wil dest dream for this community?
• What' s one thing

YOll

love about working in a youth-ad ult group?

• What is your idea of a great event?
If there is time, you can have people introduce the people they in terviewed and share what they
learned. Process the game by having people share the responses they got that stood out for them. Ask
the following questi ons:
• How did it feel to be interviewed/ interview others?
• If th is was a news story, what would it be called?
• What does th is say about ou r work for today?
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Name Tag/Pairs Games
If you have a large group of people or a group that does not know each other well , this can be a good
raggedy start.

POSSIBILITIES:
• Put a symbol or color on each p rson; participants have to find their match and introduce themse lves.
• In small letter s, put the name of someone else in the room at the bottom of each nametag, and have
everyone find the person whose name is written on thei r tag.
• Famous pairs: As people walk in, put the name of one part of a famous pa ir (e.g., Kermit the Frog
and Miss Pi ggy) on the ir back. They have to ask yes or no questions to fi nd out who they are, and
then t hey have to fi nd their pair. When they find rheir pair, they revea l who they are to the other
half of their pair.

BINGO
On the following pages are a series of different card s for BINGO. Each has a special focus, and usi ng
each type of card involves different consid rations. Each card has blank squares that can be used for
special things that you think of!

BINGO Card #5J: Youth-Adult Partnerships
Notice the squares with the youth- adu lt partnership theme-you could use thi s BINGO ca rd as a
warm-up to some of th activities in th

fi rst part of Secti on

2.

Incl ude these questions in your reflec

tion:
• Which squares were asy and difficul t to get?
• What does that say about partn r ships?
• Does this give you any new inSi ghts about par tnerships?

BINGO Card #5K: Community Gifts/Individual Gifts
Notice t hat each sq uare has to do wi th ski lls, interests, and gifts that each of us brings to community
work. Incl ude these questions in your refl ection:
• Which squares were easy and difficult to get?
• Did anything surprise you?
• What new assets did you discover among our group?
• How can we build on our many personal strengths?

BINGO Card #5l: learning Styles
Notice that each square has to do with prefer ences for learning. Use this as an activity for looking at
styles and skill s in your tea m. In lude these questions in your refl ection:
• Which squares were easy and difficult to get?
• Did anything sur prise you?
• What does this say about ou r group?
• How can we make our different learning styles work to our advantage?
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FIND SOMEONE WHO ...
Is a member of
a succe sful
youth- adult
partnership
Has been
surprised by
the wisdom of
someone not in
their generation.

Thinks the
voting age
should be
lowe red
Can say what
"adulti sm"
means to
them

Expects you th to
make their own
decisions

Can name one
of the potential
barriers to
youth-adult
partnership

MOVING TO ACTION

0

Has been a
me mber of a
successful
team
Knows of an
organization
with a young
person on its
board

Th inks that
youth-adult
partnerships
take practice

Supports the
power of youth!

Has met an
adult who takes
young people
seri ously.

Thinks that he
or she is a
good Li stener

Disagrees with
the way youth
are portrayed
in the media

Has be n
trained in
youth-adult
partnership

Wants to learn
about the experie nces
of people of
diffe rent ages.

....-..
NOTE: Fill in the blank squares with your own ideas!
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FIND SOMEONE WHO . . ..
Knows how to

Can speak a

Can sing a

Who has bowled

Is a member

use "Powerpoint"

foreign language

Brittney Spears

more than 175

of a successful
youth-adult

song

partnership

Plays basketball

Recruited

Thinks this

Has volunteered

Has facilitated
a meeting

someone to

community is a

with people of

come to this

great place to

other ages

meeting

live

Can draw a

Has conducted

Has a friendly

map of this

a survey

smile

Likes to cook

Has been a
member of a

community

successful team

Has lived in this

Has lived in this

community for

community for

more than 30

less than a year

Has had his or

Knows where

Has written

her own

youth in this

a book

business

community like

years

to go on
weekends

-.
Note: Fill in the blank spaces w ith your own ideas!
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FIND SOMEONE WHO ...
Likes to know
why things
happ n
Would rather
come up with an
ideal hypothesis
than the solution

Doesn't like to
set schedules

to

Prefers to start
a task by
working alone

Has a good
imagination

Likes to think
about concepts

Relies more on
gut feelings than
on logic

Likes to tal k
about "what if"
situations
Likes taking risks

Likes helping
other people

Likes schedules

be creative

Usually enjoys
listening to lectures
and guest speakers

Prefers solving a

Likes studying the

problem in a
group

details

li kes to know
how thi ngs work

NOTE: Fill in the blan k squares with your own ideas!

.......
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PEOPLE
When you think about dealing with meeting participants, you need to consider three important areas.
First is acknowledging and appreciating contributions and participation. Second i s managing critical
sirua tions and conflict Third is following up with peop le who did not attend.

Appreciating and Acknowledging People
See the activities about appreciation on page 80.

Managing Conflict
Expect conOicl. Everyone and every group has different expectations of the way things will be done,
special pr f rences, communi cation patterns, and experiences with decision making. When differ
ences rub together, confl ict may occur. If we don't all ow conflict or if it is not handled well, we li mit
our abi li ty to cha nge. The key to that is managing conflict.
Th e Co LLaboration Handboo k by the Amher t Wilder Foundation (1997) offers an excellent overview of

sources and resolutions of con fl ict, as shown in the table below.

Typical Sources of Conflict
Power struggles
• Members want to have power over others.
• Personal cu stoms, languag e, preferences
not being met.
Low trust
• The meeting conveno r lacks needed
• Meetin gs are too boring.
• Com munication is poor.

How to Resolve the Issues
• Look fo r underlying issues, such as history of
conflict, fear of loss of control, and so on.
• Take time to review the customs of the members;
define frequently used terms; acknowledge different
styles.

skil~ls.

• Ask the group to take greater shared responsibility
for the meeti ngs.
• Review characte ristics of effective meetings and facili
tation.
• Practice communication skills, and do some learn ing
in this area.

Vague vision and focus
• The members frequently call the vision and focus
into question.

• Review the destination ; remember that conflict is
not about wording, but about the scope of the work.
• Set short-term as well as long-term goals .

Lack of clear leadership
• Some organizations pressure the collaboration
for quick action .
• People attend infrequently and irregularly.

• Reaffirm the value of planning
• Ask those with authority to commit to consistent
representation; clarify that a collaboration is being built.

Other resources for conflict managemen t can be foun d on the Internet:
• Mediation Information and Resource Center-www.mediate.com
• Resource list and o(her information- www.mediationworks.com

Following up with People
One of the most efficient ways of following up wi th people is incorporating follow-up into every
meeting. As the meeting is closing and you are developing a list of actions to take as a group, talk
about who did not corn e and get volunteers

(0

contact those people before the next meting,
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PAPERWORK
Paperwork comes into play at all stages in the process of bringing p ople together-BEFORE, DURING,
and AFTER!

BEFORE the Meeting
Send out any background materials. At least a few days be fore, let people know what the agenda wil l
be. Make sure you incl ude reminders of anything they should bri ng or be prepar ed to do at the meet
ing.

DURING the Meeting
l.

A sign-in sheet documents the number of people who attended; provides a list of names, phone
numbers, and other information; and provides a list of people whom you might call on in the
future. It also ca n be used as a gujde to send out th meeting notes.

2.

A recorder should document what participants are saying whi le they say it. Typi call y, they use a nip
chart that everyone can see. Wh n the meeting begins, have the recorder introduce themselves by
sayi ng, " My name is _ __, and it is my job to make a recor d of this meeti ng. I can't write down
everythi ng, so I will try for key ideas, in your own words. Help me capture your though ts in the
best way pOSSible-and let me know if [ don't get something ri ght!"

AFTER the Meeti ng
Meeting minutes are a record ing of All the discussion that took place. It is rare that someone will be
able to record it all, and even more unlikely tha t people will read all of it! Sti ck to notes that summa
ri ze the meeting:
• Who attended
• The key issues covered in the meeti ng
• Actions take n
• An "a tion register, " with who is responsible for each action and by when
• The mai n items for the next meeting.
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YOUTH - ADULT PARTNERSHIPS IN M EETINGS
Some t echniques that you might try:
The talking ~tlck. In aome Native American cuLturea, the peraon who held the t aLking atick
had the right to apeak at a meeting. That per~on had the power ot the w ord and couLd
~peak without tear ot being interrupted or tmulted. When they ~inia h ed what they had t o
aay, they wou ld give the atick to whoever wanted to apeak n ext.

Five-minute new idea ",'e. New tdeaa aTe ~()1nettmea hard to talk abcut. Cona ider a rule
that no criticiama can be made o ~ a new idea tor at leaat t ive minute& atter it ha& been

propoaed.

And Some Tips:
• Rem ind people that all of the work is done in partnershi p between youth and
adults and tha t we need to be aware of how we are commu ni cati ng and treating
others all of the time .
• Avoid using language that is hard to understand, including technical words and
acronyms. Make sure you ask if you do not understand wor ds or concepts.
• Be aware of people's time constrai nts for doing activiti es, and be aware o f how
th yare being divided up. Make sure that th fun tasks and the drudge tasks get
divided fairly between adults and youth . Don 't ju st dol e ou t menial tasks to youth ,
thinking that they wil l do bette r with the easier du ties .
• Make time for fun. Volunteers need to have fun to keep motivated. Having fun is a
great way to break down you th-adul t stereotypes.
• Recognize and praise good ideas and accomplishments.
• Make sure meetings lead to action. People will stay home next time if too many
meetings are j ust talk. Thi nk abou t keeping a runn ing "action log" during the meet
ing where all the i mmediate next steps are recorded . At the end of the meeting,
cl arify who will do wha t.
• Rutate leadership roles and faCilitator roles in meetings. Youth shou ld get a chance
to try out all r oles if they want to . Everyone can I arn leadership skills "on the
job."
• Try having separate youth- adult meetings every now and then. Sometimes such
meeti ngs are helpful for checking on youth-adu lt partn rships and progress. Make
sure that you update each other afterwards.
• Keep it short and take breaks.
• Schedu le meetings at t imes when youth can attend !
• Be sen sitive to people 's rel uctance to record action in front of the group. Both
youth and adu lts may be self-conscious about their spelli ng. You may need to make
a ru le that correc t spelling is not necessaryl
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RESOURCES
The list below includes the resources that were cited in th is part, as well as other in formation. It re p
resents only a fraction of the resources ava ilable about group faCilitation and group processes.

General Publications
B. Lewis, The Kid '6 GUide 10 Soc i al Action. Mi nneapolis. MN: Free Spiri t Publishing. 1991, 1998 .
M. Wi ner and K. Ray. Coll aboration Handbook. St. Paul, MN: Amherst Wilder Foundation, '997.

Group Facilitation Organizations
Every county in the United States has a Cooperative Extension Office. whi ch ha s resources and
re source people for gr oup facili tation . To find your local Extension offi ce, consult your local phone
book.
The Institute of Cul tural Affairs (www.ica-usa.org) has dev lop d participator y facil itation techniques
that are used all over the wor ld.
The International Associa tion of Facilitators (http: //hsb.baylor. edu/full r/iaf) is an organization d di 
cated to faCilitation.

Publications and Web Resources about Group Facilitation
1. Justice and D. Jamieson, The Complete Guide to Facili tation . Amherst, MA: HRD Press, 1998
Available through (800) 822-280 1 or www.hrdpress.com .
A set of bookl ts is avai lable from the American Youth Foundation, (314) 772-8626

L. Kearny. The Fac ili tato r '6 To olkit. Amherst. MA: HRD Press, 1994.
Available through www.hrdpress.com or (800) 822-2801.
How to Facilit ate Group6: A Quick Reherence Handbook on Active Fac ilitation Tec hn iqu e6 cr ated by

the Nationa l School to Work tea m is on the Internet at wWW.stw. d.gov/products/handbook/ha nd
book. htm
In titute of Cultural Affairs. Group aciLita tio n Method6. Insti tute of Cultural Affa irs, Phoenix, AZ:
2000 .

Avai lable through www.ica-usa.org
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Publications and Web Resources about Effective Meetings
An online resource can be found at www .infoteam.com/ nonprofit/ nica/ Effmeet.html.
M. Caroselli. Meeting6 that Work. Mission, KS: Skill Path Publi cations, 1998.

Publications and Web Resources about Icebreakers and Energizers
Lists of icebreakers can be found on the web at:
www.n wli nk.com/donclarklleader/ icebreak.htm I
www.resulrsthroughtr aining.com/ Pages/ download.html
These books listed below and more publications are available through the Jossey- Bass Publishing Web
site at www.josseybass.com.
A. Van Gundy, /0/ Great Game6 and Activitie6

B. Pike,

101

E. West,

201

Game6 tor Trainer6
Icebreaker6
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Change and Sustainabirtq
After a group has formed, created a vision and plan, and begun to put the plan loto
action, a whole new phase of community and youth work begins. Key questions that
people ask durin~ this phase include "How can we make sure that this effort is sus
tained?" "How do we make sure that our work is having an impact on root causes?" and
"What are the things that are cbanging as a result of our work?" Communities that have
tried the BuUding Community process are just beginning to look at answers to the ques
tions- their work is only 2 or 3 years old, at most. Getting answers to such questions can
be difficult and takes time. For that reason, you'll find that this section of the tool kit is
the least developed of the six sections. As we continue to work with community part
ners and receive feedback about the tools, we look forward to expanding this section of
the tool kit in particular.
What this section does include is notes and tools related to two main concepts that are
critical during the phase of project "maturation"--sustainability and changes in the way
that power is shared. The chart on the folloWing page was adapted from a model devel
oped by the Institute of Cultural Affairs and the Mexican Foundation for Rura]
Development. It shows the phases of community work, from initiating a project to hav
ing it become mature. This section of the tool kit, focuses on the column of the table
that is highlighted- project maturation. The ftrst part of this section focuses on building
self-sufficiency, or sustainability, for the work (the first row of the table). The second
part focuses on the other three rows- making changes in the ways that people partici
pate. are involved in decision making, and share power.
SECTION 6 CONTENTS
PART

1:

BUILDING SUSTAINABILITY

O"f>r,'ew 01 SU~lilinab.lttv ...........................................................................................uq
Rt'S()urce~ on tollahorallon ..........................................................................................1.zJ
S

PART

rurin~

2:

Re ·ourct'!. ............................. ...... .. ... ...........................................................22<;

CHANGE

OvervlP\ ' (If Sharing Power III Crf:.lll" Ch.ln~e .............................................................2).7
Re nurces orl Group Oed~l()n Makin~ .......................................................................... 228
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THE PHASES OF COMMUNITY AND YOUTH WORK
Areas of
the work

PHASE I
PROJECT START

CHANGE IN
AmTUOE

Self- Sufficiency

SelfConf idence

PHASEII
PHASE III
PROJECT STABILIZATION PROJECT MATURATION
CHANGE IN
CHANGE IN
STYLE
STRUCTURE

A willingness to plan
the future

Trusted and commit
ted leadership

Long-term collabora
tion and investment

A willingness to work
together

Collaborative
working relationships

Set participation
patterns

A Willingness to take
in itiative

Increased skills for
partnering

Everyone contributes
and everyone
benefits

Adopting philosophy
and values of youthadult partnerships

Increased skills for
partneri ng

Participation

Youth
partiCipation
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Equal youth voice in
decision making

CORRESPOtolDiNG
PAGES

Sustainability
Collaboration
Resource
development
(pp. 219-225)
Power sharing
Decision making
(pp. 227-232)

Youth in decision
making
(p . 233)
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OVERVIEW OF SUSTAINABllITY
To sustain

=

to maintain, to supply with nourishment, to suppon the vitality of, to endure or with

stand
What does it mean to sustain community and youth work? This is a key questi on, and the answer to it
will be difrerent according to different people, groups, and communities. There are many other criti
cal questions embedded in this question of sustai nabi lity:
• What do we try to sustain, and what do we let fade away?

If one person or a small group is doing most of the sustaining, is our work really
sustainable?
• How can we both maintain the work, and continue to grow and change?
We are just beginning to learn about what sustain d youth/ adult partnersh ips and asset-based com
munity development look like, and j ust beginning to work on answering these key questions. What
you will find on the next few pages are a few tools to start ex,amining the question of suSta inabili ty.
The first one looks at the cycles of community development work-rhe peaks and lows of the work.
The next tool and activity is about collaboration. Collaboration-the long term comm itment of groups
or organ izations to a common mission- is a key to sustaining the work. Collaborations may not last
forever, but they do provide a larger, shared commitment lhat can nourish and support the work.
Finally, there is a short section on a topi c that many people consider when talking about sustainabili 
tv-securing resources.
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CYCLES OF COMMUNITY WORK
OVERVIEW
This activity introduces a model for looking at the phases of community work and provides notes for
facilitating a discussion about th impor tance of looking at cycles of the work.

OBJECTIVES
• To r cognize the existence and importance of the ups and downs that community groups typical ly
exp r ience
• To evaluate the stages of the group's work and the impact of those stages on the
work

TIME REQUIRED
Approximately 30 minutes

WHAT

TIME

Step 1:
5 min .
Setting the
context

HOW
Say to the group, "When doing this work, many peopie struggle with the ups and downs and with the
feeling that sometimes progress is really slow and
that other times things are moving too fast to catch
up. Thinking of this group's work, what were the
'ups,' or high points? What were the 'downs ,' or low
points? The Institute of Cultural Affairs , a group that
has worked with community groups all over the
world , has observed some of the phases and stages
of community groups. They looks something like
this diagram."

MATERIALS
Copies of Handout 6A or
flip chart with diagram
on it.

Share the Handout 6A on the following page. Explain
each phase.
10 min.
Slep 2:
Discussion
groups

-

Break the group into discussion groups of 3 or 4
people. Ask each group to answer the following
questions and be prepared to quickly share its
answers and work with the larger group.

Copies of Handout 6A or
flip charts with questions
1 and 2

1. Does the shape of the line represent this group's
work? If yes, where do you think this group is? If
no , draw what you think the diagram should look
like.
2. Does the shape of the line represent the whole
community's development? If yes, where do you
think this community is? If no, draw what you think
the diagram should look like.

-

-.
-.

Step 3:
Report out

No more
than 3
min. per
group

Ask each group to briefly share what they discussed.

continued on page 223
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TIME

HOW
Ask the whole group the following questions:

MATERIALS
Flip chart paper

• What stood out to you about what you heard?
• What parts of it do you find encouraging?
What parts of it make you feel worried?
• How can we use this activity to make our work
more successful?
• What are the key things to do to keep up stab le ,
persistent work?
Record answers to the final question on flip chart
paper. Use the list that is generated in future meet
ings or planning events.

-.I

•

r--.
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THE CYCLE OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT WORK

Disinterest d

Awokened

Dis lIuslon d

Per/llstent

From the article "Integrated Development, A Mexican Examp le ", Approa ches That Work in Rural Development (lCA, 1988)

Phase 1: Disinterested
People aren't showing up. Leaders are blocked or stuck.

Phase 2: Awakened
Enthusiasm! Good rumors are circu lating about your community work, and people are responding.

Phase 3: Disillusioned
Anger and frustration . Peopl e don 't thi nk the project is progressi ng. Leaders start to drop out.

Phase 4: Persistent

~

Members have gone through struggles, but these are recognized and ce lebrated.
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COL ABORATION-A KEY TO SUSTAINING SUCCESS!
OVERVIEW
A participatory activity to examine three approac hes of working together and to share ideas about
buil ding community col laborations

OBJECTIVES
To distinguish between cooperation, coordination, and co llaborati on and identify examples of each
To examine how the group can be successful in collaboration

TIME REQUIRED
Approxi matel y 30 minutes

"Note: Bebore the activ ity begin6, it i6 n eceMary to 6et up a wall that i6 divided into three part6
titled "cooperation," "coordination," and "collaboration. ,, ~ .

WHAT

TI ME

Slep 1:
5 min.
SeHing the
context

HOW
Say to the group, "One of the ways that people,
groups, and communities resolve problems over the
course of time is to bring people together in new
ways. Creating collaborations allows groups to come
together to solve problems.

MATERIALS
Copies of Handout 6B or
fl iP chart with diag ram
on it.

People often use the word collaboration to describe
any time people work together to achieve a goal.
Really, it is a little more complex."
Refer to the handout on the following page-either
make copies or make a version of it using flip chart
paper. Briefly review the key concepts of coopera
tion, coordination, and collaboration. Solicit exam
ples of each from the group

Step 2:
10 min.
Brainstorm
ing

Say to the group, "For the next five minutes, we are
going to think about how these three concepts apply
in our own community. Each person should take a
set of sticky notes, write the name of a group,
organization, network, or alliance on each note, and
place the note under the appropriate heading."
Solicit some examples to get people going.

Sticky notes

-

After everyone has put up the notes (5 min.), give
time for people to ask any questions of clarity relat
ed to what is written or where it is placed.

Step 4:

15 min.

Ask the group the following questions:

Rellection
• Looking at the wall and the three areas, what gets
your attention?
• What parts of this exercise were easy or difficult
for you to do?
• Why do you think that certain columns are fuller
than others?
What does this tell us about our work?
• What new insights about collaboration have you
gained?
What are the things that this group needs to do to
build collaboration?
C 2001 Innovation Center for Community and Youth DevelopmentfTides Center
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THREE MODELS OF WORKING TOGETHER
COOP

:n

Short-term , informal relations
that exist without any clearly
defined mission, structure, or
planning effort. Partners share
information only about the sub
ject at hand. Each partner
retains au thority and keeps
resources s parate, so there is
practically no risk.

N
More fo rmal relationships and
understanding each other's mis
sions. People involved focus
their long-term interaction on a
specific effort or program.
Coordination requi res some
planning and division of roles.
Authority is still with individu
als, but more risk exists. Power
can be an issue. Resources are
made available to participants,
and rewards are shared.

low Int nslty

COL

o

Participants bring separate
organizations and groups into a
new structure with full commit
ment to a common mission.
Requires comprehensive plan
ning and well-defined commu
nication channels operating on
all levels. The structure deter
mines authority, and r isk is
high because each partner con
tributes risk and reputatio n.
Partners pool o r jointly secure
the resources, and they share
the resul ts and rewards.

High 1ntenslty

(Adapt d from The Co ll aboration Handbook, Amherst H. Wi lder Foundation, 1997)
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SECURING RESOURCES
From the start

f your effort, something that is likely to be on people's minds is how to secure

r sources. Often they are th inking of fi nanci al resources in the form of grants, but resources are any
form of power-they include staff, technology, training, and in formation. As this tool kit shows, they
can al so consist o f a vision, a shared sense of history, and relations within the community. Knowledge
of local resources and the crea ti on o f a vision and plan can be extremely powerful tools for attrac ting
new outside resources. Communi ty grou ps that have done this wor k are proof: Communities can
access funds that would not have been avai lable had thei r group not had such a clear idea of what its
gifts, challenges, and vision were '
Good general in f r malion about resource development is avail able on the Internet:
• The Chronicle of Philanthropy-www.phi lanthropy. com
• The Foundation Center-www.fdcenter.org
• Foundations On-Line-www.foundations.org
• Ideali sf-www. idea list.org

Re ourc Scarcity--No True!
We are told that we're in a time of r esource scarcity-that government funding is dwindling, corpo
rate support is diminishing, and foundation s are giving less.
We are r ally in a ti me of resource abundance. Private wealth is greater than ever before; people and
organizations give generously. People are just selective about where they give. We must know who
su pports us, deter mine wh can be persuaded, understand their interests, and use their language!
(Adapted from The ColLaboration Handbook, Amherst Wilder Foundation, (997)
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RESOURCES ON SUSTAINABILITY AND COLLABORATION
M. Winer and K. Ray. CoLLaboration Hand book. St. Paul, MN: Amherst Wilder Foundation, [997. This
book is a fab ulous reso urce that takes you through both the theoretical and practical parts of the
whole journey of collaboration. It is available through the Amherst H. Wil der Founda tion, (8 0 0) 274
6024, www.wilder.org
Tlte National Network tor Collaboration

The mai n Web si te is http://crs.uvm.edu/ nnc /. It contains many resources, including self-assessment,
tool s for evaluating, and lists of other resources, such as articles and books.
A traini ng manual is available on the We b at http://crs.uvm.edu/nnco/cd/ lndex.htm.
Th e New Community Collaborat ion M anual, by the National Assembly

Availa ble through the Nationa l Assembly.
(202) 393-45[7

SuMainabLe Communitie6 Network

The Web site is www.sustainable .org, and it contains articles, case studies, and tool s about community
and environmental sustainability.
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OVERVIEW OF SHARING POWER TO CREATE CHANGE
Every com muni ty's vision and every group's mission is unique. All of them tend to have a single thing
in common, however-to create positive, lasting change. The idea of lasting change has to do with the
last few pages. The n xt few pages have to do with the idea of change itself. and offer tools, activi
tie s, and resources fo r creating change.
We focus speci fically on the idea of power and change for two reasons:

1.

Imbalances of power can be the most significant barriers to making change happen. When we look
at the many of the rOOt cau ses of challenges, they have to do with i mbalances of power.

2.

Expand ing the way that power is shared is a strategy that helps create deep, lasting change. When
groups have access to power and voice in the decision-making process, then they can impact and
create the positive changes they dream of.

Often imba lances of power are related to raci sm, sexism, cla ssism, ageism, eth nocentrism, an d hetero 
sexism. It is in this stage that many communities find the need to address these issues more de p ly.
Because there are ma ny excellent resources available already, this too l kit does not provide resources
fo r addressi ng all o f these issues speci fically. The reference section at the end of this section provides
additional info r mation on these resource s.
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CHARTING DECISION MAKING AND POWER SHARING
(Adapted from the Points of Light Foundation 's Young Peop le as Decision Makers Youth Outreach
handout: "Mapping Youth for Youth Involvement")

OVERVIEW
This activity "maps" where people in th community participate in making decisions.

OBJECI1VES
To identify strengths in the communi ty's current system of engaging peopl e in the decisi on-making
process
To identify opportuni ties for increased sharing of power

TIME REQUIRED
Approx imately one hour

WHAT

TIME

Step 1:
5 min .
Setting the
context

-

--

HOW

MATfRlALS

Begin the activity with a short discussion about deci
sion making. Say to the group, "Think about the
process of making decisions. Is it easy or hard?
Why? Are there decisions about what goes on in this
community that you are part of? Are there decisions
that you are glad are made for you? Are there deci
sions that others make that you think you or others
should be able to participate in making? Why? What
does decision making have to do with power?
"For the next 50 minutes, we are going to explore
some of these ideas in greater depth , creating maps
of where decisions are made in this community, who
is making them, and what that means for our work
and the community as a whole. "

Step 2:

Mapping

20 min.

Review the di rections written on Handout 6C, asking
for examples as you go, and creating the beginning
of a sample map on a piece of flip chart paper that
the whole group can see.
1. Think about the organizations and groups in the
com munity that make decisions that affect the
community. Include the organizations and groups
that you are a part of and those that you are not
part of. In the square below, draw a representation
of these groups and organizations. You can draw
them as they exist on a map, or you can do a draw
ing that is a symbol for what they represent to you.
2. With a different color pen, list the groups of peo
ple in each of those organization s who are
involved in making decisions .
3. With another color pen , make a star to indicate
the areas where opportunities exist to increase
participation in decision making and sharing of
power.

Copies of Handout 6C
Flip chart paper
Markers

Ask if people have questions , and indicate that they
will have about 15 minutes to do the exercise.
continued on page 231
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HOW

WHAT

TIME

Step 3:

20 min.

If the group is small, offer each person a chance to
share his or her map with the group. If it is large,
split into smaller groups with a facilitator in each
group.

10 min.

Ask the following questions:
What images from the maps stand out to you?
Were there any surprises for you as people
shared?
• What similarities did you see in people's maps?
• What differences?
In general, who is making decisions that affect the
community?
Why is that the case?
• Who is being left out of the decision-making
process? Why?
• In what areas should more people be involved in
decision making?
• What are some strategies that we can use to
increase shared power in this community?

Sharing

Step 4:
Reflection

MATERIALS

Possible Adaptations of This Activity
• Use it specifically to look at how youth, women, people of color, or any other group is
involved in decision making and power sharing. See Section 2, Page 19 for facilitators' notes
for examining youth participation .
• Use it in combination with the resource mapping activity in Section 2, page 15 to examine
specifically how people who represent different sectors of the community are involved in
decision making and power sharing.
• Use it in combination with a strategic planning activity (Section 4, page 171) to identify the
root causes of some of the barriers that the community faces.

a

-

-.-.J

-.
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CHARTING DECISION MAKING AND POWER SHARING
Th ink about the organizations and grou ps in the community that ma ke decisions that affect the

J.

commun ity. Include the organization s and groups that you are a part of as well as those that you
are not part of. In the square below, draw a representation of those groups and organ izations.
2.

With a different color pen, list the groups of peopl

in each of those organizations who are

involved in making decisi ons.
l With another color pen, make a star to i ndicate the areas where opportu nities exist to increase
participation in deci si on making and sharing o f power.

(Adapted from the Points of Li ght Foundation 's Young People as Decision Makers Youth Outreach
handout: "Mapping Y ur Program for Youth Involvemen t")
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ESTABLISHING A DECISION-MAKING PROTOCOL
OVERVIEW
A participatory activity to develop r com mendations for the how a group makes decisions.

OBJECTIVES
To become familiar with the types and nature of various decision-making methods.
To make recommendations for the type of decision-making to be used by the group.

TIME REQU IRED
Approxi mately one hour.

WHAT
Slep 1:
Lectu rette

TIME
10 min.

HOW
Say to the group, "One of the most crucial tasks for
a group is establish a decision-making protocol.
Groups feel empowered when members understand
how to make decisions. Let's look at some of the
styles of decision making."

MATERIALS
Handout 60

Refer to Handout 60. Tell the group that the style
and structures are not mutually exclusive-they can
use elements of more than one. Have the group
quickly think of some of the advantages and disad
vantages of each.

Step 2:
Being
consultants for
our group

30 min.

Say to the group, "For the next 30 minutes, you are
no longer going to be members of this group.
Instead, you are going to be consultants, applying
what you know and feel about your group. The pur
pose of this step is to come up with a set of clear
recommendations for the decision-making protocol
for this group. Make sure that you carefully weigh
pros and cons.

Flip chart paper
Markers

"Refer to Handout 60. Record your recommenda
tions on flip chart paper. Select one member of your
team to report to the large group about your recom
mendations."

-

Split the group into 2 or 3 teams, ensuring diverse
representation in each team.

Step 3:
Report out

15 min.

Give each team 5 minutes to share its recommenda
tions and answer questions.

Step 4:

15 min.

Ask the group the following questions:

Discussion
and decisi on

What stands out for you about the presentations?
What ideas are you excited about?
What ideas make you a little worried?
On which things do we seem to agree or disagree?
Based on what you heard, what recommendations
would you make for our group?
What are the next steps that we need to take?

-.
........

o

-

•
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STYLES AND STRUCTURES FOR MAKING DECISIONS
Consensus

We probe issues until everyone's opinions ar understood, especi ally oppos 
ing opinions. The decision is only made when everyone in the group says
that they can live with that decision.

Working consensus

We probe issues until everyone's opinions are understood, especially oppos
ing opi nions. The decisi on is made when two-thirds of the group says they
can live with that decision.

Democratic

We discuss the options suffici ent ly that people understand the consequences
of the majority vote. We estab li sh the ground rule th t losers support the
decision, even though it was not thei r choice. Then we vote and count.

Advisory group

We appoint a group of experts to eith r make decisions for the group or
make recomme ndations on dedsions.

Leadership Team

We fo rm a subgroup that represents the whole group. This group makes
decisions.

Weighted

When we make a decision, some members ' voices and opinions are given
more weight than othe r members' voices.

Oryanizational veto

If one group disagrees with a decision, it can pull o ut of that activity. The
next time we make a decision , they are part of it.

(Segments adapted from The Collaboration Handbook, Amherst H. Wilder Foundation, 1997)
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RESOURCES ON POWER SHARING AND YOUTH
DECISION MAKING
Re ferring back to page 16, the chart that shows the phases of youth/ adult partnerships, the last phase
relates to young people's participation in the process o f making decisions. When young people and
adult s work in equal partnership, a logical step is to include young people at the tables where deci
sions are be ing made. Youth are mem bers of City Councils, boards of non -profit organizations, and
progra m management teams.
In this tool k it, we do not include resources, activities and tools for youth in decision making,
because so many excellent ones have al ready been created . There exists a movement in many youth
and community organizations to promote this concept.

Publications and resources
University of Vermont Cooperative Extension System. GUide to Making Group Deci6ion6.
Order at http://ctr.uvm.edu/ctr/pubs/ popular2. htm'cred .
K.S. Young and

J. Sazama.

r~

Point6: SucceMtully Involving youth in Deci6ion Making. Somerville, MA:

You t h on Bo ard, 1999.
Availab le by calling (617) 623-9900, or at www.youthonboard .org
Community Partnerships with Youth, Inc. youth in Governance, youth a6 Tru6tee6, and youth a6
Philanthropi6t6-three training resources for involving young people in real ways in organizations
and commun ities.
Available at www.cpyinc.org

w.

S. Lesko and E. Tsourounis, II. youth! The 26% Soluti.on. Kensington, MD: Activism 2000

Proj ect, 1998.
Avail able through Activism 2000 Project, (800) KID-POWER, www.youthactivism.com.
S. Zeldin, et. al. youth in Deci6ion Making: A Study ot the Impact6 ot youth on Adult6 and

Organization6. Chevy Chase, MD: National 4-H Council, 2000.
Availab le at www.fourhcounci l.edu/ cyd or i nnovationwfourhcouncil.edu .
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